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FlNANdLAJL STATEMENT.

THE NOVA SCOTIA FBOIT 6R0WEB8’ ASSOCIATION in aoct with C. E STARE Scerettry-Treasnrar.
Db. Year Ending December Slet, 188St Cb.

To Pablnhing Reporti.............. ............... ...................$ 143
'■ Blank Book*, Stationery and Wrapper*............. 9 19
“ Poetege......................   16 64
*' Winter Exhibitioil.............................................. 169 41
** Printing and Advertising.................................... 83 60
“ Reporting Convention ..................   19 00
*' Expenses Meetings.................................... ........... 8 75
“ Es^-pensee CoUecticmB exhibited......... .. 31 48
“ Amount voted Deputation to Ottawa ................. 39 00
*' Secretary’s Salary.............. < ............................ -60 00
** Sundry aeoounts................................................... 7 87
** Balanse.............................a,:...,..................... 617 61

•1117 06

Ry Membertiiip Fees .................................................$ 76 00
“ Sale of Tickets and Fruit, Winter Exhibition.. 62 16
“ Cash from late Treasurer..................................... 390 91
“ Government Grant................................................. 300 00
“ Securities................................................................ 366 3?
“ Sundry amonnts from other sources 2 69

$1117 66



AUDITORS’ REPORT.

WoLFViLiJi Jan'y 15th, 188^,

The Committee appointed to audit the accounta of the Nova 
Scotia Fruit Growers’ Association, beg leave to report that they have 
examined the books of the Secretary and Treasurer, and the bills 
and vouchers, smd find them correct.

Much credit is due to Mr. 0. R. H. Starr, the Secretary-Treasurer, 
for the efforts he has made in carrying on the affairs of the Associa
tion, and for the manner of keeping the books of the Association,— 
being concise and clear,—shewing the condition, financially, at a 
glance; and we congratulate the Association on its present financial 
condition.

Geo. V Band, i ^
V AxidxtOTBtG. H. WAUiACl,
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THE WINTER EXHIBITION

Of fruit held at Mason Hall, Halifax, on the 6th and 7th of March, 
1883, was undoubtedly the finest show ever made at this season, by 
the Association.

There were on the tables about five hundred plates of apples, pears, 
and grapes. These included the several collections from different 
Counties that had taken the Association prize., at the District Exhi
bitions. There were some remarkably fine specimens from Cape 
Breton and the Eastern Counties, thus proving conclusively the 
adaptability of this section of the Province to fruit growing. The 
fine specimens of Oravenatim and King of Tompkina, from Cornwallis, 
attracted much attention, and Mr. Sutton’s exhibit of open-air grapes 
in perfect condition, was a great surprise to spectators. Mrs. Edwin 
Chase exhibited a fine collection of canned fruits in glass.

All the fruit was in excellent state of preservation, and the Halfax 
Morning Ghrmide justly said “ The show for the time of the year 
perhaps excels anything that could be seen in any part of the world.”

The following is a list of
FRIZ18 AWABBBD :

Section.
1. Best and largest collection of Apples grown in the Province of Nova

Scotia ; six of each, named and labelled. The fruit must be grown 
in the Province, but nuy be the growth of several orchards, credit 
being given to the several growers on the labels.

1st. John Otis King, Windsor........................................... $10 00
2ud. Not awarded ..............................................................  6 00

2. Best and largest collection of Apples grown in any county in the Province,
except Kings, Hants and Annapolis; one doz. each, luuned and 
labelled. The fruit must be grown in the County, but may be the 
growth of several orchards, credit being given to the several growers 
on the labels, but only one Prize to be swarded to each County, 
1st, $4 ; 2nd, $3.60 ; 3rd, $3 ; 4th, $2.60 ; 6th, $2 ; 6th, $1.60.
No entries in this section.

3. Best collection of Apples, not more than six varieties, one dozen of each,
named and labelled.

1st. T. H. Parker, Berwick................................................$ 2 00
2nd. Edwin Chase, Cornwallis............................................ 1 76
3rd. C. R. H. Starr, Port WUliams.................................... 1 60
4th. Edward McLatchey, Grand Pre................................. 1 26
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Section.
i. Beat coUtotien of long keeping Applet, not more than four Tarietiee, 

one dozen each, nuned and labelled.
lit. T. H. Parker......................................... ............... 9 2 00
2nd. Edward McLatchy...................................................... 1 79
Srd. Edwin Chaae ............................................................. 1 90
4th. JohnG. Byrne, Kentville..................................... 129

0. Beat hbL of Baldwina for the Engliah naarket, aelection, package, method 
of packing and marketing to he taken into oonaideration.

let T. H. Parker............................................. ............... | 9 00
2nd. Edward McLatchey......................................... 3 00

9. Beat collection of aweet Applet for domeatic uae throughout the aeaaon, 
with deacriptioB ef quality, aeaaon of ripening, Ac.

let. T. H. Parker..............................................................$ 3 00
2Bd. Edwin Chaae .................  ....................................... . 2 00
Srd. Not awarded ............................................................. 1 00

PlABS.
let. JohnQ. Byrne...................... ..................................$129
Sad. William Sntton, Comwallia...................................... 1 00

CoLLBcnoN OBam.
let. Not awarded ..............................................................9 2 00
2nd. William Sutton......................................................... 1 00

CAKim PsirTn.
lat. Mra. J. W. Chaae..................................................... 9 9 00
Snd, Mra. Edwin Chaae...................................................... 4 00

Judget—V. C. Whitman and E. E. Dickie.

Donns—GRAVMsniN.
lat.
2nd.
Srd.
4tb.

John G. Byrne...............................................
C. Y. Johnaen, Wolfrille..................... ..
T. E. Smith, Comwallii............. ...............
T. E. Parker.............................. .................

.............9 1 00

............. 79

............. 90

............. 25

lit
Ribbtok Pimx.

R. W. Stair, Pert Willianu.................................... 9 1 00
2nd. T. E. Smith.............................. . ........ 79
Srd. William Sutton .......................... .............. 00
4th. J. G. Byrne................................................ ............. 29

let
Gou>Bir Russrt of W. N. Y. 

B. E. Dickie, Canard.. ............................ ............. 9 1 00
2nd. 'T. H. Parker . ............................................. .............. 70
Srd. John W. Maxner, Windaor........................ ............. 00
4th. Not awarded 25
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itiei.

)thod

Mon,

Komfabiii.
lat. T. S. Whitman..........................................................$ 1 00
2nd. T. H. Parker............................................................ 75
3rd. J. G. Bryne................................................................. 50
4th. E. E. Dickie ............................................................. 25

Kino or TourKiNs Co.
lit. T. H. Parker..............................................................$ 1 00
2nd. M. O. AUiaon, Windior.......................................... 75
Srd. B. W. Starr, Port WUlianu..............................     6o
4th. John 6. Byrue............................................................. 26

Bunbiem PtpnN.
l»t C. R. H. Starr..............................................................I 1 00
2nd. J. O. Byrne................................................................. 75
Srd. Rev. F. J. fl. Axford........................................   50
4th. Not awarded............................................................. 25

Baldwin.
lit E. E. Dickie..................................................................t 1 00
2nd. A. H. Johnaon, Wolfville........................................... 75
Srd. T. H. Parker.............................................................. 50
4t!i. WllUam Sutton.......................................................... 25

Nortbekn Set.
lat C.R.H. Starr.................................. ............................I 1 00
2nd. Eidward McLatohey................   75
Srd. Duncanaon Broa., Falmouth.........................  50
4th. John W. Maxner, do............ ................................ 25

Yellow Bellfloweb.
lat. Jamea Maxner, Windaor........................................... I 1 00
2nd. T. H. Parker............. ........................................... .*. 76
Srd. Edwin Chaae ............   60
4th. John O. Byrne.............................................................. 25

R. I. GrEININo.
lat T. H. Parker.............................................................. $ 1 00
2nd. John G. Byrne.............................................................. 75
Srd. A. H. Johnaon.............................................................. 50
4th. Henry Trenholm, Windaor....................................... 25

ESOPOS SpmiNBORO.
lat Charlea Bacon, Falmouth..........................................I 1 00
2nd. John G. Byrne........................     75
Srd. A. H. Johnaon..............     60
4th, Not awarded......................................   25
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, ‘ Fallawatik.
lit. R. W. Sterr..................................................................|0 76
2nd. and 3rd. Not awarded.

Hubbakdston Nonsuch.
1st. Edward McLatchey ................................................... 76
2nd. and 3rd. Not awarded.

Blui Psahmain.
lit. T. H. Parker.............................................................. 76
2nd. J. G. Byrne.................................................................. 60
3rd. Not awarded .............................................................. 26

PoMME Gbisb.
1st. John Q. Byrne.............................   76
2nd. Edward McLatchey................................................... 60
3rd. James Maxner.............................................................. 26

Obihes’- Golden.
1st. R. W. Starr................................................................. 76
2nd. William Bustin, Belleisle........................................... 60
3rd. Not awarded .............................................................. 26

Empebob Alexandeb.
1st. Edward McLatchey.................................................. 60
2nd. T. H. Baker.................................................................. 26

Famuse.
Ist. John G. Byrne.............................................................. 6p
2nd, Joseph Wilson, Windsor.......................................... 26

Newton Pippin.
1st. Edward R. Bishop, Greenwich.................................. 60
2nd. Not awarded .............................................................. 26

Clyde Beauty.
1st Edwin Chase.............................................................. 60
2nd. Not awarded ...................................'........................... 26

Bishop Boubne.
1st. J. G. Byrne................. .............................................. 60
2nd. Not awarded .............................................................. 26

Flushing Spitzenbubo of Vandevebe.
1st James Maxner.................................................   60
2nd. Geo. C. Johnson, Wolfville...................................... 25

■/iidpes—Andrew Shaw, Edward Parker, and John B. Mills.
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MINUTES OF SPECIAL MEETING,

Held in Matonic Hall, Halifax, March 7th, 1883, 9 o'clock a. m.

Vice-President G. A. S. Crichton, Esq., in the chair.

The Secretary read the report of the Publication Committee, which 
stated the MSS. was in the hands of the N. S. Printing Co., whose 
tender for printing was the lowest received. The Publication 
Committee had ordered from the Burland Lithograph Co., Montreal, 
1000 portraits of the late Dr. Hamilton, for insertion in this issue.

Mr. Silver, in moving the adoption of the report, indorsed the 
action of the Puhlication Committee in procuring the portrait of the 
late President.

J. A. Halliday seconded the resolution, and passed high encomiums 
upon the late President, and said he spoke after having had fifteen 
years connection with the Association.

The Secretary asked for instructions as to the distribution of 'the 
reports, and thought we should use them as a means’ to increase the 
membership.

Mr. Parker thought if we sent a delegate through the chief fruit 
district^ he could do much to increase the membership.

R. W. Starr said he thought it would be well not to make any 
very strict rules with regard to this issue, and moved the distribution 
be left to the Publication Committee. Seconded by Mr. Parker and 
passed.

The Secretary then laid on the table the report of the Special 
Committee on Frott-proof Warehouse at Halifax. This included a 
memorial to the Hon. Minister of Railways, correspondence with the 
Manager of the W. & A. Railway, and others. The report recom
mended the sending of a deputation to Ottawa to lay the whole 
matter before the Government

Questions were asked as to the probable cost of the necessary 
warehouse. Mr. Hart said the cost of the Acadia Warehouse was 
about 16,000.

j-rjf'.’rii*
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Mr. Silver said the necessity for frost-proof warehouses was 
unquestionable. The Halifax Chamber of Commerce heartily endorsed 
the efforts of the Association, and would support the deputation He 
believed the project, if carried out, would amply repay the expendi
ture. Mr. Silver generously offered to contribute $10 towcids the 
expenses of a deputation.

James A. Frazer, M. P. P., Vice-President for Guysborough Co., 
endorsed the action of the Association and the recommendation of 
the Committee, and authorized the Secretary to draw on his bankers, 
W. L. Lowel & Co., for $5 towards payment of expenses of delegate.

Moved by R. W. Starr, seconded by E. McLatchy, that the report 
of Special Committee be received and adopted. Passed.

R. W. Starr thought a* deputation of one from the Association, in 
connection with the delegates from the Chamber of Commerce, and 
the members, would be sufficient.

The Secretary would not recommend the Association to vote more 
than $30 from their funds for expenses.

Moved by Mr. Hart and seconded by T. H. Parker, that the sum 
of $30 be devoted to the above purpose. Passed unanimously.

Moved by Rev. F. J. H. Axford, seconded by Mr. J. T. Jackson, 
that the Secretary, (C. R. H. Starr,) be the delegate. Passed 
unanimously.

The Secretary moved a vote of thanks to the press generally, for 
favours; also, to the Railway Managers for reduced fares. Passed.

The propriety of sending a collection of fruit from this exhibition 
to London was discussed, but owing to the lateness of the season was 
not considered advisable.

Moved, seconded, and passed, that the fruit belonging to the 
Association be sold at auction.
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CONVENTION OF FRUIT GROWERS, AND MEET
ING OF THE NOVA SCOTIA FRUIT GROWERS* 
ASSOCIATION.

[PHOKOOHxrmO bvobt, by R. («J>KI0HT.]

Halifax, t
Wednetday, March 7th, 1883. f

The Conrention and Meeting of the Nora Scotia Fruit Growers* 
Association was formally opened in the New Mason Hall, at 3 p. m. 
to-day.

On the Platform were His Honor the Lieutenant-Goremor (Hon. 
Adams G. Archibald), Major-General Sir Patrick L. McDongall, His 
Worship The Mayor of the City of Halifax (George Fraser, Esq.), 
Dr. Burnet of Pktou, and other leading gentlemen. '

The body of the building was filled with a highly respectable 
audience, consisting of Members of the Legislatare, and ladies and 
gentlemen from the city and rural districts.

The tables throughout the Hall were oorcred with very fine 
specimens of apples, pear^ and canned fruits, from different parts of 

' the Province, but principally from Kings and Annapolis Counties.

In the absence of the President, Charles £. Brown, Esq., of 
Yarmouth, Vice-President of the Association, occupied the chair, and 
called upon the Lieutenant-Governor to deliver the opening address.

Liictenakt-Govkrnob Archibald. — Had the President of the 
Association been present, he could have stated that I came here on 
the express understanding that I was not to dehver the opening 
address. It would be presumption in any one not well acquainted 
with fruit culture (which I do not profess to be) to speak to such an 
audience as the present on the subject. I, therefore, beg to be 
excused from delivering the opening address. I desire, however, to 
express my best wishes for the success of the Exhibition. I heard a 
gentleman remark that this wu the best winter exhibition of fruit 
he had ever seen. This observation, coming from an expert and a
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gentleman who has been in the habit of attending such exhibitions, 
is of great weight There are gentlemen present who are perfectly 
famiUar with the whole subject of fruit culture, and, in common 
with the rest of the audience, I shall have much pleasure in hearing 
them. (Applause.)

The Chairman then called on Migor-General McDougall to address 
the meeting.

Major-Ginkral McDouoall observed that he must call on Mr. 
Starr to prove that he (the General) attended on the express under
standing that he was not to make a speech. He was not familiar 
with the subject He, however, wished the best possible success to 
the exhibition.

Mr. Starr acknowledged the correctness of the General’s first 
remark. <

The Chairman said that His Worship the Mayor was the next 
gentleman on his list of speakers.

The Mayor observed that he was in the same position as the 
gentlemen who had preceded him, (laughter), and the conditions on 
which he attended, were expressed in writing to the Secretary of the 
Association. He felt honored in being called on to address the meet
ing, but he felt it his duty to decline for two good reasons. In the 
first place, the subject was one with which he was not well 
acquainted, and, secondly, he had another engagement of a public 
character, which required his attendance this afternoon. The exhibi
tion was an index of the prosperity of fruit growing in Nova Scotia, 
which could not be too highly appreciated. He trusted that the 
effort now being made would tend greatly to the success of the great 
object which the Association hi^^ in view. (Applause.)

The Chairman said that he would now call on a gentleman (Dr. 
Burnet of Pictou) who was thoroughly acquainted with the subject 
of Fruit growing, who had attended the meetings of the American 
Pomological Society and kindred associations, and who had been 
President of the Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association.

Rev. Robert Burnet, D. D., who was received with 
applause, then rose and delivered the following address:
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APPLES, AND APPLE-GROWING IN NOVA SCOTIA, IN 
RELATION TO THE MONEY QUESTION.

It is admitted that we live in a utilitarian age. Perhaps, it is 
well that it is so. Little is effectually done without a shrewd con
clusion that there is in our labour to be a quid pro quo. After all “ it is 
the money makes the mare to go,” and what is true of a bit of horse
flesh is equally true of things in general, and especially in matters 
horticultural Where does the profit come inT is an important 
question, and where it is ignored, or overlooked, little progress is 
generally made in fruit-growing. Not that we mean to affirm that 
fruit-growers are more sordid than others, but only like others they 
keep their weather eye open to the main chance. Can applb-orowino 
BE HADE PROFITABLE IN NovA ScoTiA t is our theme on the present 
occasion, when the Fruit Growers’ Association of Nova Scotia have 
met in convention, by mutual discussion, to advance horticultural 
interests.

The capabilities of the Province for fruit-growing are undeniable. 
The past progress and present prospects settle the question of adapted
ness for fruit-growing. It is true that portions of the Province, 
owing to certain favourable geographical exposures, are better adapted 
than others for the prosecution of fruit culture, but every portion 
with which we are acquainted is well calculated to produce fruit, and 
more especially apples, in paying quantities. What might be, at first 
sight, considered as certain drawbacks to fruit growing, is in the main, 
highly beneficial The late and backward spring, if taken due 
advantage of, might be made to conduce to sure cropping. The great 
desideratum is to plant late flowering varieties. Indeed this is 
desirable in any climate. A sure crop can always be secured, if the 
weather is allowed to expend its sleet, and hail, and frost, before the 
flower puts in appearance. Late flowering varieties of apples are 
almost always sure croppers. Take the Canada Red and Northern 
Spy as examples. How rare is it that the former fails, and should 
fair weather set in about the blooming time of the Northern Spy, 
there is sure to be an enormous crop. A late spring, therefore, is not 
in reality detrimental to the careful and considerate fruitgrower. 
He suits his plans to the circumstances in which he is placed.

2
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Another favourable condition to fruit-growing, and thus aiding 
the capability of fruit production, is the fact of the lengthened season 
for wood-ripening in the fall. The autumn in Nova Scotia is singularly 
favourable for the production of ripened wood and fruit-buds. There 
is not yet come within our knowledge, any case of harm being done 
by the severity of the winter to the tenderest spray of a commonly 
hardy variety of apple. This can scarcely be affirmed of any other 
Province of the Dominion. In Ontario it not unfrequently happens 
that several inches of unripened wood suffer by the intensity of the 
frost. Our observation and experience have presented no. similar 
case in Nova Scotia. This is a favorable condition of fruit-growing 
not to be lightly estimated. It is an almost absolute guarantee for a 
good and abundant crop. It greatly enhances the capability of our 
Province in the production of fruit, and this not in the more favoured 
localities such as Annapolis Valley, and kindred sections, but in every 
section of our extensive Province. What is true of apple-trees is 
equally true of peara. In Pictou we cultivate the Beurre Bose, 
which, in Western Ontario even, is found to be on the tender side, 
W’'e have not yet found it too tender for the climate of the Eastern 
section of the Province, The tender tips of none of the twenty 
varieties cultivated in orfr patch have ever been scathed even by the 
winter frost. The lengthened fall season is a wonderful help to the 
fruit-grower. A favourable comparison can be truly made between 
Ontario and Nova Scotia in this respect Your autumn weather is 
perfect and highly favouaable to the production of ripened wood and 
fruit-buds. There are few facts connected with fruit culture that are 
more encouraging to the horticulturist than this. If a man knows 
from experience that he is likely to loose his labor from the dire effects 
of frost, it is a wonderful damper to his enthusiasm in fruit growing. 
Assure him that there is almost an admitted certainty that the 
ripening process of the fall will yield him as abundant crop in the 
spring, and his labour becomes light and joyous.

TBS SOIL

of Nova Scotia is well adapted for fruit production. It is largely 
composed of the debris of the primary rocks in many sections of the 
country, and has a sharpness peculiarly fitted for the growth of 
wood-fibre and fruit. Many fruit-growers overlook the wants of 
apple-trees in their progress of growth. They do not require the same
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mode of treatment during their growth as when bearing. When 
first planted in the orchard nothing is better than barnyard manure, 
and the cultivation of root crops ; but, when the trees begin to bear, 
and the head has attained its shape and partial fulness, leached or 
unleached ashes, with rough Varn-yard manure mulching in summer 
ought to become the order of the day. The value of unleached ashes 
cannot be adequately estimated, affording as they do, the potash that 
goes to nourish and develop the fruit. Next in importance to ash 
application is that of grassy turf as an external mulch, with the grass 
undermost. Wliere fruit has a tendency to spot, the.se two applica
tions will almost change the character of the fruit, and fair, unspotted, 
wholesome fruit, will take the place of the fungus ^ots and gritty 
specimens, the buglwar of the horticulturist Nor is the effect on the 
bark and tree itself less apparent The bark becomes smooth and 
glossy, "the hide-bound appearance it is apt to assume gives place to a 
hcaltny and sound state, in which its health enables the tree, in a great 
measure, to rid itself of the barklouse pest, and others of a kindred 
nature. Abundant crops greatly depend on the suitable enriching of 
the soiL We know no better enriching than turf application. A 
systematic amount of top-dressing from year to year soon t vertakes 
the whole orchard. The effect is wonderfully profitable, end the 
abundance of good, fair fruit gathered astonishes the fruit-cufturist.

Much discussion has arisen in W^’esteru Canada about the propriety 
of cultivating the orchard or allowing it to remain in grass. Both 
plans Lave had their enthusiastic advocates. For ourselves we prefc'" 
cultivation during the whole period in which the tree is being prepared 
for fruiting. When the tree begins to be prolific, then, we think, is 
the time to lay the orchard down in grass. There must, however, be 
no failure, even then, of surface feeding and mulching applications. 
A great drawback to fruit-culture has been tha dwindling down of 
specimens to the smallest size, and generally spotted and fungus- 
marked. Results these, which may be largely obviated, by the 
methods of recuperation already noticed, and the prevention of 
overbearing.

You ask, how is overbearing to be prevented i A sagacious old 
friend and enthusiastic horticulturist was in the habit of whipping 
his trees at the time of the full blossoming. The discipline had a 
double and beneficial effect, it prevented overbearing, and had the 
effect of securing an annual production, no unimportant item in the
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consideration I of fruit-growing for profit We have tried whipping 
the blossoms on overbearing pear trees, and found the method 
accomplish all it was said it would do.

KXPOBTJBK

is an important consideration in the growing of fruit-trees for profit 
We have a thought or two on this point In Nova Scotia, orchards 
in the Eastern section are almost invariably planted in the sheltered 
and rich meadow land, by the br x)k, or arm of the sea. Few things 
have been more detrimented to fruit interests. Early or late frosts 
are most inclined to linger by the sheltered bottom and lower levels, 
than on the hill side and exposed plateau. By all means let the 
orchard be planted on the hill side. Our experience goes to show 
that a north-east exposure is a good one for the planting of an orchard. 
Meadows and hollows are scrupulously to be avoided. Such an 
exposure as has been mentioned is intimately connected with a matter 
already mentioned in connection with fruit-growing. We refer to 
the late season of fiowering. On a north-east exposure the tree does 
not develop itself so early in spring as in more sheltered situations, 
and as a consequence, the fiowering season of the tree is more likely 
to take place in genial weather. Let the flowering season take place 
in a cold, drizzling, backward fortnight, and the chances ore that the 
fruit damps off, perhaps never fruciifies at alL Next to the import 
ance of exposure comes

BHlLTSn.

All orchards should be sheltered. Wind-breaks are essential. 
We refer not to wind-breaks in certain directions around the northern 
or south-western fences, but across and re-across the orchard. This 
protection largely saves the fruit from being shaken, and frequently 
prevents immense losses in the shape of fallen fruit. The Whits 
Pine, formerly indigenous to this Province, though now it is almost 
stripped of the Pinus Cavadensis, makes an admirable wind-break. 
Its branches seldom break under the load of snow, and the spray is 
thick and beautiful when sm adequate distance is maintained in 
planting. Our Native Spruce is just about as valuable as a wind
break as the White Pine of the country, and readily obtainable 
throughout the length and breadth of the Province. The Balsam is 
objected to, as it gets scraggy and bare just where protection is most
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needed, near the ground. A deciduous variety outside the pine makes 
the shelter more complete and effectual, such as a Red Msqile snd 
Norway Spruce, or Tamarack of our swamps.

In a climate moist and humid like that of Nova Scotia, draining 
becomes a pressing essential In portions of our Province the rain-fall 
is very great; in such circumstances the greater the need of drainage. 
We refer to under-draining. Whenever the tap roots reach the cold 
undersoil the fruit begins to deteriorate. Orumblers in reference to 
their poor crops of fruit, are little aware, at times, that they have 
themselves to blame for such consequences. A judicious course of 
drainage almost ensures a good crop of fruit It warms and airates 
the soil and helps to mellow and enrich the ground. No Province 
needs drainage so much as our own. Our moss-covered trees, our 
summer greenness, our legion of streams, our superabundant springs, 
all testify to our need of drainage. In fact, the best land in Nova 
Scotia has yet to be br /ught under cultivation in many sections, the 
damp and wet nature having as yet prevented cultivation. Many 
means are available to prevent the bad effects of drouth, but draining 
alone can secure immunity from an overabundant rainfall, and 
naturally springy soils.

a

VARIETIES

of apples for cultivation are a prolific subject of discussion. Few, 
\OT HANT, ottght to be the motto of the fruit-grower. Sit William 
Hamilton used to say to his students in directing their reading, 
"multtim, gentlemen, ted non multa." Few varieties pay best. I 
know of an orchard of 100 acres entirely Northern Spy, of another 
100 acre farm of Rhode Island Greenings. They bring fifty per cent, 
more to the seller than an orchard numbering ten or twelve even good 
varieties. We venture to suggest to the Nova Scotia fruit-growers 
here present^ that they might do worse than introduce into their 
cultivation a few of the choice varieties of apples grown on the Isle 
Montreal and neighbourhood. We submit a sample of what is termed 
the Canada Baldwin, an unfortunate name, we think, and a splendid 
apple it is. It cannot be a very bad apple, seeing it keeps good till 
the 6th of March; few apples keep good to this late season. Then 
there is the Eau Sucre, a superb seedling of the Fameuse. We have 
little hesitation in saying the finest apple we almost ever ate. It is 
extensively cultivated and greatly appreciated by the Hon. M.
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Prudliomme, Cote St. Antonie, Montreal. Any enquiries in reference 
to this variety would find a ready response from Mr. Henry S. Evans, 
Secretary-Treasurer of the Montreal Horticultural Society—a gentle
man favourably known for his urbanity and kindness. There is also 
the Peach of Montreal, an apple that claimed the attention and a 
large mead of praise frcna the committee on fruits at the meeting of 
the American Pomologieal Society held in Boston in 1881. Mr. 
C. Gibb of Abbottsford, Province of Quebec, showed it and other 
excellent varieties.

Winter St. Lawrence is well worthy of the attention of our fruit 
growers. We judge, if these varieties of superior merit stand the 
winter at Montreal, they are not unlikely to be suitable varieties for 
Nova Scotia. There is money in all these sorts, we don’t exactly say, 
millions in them, but plenty of money to the careful horticulturist.

For export, perhaps the Golden Ruseett is A. 1. It has an
established value in the British market, which, of course^ cannot be
said of any unknown variety, but which, when known, might also 
take an aclcnowledged place.

Decarie, an apple raised by Mon. Decarie of Cote St. Antonie, and 
a near neighbour of the Hon. Mon. Prudhomme, is an apple of 
surpassing excellence, and well worthy of the best cultivation Nova 
Scotia fruit-growers can give it.

Were this the only benefit our paper on apple-growing was likely to 
confer on Nova Scotia apple growers, we are persuaded that a lasting 
boon would be bestowed on Nova Scotia were we in any way the 
nreans of introducing it into general cultivation.

Tlie catalogue of profitable varieties of apples would be incomplete 
were the Ribsion Pippin not to be mentioned. It is a first class apple 
in every respect. Did it not water-core it would stand perhaps at the 
head of all profitable market varieties. As it is, it stands high, if not 
th« highest, in British markets, when shipped from Ontario.* In 
Ontario it arrives at a mudi larger growth than it generally does in 
Britain. Certainly it is a superb apple, and greatly in favour by the 
millions.

* Or from Nova Scotia either. [Eo.l
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BHIPPIKG.

The proper shipping of fruit is just as important as any other 
consideration connected with fruit-growing. Perhaps a good price 
depends as much on the mode of shipping as in the means of suitable 
production. First, as a parson would say, honbsty is a sine qua non 
in the shipping of fruit We know it as a fact, that a certain brand 
from Ontario in the Bristol r&arket passes from hand to hand without 
the opening of the barrel, that brand is R. N. B. Niagara. This 
confidence has been attained simply and solely by honest shipping. 
Some fruit growers imagine that all, or any grades, may be packed in 
the same barrel There never was, and could not be, a greater fallacy. 
Let us keep our culls at home, let us only ship first class fruit. If 
there be a need for selling second class fruit, let the fact be distinctly 
stated. Let there be no ambiguity—second class fruit, second class 
prices, and just, too, at that. It might seem hypercritical for me to 
say that tasty packages are important. By all means let the fruit 
growers of Nova Scotia see to the exporting of their horticultural 
products in neat, clean, tidy packages or cases. A familiar illustration 
might be given you from the Cape Ann Advertiser in reference to 
packages for fish shipped from Gloucester. It is declared as an 
indubitable fact, that since the introduction of a better style of 
preparing the fish, and the use of taking packages, the export and 
demand have largely increased. The matter of catching packages to 
be used in the exportation of fruit is not to be overlooked by those 
of us who desire to advance matters horticultural in Nova Scotia.

CO-OP*BATIOir.

There must, of necessity, be co-operation among our Provincial 
fruit growers. In fact, we stand in need of a fruit grarlge. From 
the inception of the “ Grange Institution ” to the present moment, 
we have strenuously advocated gi'ange societies. Whilst we act 
thoroughly on the principle of live and let live, we are strongly 
Impressed with the fact that producers should derive the large amount 
of benefit from their honest and earnest labours. Middlemen thrive 
by the want of co-operation. They live by the solitary and isolated 
efforts of individual producers. Every sack should bear its own 
seam, and your own paid agents should dispose of your produce, 
whether in the Colony, or at home in Britain. One of not the least
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important benefits to be derived from such a convention as the present 
in Halifax is to devise the economical and successful carrying out of 
fruit interests for every one, even though remotely connected with 
this important branch of industry. A strong pull, a long pull, and a 
pull altogether, and the labour will be lightened, and the benefits 
proportionately increased.

Frofbssor Gboroe Lawson, Fh. D., L. L. D., of Dalhousie College, 
was then called on, and addressed the meeting substantially as 
follows :—The understanding with Mr. Starr was that I should occupy 
from ten to forty minutes, according to circumstances. Seeing so 
extensive a programme in the newspapers, I thou^t it would be 
quite unnecessary for me to say anything, and, therefore, I have not 
prepared an address. Had I prepared a paper the subject would have 
been

“Some points in Vec«table Fhtsiologt beabing upon the

METHODS AVAItABLB FOB StSTEMATIO IMPROVEMENT OF
Fruits.”

VI may briefly indicate someof these. At these exhibitions we are 
treated to a display of fruit not to be seen anywhere else. The fruit 
before us is very fine, mid affords us a means of studying the different 
varieties in a way not available in any other place but Nova Scotia. 
More attention is given by our fruit growers to making money out of 
their orchards than to anything else connected with them,—and very 
properly so. The industry out of which money cannot be made 
should not be encouraged. The sooner such an industry is abandoned 
the better.

In regard to the management of orchards, the young men who 
intended to be orchardists or fruitists, should have a better training 
than they now have, especially in vegetable physiology. The object 
of vegetable physiology is to get at the principles that apply to 
everything concerning the life and growth of the plant. We have 
been told in the paper that has just been read, that the plant, during 
the period of growth, requires certain nourishment. When the plant 
arrives at maturity greater exhaustion follows. We have now not 
only to provide for growth, but also for the production of fruit. We 
must find out what the materials are with which this work is carried
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on, and the forms in which these exist in the soil, or may be applied 
to it We find that a large amount of potash, lime, silica and other 
materials are contained in the apple. These are taken away in the 
fruit, and, of course, they must be replaced. We cannot expect to 
raise the fruit if we do not provide materials for its production. 
The trees must also be grafted and suitable scions selected. Even 
in Nova Scotia there are very great differences of practice in this 
respect.

Then as to the best kinds of fruit to be raised in different localities. 
The apple that can be best raised in Kings is not the most suitable 
for Yarmouth, and the one that is the best in Yarmouth is not the 
best in Halifax, and so on. The Ribs ton Pippin does well in Halifax, 
it seems to be best adapted for our hillsides, and gives the best results. 
In growing orchards the health of the individual tree is an important 
consideration.

Then as to the original hahittU of our trees. Most of them have 
come from other countriea The Gravenstein is extensively grown 
on the Rhine, and was grown there very many years ago. I have 
recently met with a journal of a European town, written by an old 
gentleman in 1822, a Dr. Neil, in which he says:—“There is an 
apple which comes down the Rhine in bige quantities in vessels. It 
is called the Gravenstein. It is not a good keeping apple unless 
picked very early. It requires to be picked green.” I do not know 
whether the Gravensteins on the tables here were picked before they 
were ripe or not. From what I have stated I presume that the 
Gravenstein must be a very old variety of apple.

A theory has been started by Knight, that particular varieties of 
apples after a time die out,—that is, that not only has the individual tree 
a certain period of life, but that the life of the variety ceases after a 
certain time. Thu doctrine u not now held by physiologists, but it 
is nevertheless necessary in the selection of scions for grafting, to 
take them from healthy and vigorous trees. Though the variety does 
not die out, individual trees and individual branches will die. The 
health of the scion depends on the health of the tree. Attention to 
all such matters is necessary for the successful growth of the orchard. 
There is one matter in which comparatively little appears to have 
been done in thu Province. I am quite sure that fruit growers will 
take kindly my making this remark. A large number of new varieties 
of apples have been raised in different countries. I scarcely ever take
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up an agricultural periodical in which I do not notice the introduction 
of some new variety of fruit. I observe that in France the number 
of varieties of pears appears beyond calculation. This is a matter in 
which the young men on our farms might very well occupy themselves j 
many persons find great pleasure in it, though it is a slow and often 
not a very money making business, but one having a most important 
bearing upon the permanei.t advancement of fruit culture in a country, 
and one which such Associations as this should seek to foster. The 
way to obtain new varieties is not to graft, but to raise trees from 
seeds. In sowing seeds of fruits the object is to raise new varieties, 
to get sorts differing more or less from the parent tree, differing not 
in mere form and colour, but in essential qualities, and in a desirable 
way so as to increase the value of the fruit, improve the habit of the 
tree, increase its productiveness or change the season of ripening. In 
order to accomplish this it is necessary to hybridize, as the process is 
called,—to mix and combine as it were, two different sorts of trees ; 
in that way you are sure to get a variety that is not like the fruit of 
either of the parent trees. It will have some of the qualities of one 
parent, and some of those of the other. To improve varieties in a 
systematic way, or to introduce really new ones, this plan must be 
adopted, and it must be done carefully. My main object in addressing 
you is to explain this process. To save time and to render my 
explanations more intelligible, I will show the essential parts of the 
blossom concerned in this process. (Professor Lawson here exhibited 
a large diagram showing all the parts of a quince blossom, which he 
proceeded to explain.) Every one knows what a flower is, but every 
one does not know what are the various parts of a flower. The little 
cluster of leaves found at the point of the stalk, forming a series of 
what are called sepals, constitute the calyx; immediately within that 
is the corolla; inside that again there are a number of minute 
thread-like bodies. In some plants these are very conspicuous. In 
the Cactus we find them very large. These are the parts principally 
concerned in the production of the fruit, constituting all together 
in the apple or pear the flower or blossom. The parts in the centre 
of the blossom are of two sorts, or sets of parts, the stamens and the 
pistils. The stamens have at their points a little yellow bag called 
the anther, containing the pollen or fertilizing powder. The pistils 
rise up in the centre, and have at their base the seed vessels or ovaries, 
as they are called, containing the ovules or germs of the seeds. In
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order to secure the production of a new variety of fruit, the method 
we adopt is to clip oil the stamens in the blossom of one tree, and 
take the fertilizing powder or pollen from the blossom of another, and 
deposit it at the point of the pistil of the blossom in which we have 
destroyed the stamena The blossoms had been previously, and is 
now again tied up in a little gauze bag to prevent the access of insects 
that might bring pollen from other flowers. Every particle of this 
pollen is a minute cell, and it sends out a tubular root-like process 
which passes down to the ovniles. This root-like thread fertilizes the 
ovules and they become seeds. (If no pollen T .re deposited at the 
point of the pistil you would have an apple without a seed in it.) 
The seeds produced in this way do not represent either of the parent 
varieties all throughout. They represent partly the variety from 
which the pollen was taken, and partly that on which it was placed. 
In the systematic improvement of fruits we should not mix incongruous 
kinds, but we should, as we do in other cases, work with a definite 
object in view. For instance, we may have a fruit which is of a very 
supp’ior quality, bui we wish to make it ripen later than it matures 
now. We will then take a variety of fruit which is much like it but 
ripens later, and by treating the blossoms in the manner I have stated 
we will attain our object. Again, there may be something in the 
color or flavour of an apple that you wish to improve. By carefully 
selecting the kinds that will make a good combination, you may 
obtain almost any desired improvement. I would have liked to have 
gone more into details, but I have already occupied too much time.

I must close by expressing my great satisfaction in seeing this 
exhibition, and my reg” et that I have not had an opportunity of doing 
something more to promote the success of this meeting. (Applause.)

The Chairman here called upon Mr. T. S. Whitman, Annapolis, 
who said :—I did not come here to deliver a speech, but simply to 
make a few remarks on a special subject. We have heard very 
interesting observations as to the quality of apples. \Mieu we get 
the apples, the next question is what are we to do with them. Is 
there any .money in the business ? Where are we going to find a 
market for them ? I have had something to do with that particular 
branch of the business for the last year or so. I think you will all
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agree with me that the first requisite of export Is to have a quick, 
safe, and cheap mode of transportation from the producing to the 
consuming market With articles naturally perishable such as fruit, 
fish, and other like goods, it is not only necessary to have safe and 
cheap transportation, but it is also requisite to extraordinary care 
in handling, storing and carrying, whether by land or sea.

I have been asked to make a few remarks on

“Thb DuvBnoPMBNT or THK Applb Tradk with Gbkat Britan,
AMD ITS FUTURB PS08PB0T8.

I left Nova Scotia in 1867, the memorable panic year, and took up 
my abode in New York. I remember something of the apple trade 
at that time. You would find a few fishing vessels at the Market wharf, 
Halifax, from Annapolis and the bay ports, and if the owners of the 
cargo got $1.60 a barrel fpr their apples they thought they were 
getting a good price. In Annapolis County four years ago 180,000 
barrels were raised, and the best prices obtained for them there, even 
for Gravensteins, was 76 cents a barrel. I may be asked, what 
has this to do with the export business 1 It may be answered, if we 
cannot find a good market for our apples at home we ought to seek 
for it abroad, and we soon found that there was a market for our 
apples in England, if we could only reach it at the proper time. We 
first tried sailing vessels, and with comparative success. We have 
now tried steamers. Two years ago last fall the first ocean steamer 
came to the port of Annapolis for a cargo of apples, and some 60,000 
barrels were sent to the English market What has been the effect 
of this 1 We have now buyers from Glasgow and Liverpool who pay 

^ us $4 a barrel for our apples at our own doors. That is the result of 
cultivating a good export trade. There are a great many requisites 
for a good trade of this kind. ■ There are numerous steamers to be 
had, but very few of them are suitable for the apple trade. We went 
to England to find steamers, and we were told at once that wP must 
get capable fruiterers. We were referred to the steamers in the 
orange trade. We were introduced to a Mr. Collings, who began 
business in the fruit trade (oranges and other fruits) with two small 
schooners, and now owns six large steamers. We chartered two of 
his steamers and they are now carrying for us very successfully.

There is another most important requisite in this trade, and that 
1 is to have proper warehouses in which to store the fruit, as well as
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proper steamers in which to cany it. Some grades of our apples 
have sold in the London market from SSs. to SSs. sterling a barrel ' 
That was the effect of their being first carefully stored, and then 
properly carried across the ocean. It was at first supposed that any 
steamers would answer to carry apples. We, therefore, employed 
transient boats at a low freight, the result was chat the fruit was 
landed in a poor condition, and brought ruinous prices. The ten days’ 
storage in a heated and unventilated hold had seriously injured the 
fruit. It had become wilted from the high temperature in the hold 
of the vessel Heat u\jures fruit more than frost. Even frozen 
apples can be brought back to their original condition by carefully 
removing the frost, but if they have been wilted by heat they can 
never be restored. Apples cannot be taken out of a cold, damp 
temperature and deposited in a ship’s hold or anywhere else where 
the thermometer stands at 65 degrees, without being spoiled. We 
found then that ordinary steamers are not suitable for the apple trade, 
but that we must confine our apple export business to special 
freighters. We also ascertained that the fruit miist be stored in a dark, 
damp place, with a temperature of not over 30, and not less than 28 
degrees. Apples will not freeze even at a temperature of 25 degrees, 
but with a temperature oelow that there is a little danger of frost. 
That has been the result of our experience. Apples are an article of 
commerce that vary in price. There is sometimes a difierence of 
from $2 to |3 a barrel caused solely from the fruit not being properly 
carried across the sea. If the Halifax freighters will accept these 
hints they are welcome to them.

In Annapolis a company has been started which is only in its 
infancy. We have a prospect of exporting not merely 60,000, but 
300,000 or 400,000 barrels a year, and we have the market within 
ten days of us. In some parts of Annapolis County you can almost 
shake the apples from the trees into the steamer. England imports 
annually from 4,000,000 to 6,000,000 barrels of apples, Londonl 
alone importing 1,500,000. The exports from America to England' 
in 1880-1 were 1,250,000 barrels in each year. Until last year V" 
Nova Scotia was not known in England in the apple trade. Until I 
within a short period all apples from this side of the Atlantic were 
called American apples. After a little while two classes were recog
nized, American and Canadian; at last Nova Scotian apples became 
recognized as a distinct class. The classes stood American first,
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Canadian second, and Nova Scotian third. Now this ordef is 
reversed,—the Nova Scotian apples are recognized as the first class, 
Canadian second, and American third. All this has been done 
within the last two years.

In the matter of transportation of produce, King’s County is as 
much interested in potatoes as in apples. Great Britain is the 
natural market of our apples, but the Ilnited States is the natural 
market for our potatoes. In the transport of apples we have had 
good success, and We expect to be equally fortunate in the transporta
tion of potatoes. The cellars of the farmers of King’s County are 
filled With potatoes of a nominal Value of 60 cents a bushel. Why 
do they not bring that sum ? Because there are no adequate means 
of transporting them to their natural market. This state of things 
can be remedied. We now export about 35,000 barrels a year, but 
We. expect in a year or tWo to raise the export to 60,000 barrels* 

^ The Acadia Steamship Company propose to embark in this business, 
and to carry the potatoes during the winter months to the United 
States.

I wish to make a few remarks about the preiwnt state of our 
freight and passenger trade* I do not' desire to make a harsh 
assertion, but We are at least fifty years behind the age in the matter 
of steam transportation, both of freight and passengers. I am 
speaking now of the Maritime Provinces. We have thrown on us 
what I might call the old clothee of other people; the broken-down 
nags, so to speak, of other countries are sent down here to do our 
transportation business. If we cannot get a Mr. Plimsoll here, it is 
time that our Government took hold of the matter. It is time that 
Nova Scotians were not obliged to travel in coffins, and leaky ones 
at that. The time has arrived When, if We intend to invite tourists 
to our province, we should provide them with modem steamships 
in which to travel. In one week last summer 350 American tourists 
landed in the little town of Annapolis. They were much pleased 
with the country but the trouble Was to get here comfortably.

As regards our apple production comparatively little is known 
about it even in the neighboring Statea I was last fall in Bangor, 
a fine enterprising city in the state of Maine. I observed on a fruit 
stall a beautiful show of apples, and among them a little pyramid of 
Gravensteins. I'asked the dealer if I could get a barrel of the
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Gravensteins, and at what price. He replied that he could ftot let 
me have a barrel, that he had paid 87 ‘ in Boston for the barrel from 
which those on the stall were taken. I asked him if he had ever 
tried to get apples from Nova Scotia. His reply was, “You don’t 
mean to say that they grow apples in NoVa Scotia.” (Laughter.)
I enquired of him how long he had been in the fruit trade, and he 
told me that he had been in it from his boyhood. I then informed 
him, to his great astonishment, that one farmer in King’s County, 
Nova Scotia, had raised over 600 barrels of Gravensteins in one 
orchard last summer. This conversation took place in a place within 
ten miles of the orchard referred to I (Loud and continued applause.)

Mr. R. W. Stark, of Cornwallis ;-^The gentleman who has just 
sat down has given you some idea of how Gravensteins are valued in 
Maine, and how little is known there of our apple production in 
Nova Scotia. When at the Philadelphia Exhibition In 1876 I met 
with several prominent fruit growers from Maine and other NeW 
England States, and I can remember the looks of astonishment and, 
in some instances, incredulity which met my statement that “ the 
Gravenstein was not only the best but the most productive apple we 
raised.” I found that our neighbors over the border while ranking 
the Gravenstein high as a table apple, very generally condemned it 
for cultivation, as a shy boarer and unprofitable,

Mr. Starr then read the following paper i

THE HISTORY OF FRUIT GROWING IN KING’S COUNTY.
•

I have been led to pen the following on the History of Fruit 
Growing in this my native County of Kings, from the fact that, 
although the production of apples has assumed very large proportions, 
and has become one of the leading industries, bidding fair soon to 
outstrip all other branches of Agriculture, but little is known of the 
very gradual steps by which this desirable state of things has been 
accomplished, or of the efforts of those gentlemen to whom so much 
is due for their heavy expenditure of time and money in introducing 
and testing for selection great numbers of Foreign Fruits, at a time 
when such work was subjected to many difficulties and disadvantages 
that do not now exist.

In the year 170 when the Pownship of Cornwallis was settled ^ 
by the New England colonists, and the vacant lands of the departed
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French Acadians were re-occnpied by the descendants of the sturdy 
Anglo-Saxon race, they found plentifully scattered throughout the 
old French gardens and homesteads both apple and pear trees. We 
may easily imagine that the sight of those trees growing in wild 
luxuriance and perhaps loaded with ripening fruit, would have much 
the same effect on the reports of the delegatee who were sent to 
examine the country, that the grapes of Eshcol had on the spies that 
Joshua sent to view the Promised land.

Be that as it may, one of the first proceedings of the new settlers 
w.\s to grow trees and plant orchards, and as grafting was then an 
almost unknown art, nearly all the goi^l fruit was from chance 
seedlings. These were slowly multiplied by the sprouts from the 
base of the tree, which were planted in nurseries. In this way and 
by seedling trees the large old orchards of Annapolis, Kings and 
Hants Counties were originally grown. When in later years the 
art of grafting became generally understood, these vigorous trees 
were worked over into the more valuable sorts, some of which are 
even now considered to rank among our best standard varieties.

Col. John Burbidge, one of the grantees of the township, planted 
a large orchard and introduced several new apples, presumably from 
England, and was one of the first to practice grafting. Of the kind 
introduced by him two at least are among our most valued long- 
keepers, viz.. Nonpareil, or more correctly Nonpareil Rnesett, and 
OMen Ruesett. Of these the first named was taken to Wilmot by 
the Bev. Mr. Wiswell, wlio removed from the mission of Cornwallis 
to'that of Wilmot and Granville in 1789, and was by him dis
tributed throughout the valley, and is now more generally grown in 
Annapolis than in Kings. The Golden Riiseett, which has had the 
prefix “ English" added to distinguish it from the “ American,” is 
not as well known as it deserves to be, and is scarcely found outside 
a few old orchards in Cornwallis at the present day. Col. Burbidge 
was also successful in the culture of pears, one of his seedlings, called 
the Burbidge, has long been a favorite summer variety, and has only 
yielded its place of late years to the BarUeU. The original tree is 
still vigorous and bears heavy crops.

Dr. Samuel Willoughby, one of the settlers from Connecticut, 
also introduced several sorts from his native State. Among them 
was a large sweet autumn apple, known as New England Sweet or
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Sweet Pippiti, and a bright red winter apple, since called Willmighhy, 
which 1 have understood is still cultivated in some parts of Con
necticut, as Red Brider or Brietowe.

Mr. Ezekiel Calkin, who settled in West Cornwallis, is one who 
deserves something more than a passing notice for his efforts to 
originate new and better sorts. Starting from the seeds of a large 
autumn or lata summer apple, presumably summer Pippin, that he 
received, or brought from his old homo in Connecticut, he grew two 
trees, which he planted in his garden, one known as Galkin's Early, 
and the other as Galkin’s Sweet. Both of these were multiplied by 
sprouts and spread through the township. Later on he succeeded in 
raising from the seed of Galkin’s Early a large, handsome apple 
that will keep until midwinter and'is quite extensively grown as 
Galkin’s Pippin, and several other really good sorts that were never 
propagated, perhiqis because they did not throw up sprouts, and 
grafting was yet considered a gardener’s secret

The next step was with the advent df Dr. Inglis, first Bishop of 
Nova Scotia, who somewhere about the close of the century imported 
the YdUm Bdlefieur from his old home in New • York State, and 
planted it on his estate (Clermont) in Aylesford. Later on this 
apple was widely spread throughout the valley, and is universally 
known as the Bishop’s Pippin Through the efforts of the Fruit 
Growers’ Association, the true name has been made widely known to 
the growers of this fine fruit, but dealers and consumers are so 
wedded to the name by which they have recognized it for generations, 
that it seems impossible to change it now in the markets of the. 
province.

About the year 1812 the late Hon. Charles Ramage Prescott 
removed from Halifax to Cornwallis, and commenced planting 
orchards and gardens on what was then considered a largo scale. 
Having considerable wealth, and being enthusiastically fond ef 
horticulture, he spared no pains or expense to get the best and most 
approved sorts of apples, pears, plums and other fruits that could then 
be imported from the nurseries of both the old and new world ; and 
he continued, throughout the whole of a long and active life, to 
import and test new varieties likely to be of value. His labors in 
this department of Pomology are almost entitled to be called 
Herculean, when we consider the difficulties under which he labored, 
aad none but a man of wealth, possessing a large share of deteimina-
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tion and perseverance, combined with love for his occupation, could 
have accomplished the work that he did. His first importations were 
altogether nursery stock ready for planting, but after many trials and 
failures, ho had recourse to scions, grafting them upon bearing 
stocks, thus ensuring earlier fruiting. The first imported tree set on 
his grounds was a specimen of Ribston Pippin, from the gardens of 
the London Horticultural Society, and he used to point to it with 
pride as the parent of all the thousands of Riheton trees throughout 
the Province. He shortly after introduded Golden Pippin, Blenheim 
Pippin, King of Pipping, Keswick Codlin, and many others from 
England; and in 1835, he got Emperor Alexander, and last, 
but not least, Qravenstein, which he fruited in 1838, and gave scions 
in the following spring to Dr.' G. C. Hamilton and to Charles Starr, 
claiming for it thus early a first place among dessert apples. He also 
imported from Montreal, among his first trees, Pomme Gris, Snow 
or Fameuee, and Bourassa, and from the United States Early Harvest, 
Early Bough, Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening, Gloria Mundi and 
many others. And only a few years before his death, which occiured 
in 1859, he received Northern Spy, St. Lawrence, Talman Sweet, 
Lyscom, and the apple afterwards known as Chehucto Beauty. His 
list of named varieties of apples grafted and tested was over one 
hiindred, of pears nearly fifty, and of plums about as many. 
Cotemporary with Mr. Prescott were Charles and Richard Starr, 
owning the adjoining farms.

About 1828 James Byrne established a nursery at Town Plot, and 
introduced the Baldtrin and other prominent varieties.

Later—Benjamin Woodworth of Church Street, Cornwallis, did 
valuable work in propagating such varieties as had been proved 
standard sorts, and as a consequence the orchards planted with trees 
from his nursery have been among the most profitable.

Further down the list should bo placed the names of a host of 
others, and among them the late Dr. C. C. Hamilton, whose name is 
so intimately connected with the history of the Fmit Growers’ 
Association that further comment on my part is unnecessary.

I have thus imperfectly traced the history of this important 
industry from the first settling of the country down to the formation 
of the Fruit Growers’ Association, a period of over one hundred years. 
I do not presume to have mentioned all whose names should appew

uni
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on the toll ol honop, only * fefr of the more prominent among tiwm, 
and they have all, with one exception, joined the Great M^oiity, 
leaving their works as their momimeuts. '

Meeting adjourned to 7.30 p. m.
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EVENING SESSION,

The Oonverition re-assemhled for the evening session at 7.30 p. it.
Rev. J, B. Hab¥ of Bridgetown occupied the Chair, and called 

on Mr. T. H. Parker of Berwick to address the meeting on the 
special sulgect of the proper mode of shipping apples.

Mr. PaHkioi said;—In the interest of fruit growers as well as of 
shippers, there are four important points to be considered, viz., 
picking, sorting, packing, and maiftiirg, which should be better 
understood by both classes. My method for picking is to take the 
barrel under the tree for convenience, pick the apples with care, 
place them in the barrel without sorting, and when filled head the 
barrel without pressure. Then wheel it into the fruit house, and let 
it remain there during the sweating or curing process. When ready 
to make a shipment the prooess of sorting commences. 1 have a 
large table in the fruit house and on it I empty the barrels, two at 
a time. You can select the apples much better in this way than if 
you were picking them from a heeip on the floor. 1 aim to select 
none but perfect apples, hut from the fact that apples of every 
variety possess different degrees of perfection in size^ form, and 
color, I make two classes and mark diem accordingly. Then as to 
the barrels in which the apples are to he packed, I endeavour to 
obtain as good and strong a barrel as I oan get for a reasonable price. 
1 prefer .a hardwood barrel, and I have it thoroughly hooped in order 
to carry the apples with safety. In packing or filling the barrel the 
object to be obtained is to get into the package the greatest quantity 
with the least i(\jary to the fruit Apples are very easily injured 
by too much pressure being applied to th(«n in packing, and also by 
being packed too loosely. When the barrel is properly filled then, 
instead of putting the proper head on the barrel in the first place 
and applying pressure to it, I first use u false cushion head which 
will play loosely in the barrel. This cushion head ia lined, and I find a 
piece of an old reefing jacket answers very well for the liniug. Con-
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siderable pressure can be applied to this cushion head without injury 
to the apples. I then use this cushion head, place it upon the apples, 
and apply the press with a pressure sufficient to set the apples 
together throughout the barrel. I then remove the false head and 
place the head proper, apply the press and complete the work. If I 
had a barrel of apples at hand I could illustrate the matter much 
better. I think that apples if properly managed can be packed 
without using the excdnor. Then as to marking, from the fact that 
none but hist^lass apples should be placed on the English market, I 
would discard the use of the No. 1 and 2 to indicate the class of 
appip, and use instead the words “Choice,” or “Medium,” as the 
case may be, stencilled in small letters on the barrel, accompanying 
the name of the apple. Then on each package let the name of the 
party who packs them be stenciileil in full, as a guarantee of the 
uniformity of the package throughout. (Applause.)

Mr, C. P. H. Stabh of Port Williams, Secretary of the Association, 
said;—I think this matter is of great importance and interest to 
fruit growers generally. Mr. Parker's method, I think, is original 
with him, and I have no doubt that if adopted generally when 
packing for local markets it will save a great deal of trouble. The 
excelsior has been used by the advice of our agents in Lc idon with 
most satisfactory results, but the employment of it involves some 
trouble. There is danger also of using too much excelsior, and giving 
the barrel the appearance of not being full. In the first prize barrel 
which we have here, packed by Mr. Parker, the barrel is full right 
to the top, and the apples are not bruised in the slightest degree. 
If Mr. Parker’s plan is a gooil one, and I think it is certainly worth 
trying, it is a great advantage to fruit growers to know it. Now in 
reference to barrels, Mr. Parker recommended hardwood barrels, but 
not very strongly. I would say from my own experience that 
hardwood barrels have become almost indispensable. The apples 
packed in the hardwood barrels invariably turn out much better and 
fuller than those packed in softwood. Softwood barrels appear to 
absorb more moisture, and a shrinkage of the apples must, therefore, 
take place. Hardwood will not apparently absorb as much moisture 
as softwood.

Mr. Dickie said:—The explanations given by Mr. Parker are 
very plain, and 1 think his method a good one. I propose to make
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a few remarks on the first introduction of Nova Scotian fruit into 
the English ntarket. It is well known that some few years ago the 
fruit growers of Cornwallis, finding that their apples were only worth 
seventy-five cents a barrel, began seriously to consider what they 
were to do with their fruit Two of my neighbors and myself 
entered into a sort of speculation. We loaded a vessel with some 
five thousand barrels of apples, and I wan deputised to go to England 
to look after the cargo. On my arrival in Liverpool I was introduced 
to a fruit broken He said that he understood I had a thousand 
barrels of applea I replied that I had not only 1000 but 5000 
barrela He observed, " Do you think you ran get rid of them V 
I said I mean to try. I discovered that most of the persons who 
came from this side of the Atlantic with fruit introduced themselves 
as Canadians or Americana I determined to introduce myself as a 
Nova Scotian, and my apples as Nova Scotian apples. The brokers 
got out catalogues, in which they advertised my cargo as Canadian 
apples. I sent the catalogues back, and told them that I intended 
to introduce my fruit as Nova Scotian fruit. They sent me a second 
lot of catalogues, in which the fruit was advertised as American. I 
returned that lot also, and told the brokers again that I wished to 
have my fruit advertised as Nova Scotian fruit. To please me they 
at last got out catalogues in which the fruit was advertised as Nova 
Scotian. That was the first cargo of Nova Scotian fruit that entered 
the port of London as such. The catalogues were posted up with 
the fruit descril>ed distinctly as Nora Scotian fniit. A man who was 
passing along read the catalogue and said to the bystanders, “Nova 
Scotian apples—what are they?’ and after examining them said 
they looked like Canadian fruit Another person remarked that 
they were as good as American fruit. The upshot was that the 
whole cargo was sold as Nova Scotian fruit and realized a good price. 
This occurred about two years ago, and thirty cargoes of fruit from 
Nova Scotia have since been sold as Nova Scotian fruity and there 
has since leen no difficulty in disposing of Nova Scotian fruit in 
England under that name. I sold a eargo of three thousand barrels 
between eleven o’clock at night and one in the morning just before 
Christmas last year. It may be said that this was a queer time to 
sell apples, but I will explain how it occurred. The night of the 
sale was just before Christmas and there was a very large quantity of 
apples in the market As it would not answer to keep my apples

m
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over Christmas; they had to be sold at nighty after' the others werw 
disposed of, and nearijr my whole cargo was sold within the hours I 
have named. This pcovee that there is a good market in England 
for our apples.

Now as to the mode of packing. I may say that I have never 
used either the e:(celBior or the cushion head. I just press the apples 
in with the head proper. As to barrels; I have had considerable 
experience in the use of hard wood barrels. I tried to get the English 
dealers to say whether they preferred hard wood barrels, hut I could 
not get them to express any preference. They said they did not care 
anything about the kiitd of barrels used if the fruit turned out well. 
They objected, however, to the use of second-lmnd f.our barrels, as 
has been customary in the shipment of American apples.

Mr C. R. H. Stabb?—^The gentleraan who has just sat down 
spoke about fruit beiitg sent iiv second-hand barrels. Some years 
ago, in Conrwallis, we were accustomed to pack our fruit in second
hand flour barrels.. We used to get bakers’ barrels from St. John, 
and they were usually very weM cleaned out. We found, however, 
from actual experience, that it w'as not of the slightest use to pack 
apples in flow^ barrels, put thenv on board ship for a long voyage, 
and expect them to turn out in good order and coiktition. The 
dampness of the vessel created mould, and drat went all through the- 
apples Of late years improved machinery has been adopted, and we 
have been able latterly to get a first-lass soft wood barrel in King’s 
County, as also a gpod hard wnod barrel. The time has arrived when 
the demand for first-class barrels creates the supply generally, though 
of course at an increased expense. My impresrion, however, is that 
tile use of the hard wood barrels, though costing mors than those 
made of soft wood, will pay well.

As to the methods of packing, most of you are aware that our 
method in Cornwallis has been to use the excelsior; pressing it in on 
the apples. I was told to-day by t gentleman from Aimapolis 
County that his mode of packing is very similar to Mr. Parker’s. 
The gentleman to whom I refer told me that be used a table 
prepared for the purpose ; that he took this table into the orchard, 
and placed the apples on it as they were taken from the trees, and 
there selected the different sorts, and put them into the barrels. The 
barrels were tiren flUed,. and the head put in, so that he did uoi
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require to sort the fruit again. That method, as will be observed, is 
much like Mr. Parker’s. A combination of the two nr sthods might 
be the best mode of packing this delicate fruit. The packing must 
be done with the least amount of handling, in order to preserve the 
bloom of the fruit

Witli regard to the use of hard wood barrels, it is not always 
practicable with the large quantities that many dealers have to 
handle. The only indispensable requisite, as already observed, is to 
handle the fruit as little as possible. Of course as to the particular 
mode in which this is to be done, we must be guided by the 
circumstances of each case. If a man has an orchard of twenty 
acres, he must employ a large amount of help to secure his crop, 
and it will be impossible to examine minutely every barrel of 
apples as the fruit iS taken from the tree. In such a case the fruit 
grower will probably be obliged to deposit the apples in bins, and 
keep them there till he packs them in barrels for shipment.

Orcharding is a business that is rapidly increasing. Apples will 
be handled by thousands of barrels instead of by hundreds. When 
that time arrives, orchardists must be prepared to handle their apples 
with system and order. Provision must be made beforehand for 
proper buildings in which to store the fruit,—suitable barrels in 
which to pack it,—and proper means of applying the pressure required 
in packing. It will be necessary also to have proper cars in which 
to run the apples over the railways. To carry fruit over the 
roads in weather such as we have had this winter, it will be necessary 
to have frostproof cars. The ordinary hex cars that we have been 
obliged to use will not answer, unless they are placed in a much 
better condition than most of them are at present (Applause.)

Mr. T. Su Whitman said;—As to the manner of packing the 
fruit, I have only to say that 1 know nothing about it I perfectly 
agree with the last speaker that if the business is to be properly 
carried on, we will require a different style of car from that which 
we have hitherto used.

As I have already intimated, we have learned this winter that 
apples will stand more cold than we have previously thought, and 
that more apples are damaged by heat than by cold. I have made 
several tests which have proved this fact, and I will relate one of 
these, I keep my fruit and vegetables in a cellar entirely separate
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from that under my house. I keep my fruit in a cellar with a 
temperature ranging from twenty-eight to thirty degrees. ’W'Tiere 
my potatoes are, the temperature is a little higher. I opened a 
barrel of Nonpareils in February, 1882, to(A half a dozen out of the 
barrel, and laid them aside in my bed-room where the temperature 
was fifty-four degrees. Out of the balance of the apples I filled a 
firkin, which I deposited in my ice house on tlie sawdust. Within, 
a week the apples which I placed in my bed-room were shrivelled up 
and spoiled by the heat. They were entirely ruined and could never 
be restored. I opened last October -the firkin which had been 
deposited in the ice-bouse, and the apples in it were in perfect order, 
and looked as if tliey had been just taken from the trees.

Tire Nonpareil is onr best keeping apple, though I have eaten 
Gravensteins in April as handsome, luscious and perfect as in the 
previous Octolier. They had been kept in a dark, damp cellar with 
a temperature ranging from 30 to 36 degrees. I have been told that 
in Montreal thousands of barrels of apples have been frozen, and by 
being gradually thawed have been restored to so perfect a condition 
that they have been shipped to Liverpool and sold at a good price. 
This seems almost incredible, but it is corroborated by the fact that 
I have picked up apples in perfect condition in my orchard in the 
spring, which had dropped there in the fall. They must have been 
frozen before the snow fell, and lain under the snow all winter, and 
bean gradually thawed.

Carrying out this theory of having cool, damp places for the 
storage of apples we are now having warehouses constructed, in 
which the temperature will not vary throughout the whole winter. 
In the warehouse under my control at Annapolis the temperature 
ran down at the first cold to thirty-two degrees, and it has not varied 
one degree during all the changes we have had this winter. At one 
time we hail nine thousand barrels in this warehouse, and all the 
apples kept perfectly. The floor is nothing hut clay, and the ware
house is kept perfectly dark. I visited this warehouse just before I 
came down here, and found the fruit in perfect condition. If we 
can only retoin the present temperature we shall probably be able to 
keep these apples until June or July.

Many of bur city friends condomn the quality of the apples with 
which they have been supplied, when the fruit has in fact been 
injure I by their own carelessness in keeping it in too high a 
temperature.
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We have the hest climate in the world for keeping apples, not 
over twenty per cent of our winter days being too severe for the 
handling of them.

We have loaded three or four steamers at Annapolis this winter. 
The vessels can lie at our deep water pier, but as there is a beautiful 
smooth beach adjoining, the captains prefer to run the vessels up on 
the beach, where they are out of water two-thirds of the time. 
Under these circumstances the holds of the vessels become intensely 
cold, unless you give the vessels quick despatch. The steamer 
Bakaries loaded at Annapolis in January last when the weather was' 
very cold. I tested the temperature of her hold myself, and found 
it 26 degrees. We loaded her with six thousond three hundred 
barrels while the thermometer stood at that point There were snow 
and frost in her hold when we loaded her, and yet the cargo was 
lauded in London ini better condition than any that had been sent 
from here, the whole selling at an average of 22/3 per banel. In 
shipping in the ordinary freighters we have taken our apples out of 
a temperature of thirty degrees and placed them in a temperature 
ranging from fifty to sixty degrees. This change to a higher tem
perature has seriously injured the fruit, and thousands of barrels 
have been lost to our farmers and shippers by this means. We are , 
brought to this point that we must have vessels expressly constructed 
for this trade, and that we must exclude certain vessels from it. 
(Applause.)

The Chairman askedAs to the kinds of barrels, have you 
found any difference between hard wood and soft wood barrels 1

Mr. Whitman :—We have made a point of handling our fruit 
very carefully. Our friends in the Eastern part of King’s County 
pack their apples in hard wood barrels, and for my own part I would 
be willing to pay ten or fifteen cents extra for a hard wood barrel.
I admit that they are the best kind of barrels in which to pack 
applea I would give them eight hoops, and have the chime and 
bilge hoops carefully nailed, and it would be better to have the 
hoops nailed before the apples are put in. I would also advise the 
use of the nails that are now being made, that do not §o through 
the barrel. I would also recommend the use of lining hoops. 
Barrels treated in this way will carry the apples safely to Van 
Pieman’s Land, unless there is gross carelessness in handling.



Mr. C. R. H. Stabr ;—One word in reference to barrels. I 
endorse Mr. Whitman’s recommendation of hard wood barrels. I 
would advise our fruit growers to use hard wood barrels, even though 
they cost more, not only for the reason that the fruit packed in 
them always turns out better than that packed in soft wood barrels, 
but there is a demand in London, particularly, for empty hard wood 
barrels for the early potato trade with Jersey. Flour was formerly 
sent from America to England in barrels, but it is now sent in bags, 
and consequently hard wood barrels are in greater demand than 
formerly in England. A gentleman recently came from England to 
Nova Scotia to look after potatoes. He said he required a thousand 
hard wood barrels next spring for the trade of his firm alone, and he 
did not know where he could get them. The barrels are worth a 
shilling each in London after the fruit is taken out.

Rev. J. R. Hart observed that Mr. Parker had spoken of two 
kinds of apples, choice and medium. A large number of apples 
would be left after these two kinds were selected, which might be 
called No. 3’s.

Mr. Parkb» explained that he culled out about ten per cent, of 
small apples, and he thought it paid him to do this, as the small 
apples could be sold as a distinct class, and the larger ones brought a 
better price from not being mixed with small ones.

Rev. Mr. Hart enquired if small apples could be sold in England, 
if they were perfect.

Mr. Parker remarked that he had had some experience in that 
matter also. He had sent to England barrels marked medium mall, 
and he had obtained more money for them than for overgrown 
Baldwins.

Rev. Mr. Hart :—I suppose that with medium apples if the size 
is uniform throughout the barrel, it does not matter much whether 
they are large or small.

Mr. Packer :—Just so.

Mr. T, S. Whitman :—There is a class of buyers in London called 
hucksters who do not want huge apples. They sell their apples
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singly, and there is more profit for them in small apples. I think it 
is advisable to mark the ap{des No. 1, 2 and 3, according to their 
quality and size. There are buyers for each of these classes, but 
there is no market for mixed fruit. A No. 3 buyer will only give a 
No. 3 price for a barrel of small apples, even if there are larger 
ones among them. As an illustration of this I may state that a 
Mr. Armstrong of Lower Granville, who is in the habit of shipping 
fruit to England, raised a crop mostly of Nonpareils. He divided 
them into three classes which he marked No. 1, 2 and 3, and they 
realized in England the following prices : No. I’s, 28/; No. 2’s, 26/; 
No. 3’s, 24/. If he had mixed these apples he would not have 
obtained more than 24/ for any of them. The reason why there is 
a market in England fat small apples is that the chief supply of 
apples for the English market comes from the Continent, and the 
Continental apples are invariably smaller than the Nova Scotian, 
Canadian or American. When the Continental crop is light, we can 
calculate on a good price for our small applea When the Continental 
crop is large, then our small apples will only command a small 
price. For our No. I’s and No. 2’s the market in England is almost 
unlimited.

The Chairman then called on Mr. John P. Lyons of Cornwallis 
to address the meeting.

Mr. Lyons said that he was much interested in the matters 
under discussion, but he was only a small fruit grower. For the 
last ten years he had never picked his apples over the second 
time. He selected them directly from the trees, and wheeled them 
Immediately into the fniit house. There he deposited them forth
with, the No. I’s in one barrel, and the No. 2’s in another. He had 
used the cushion head for the last two years, and thought the 
employment of it a great improvement on the old method of packing. 
The apples packed with the cushion head had always turned out 
well in his experience. He had always sold his apples in the city of 
Halifax, and they had invariably given pretty good satisfaction. 
Some people said that there would be shrinkage if ceiiain kinds of 
barrels were used, and the apples packed in a certain way. He had 
never found any difficulty when the barrels were tight. He would 
like to have the barrels air tight, if he could get them. He had 
never had any trouble with shrinkage of apples, except in the case of

i
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two barrels of (rravensteins. Some of them were picked from the 
south side of the tree, and they ripened several days before those 
picked from other parts of the same tree. Some trouble and some 
expense were involved in the proper picking of Gravensteina He 
believed that Gravensteins should be picked at different times; that 
those first ripe should be picked first, and the others allowed to 
remain on the trees a few days longer. The Gravenstein was a tree 
which required to be closely watched at picking time. In his 
opinion an apple that had laid on the ground twenty-four hours was 
not fit to be put on the market. They might be kid away by 
themselves for immediate use. He marked them windfalls, and he 
found that such apples would not keep well. Farmers were some 
times blamed for that of which they were not guilty. He thought 
that truckmen sometimes did their best to knock fruit about. One 
year he employed a stsange truckman to draw his fruit. He (Mr. 
Lyons) complained of the rough way in which the man was treating 
the fruit The man remarked to a bystander, “ The fellow wants 
his apples handled as if they were eggs.” He (Mr. L) said, “That 
is just what I want; I wish my fruit handled as carefully as eggs." 
At one time in his fruit room a barrel fell from the top of the room 
to the floor. He marked that barrel, and on examining it afterwards 
he found that every apple in it was bruised, though the barrel was 
full. He had come to the conclusion that a great deal of fruit was 
damaged by careless trucking. A year ago last October he had sold 
to a friend in the city two or three barrels of King of Tompkins Co. 
He called on his friend last fall to inquire if he wanted any more 
apples. The friend replied that he thought he would not take any, 
as the last he got had not kept very well. He further said that he 
had kept them in a good warm place, and overhauled them once a 
fortnight, and that if he had not done that he would not have had 
a single apple left. (Laughter.) He (Mr. L.) told him he could not 
have done a worse thing. He mentioned these facts to show that 
there were some things connected with fruit for which the farmers 
were not always to blame. (Applause.)

Mr. Dickie observed that Mr. Lyons had spoken of two seasons 
for picking Gravensteins. He (Mr. D.) had a conversation with a 
Mr. Rand who had sold a lot of Gravensteins in England at a large 
price. Mr. Rand told him that he had allowed these apples to 
remain on the trees until they dropped, and that he picked them
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immediately after they fell, and they turned out 'as sound and firm 
as any apples he had ever handled. That was the fruit that yielded 
Mr. Rand forty shillings a barrel Mr. T. S. Whitman had spoken 
of No. I, 2 end 3 as a mode of marking apples. He (Mr. D.) 
thought that the use of letters was a preferable mode of marking. 
He found that No. 2*8 were considered in the English market as 
something inferior. No. I’s they considered first quality, but No. 
2’8 they thought must be bruised or giweer, as they called rotten. 
Let every barrel be uniform throughout. You require to sort not 
only in size but also in color. He had some experience in this. He 
had had four barrels of Baldwins, some of which were green and 
some red, and they were mixed throughout the barrels. A buyer 
remarked that if he were' sure that the most of the apples in any 
one barrel were red, he would give a great^deal more for it. If any 
of the barrels had contained all green apples it would have brought 
its value, though the red apples would have brought a better price. 
The object desired was uniformity in color throughout the barrel 
Perhaps X, XX, XXX would be good marks to use.

Mr. T. S. Whii'man approved generally of the observations made 
by the last speaker as to marking. The marks used should call the 
attention of the shipper to the distinct qualities of the fruit He 
thought however that to use marks such as they were in the habit 
of putting on beer barrels in England would be very confusing. 
The desirable point was to have some definite mode of estimating 
our fruit, and some mark made to designate it which would intelli
gently convoy to the buyer an idea of the sort of fruit he was 
buying. He found that in receiving our goods for shipment a 
dozen difl'erent shippers had the same shipping marks. For instance 
the mark “ N. L” was used by ten or fifteen shippers. If the fruit 
growers put their own marks on the barrels, besides those made by 
the shippers, then the agents in England could tell whose any 
particular barrels were,—otherwise it was impossible for them to do 
so. Under the present system the man who shipped inferior apples 
was likely to get the benefit of the shipment of the one who sent a 
superior article. From a conversation with a friend from Bermuda, 
where they carried on an immense trade in tomatoes and onions, he 
found that they had a very good plan of marking their boxes and 
barrels. Every man had his own particular number, and the boxes 
and barrels were markcu accordingly. .Unless, however, this system
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was ttnivemlly adopted it would still create confusion. In Bennuda 
they were compelled to adopt it by law.

Mr. C. R H. Starr:—An allusion has been made to one pa> 
ticular brand, “ N. L,” in which I happen to be interested, I may 
state that the difficulty which Mr. Whitman fears has been anticipated 
and provided against. In the majority of instances the apples he 
speaks of have been shipped by private individuals, and every shipper 
has put his own name on the barrel as well as the mark “ N. L" 
One of our desders uses Y in a circle as his private mark in 
addition to N. L. The advantage of having a distinct mark for 
each consignee is seen when the vessel is discharging and sorting 
cargo.

Mr. R. W. StAhR observed that a few minutes might profitably 
be devoted to some remarks on the cultivation of fruit, We might 
discuss the different grades of apples, and the kinds best suited to 
the English market My experience has been limited, but I have 
had a little to do with the shipment of apples for the last two or 
three years. My experience last year was confined to one shipment 
by the Cedar Or ova. From the experience that I have had I con 
aider that the kinds best suited to the English market are first, 
Blenheim Pippin, second, King of Tompkins, and third, Ribston 
Pippin. There is a difference in value of two shillings a barrel 
between different barrels of the same grade. As to the value of 
apples to the growers my own experience for thirty years would 
lead me to say that the Ribston Pippin pays the best of these three 
kjnds. It is an apple that you can depend on for a crop every yeu 
if you give it proper cultivation. I am satisfied that we cannot 
overstock the London market with Ribston Pippins, if they are 
landed in good order and condition. If so landed they will always 
find a ready sale.

Mr. C. R H, Starr observed that he Would not recommend the 
growth of the Ribston Pippin on sandy soil, nor on a soil that wee 
deficient in moisture or lime. It was an apple that required lime, 
potash and an amount of moisture which many apples could i 
without. He did not mean to say that the Ribston Pippin could be 
grown on undrained soil, bat it required sufficient moisture to ke 
it in a healthy state. It was an aj>ple which Was very susceptible of I
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a severe drought. That could be seen by its foliage, which was thin 
and small. The beat Bibston Pippins were grown on uhe limestone 
hills of Hants County, the soil being rich and also having the 
natural drainage of the side hill. He had seen trees on these hills 
loaded almost to breaking year after year. These apples also grew 
well in the valleys of Kings and Annapolis where ohe soil was 
strong and well drained. There Was no difficulty in growing Rlbston 
Pippins to perfection. The trees yielded a reasonable crop every 
year, and they v ere seldom sO overloaded as to cause much waste. 
He considered the Nonpareil also one of our most profitable Varieties, 
He would recommend the cultivation of these two varieties to every 
fruit grower who had a soil sufficiently deep and strong, and he 
would advise him to add lime and unleached ashes to his soil.

Mr. llicKiK fully agreed with the last speaker. Some kinds of 
apples were difficult to handle, and we wanted an apple that was 
easy to handle. Apples were easily injured by heat, and the dealers 
in England could tell in a moment whether an apple Was hurt by 
heat or natural decay. If a really good apple was merely a little 
Injured by natural decay the dealers did not seem to object to it; 
but those that were injured by heat they would not buy at all He 
considered the Nonpareil the best and safest apple to grow for 
shipment. Be did tot know much about the Boxhury Busset. 
Some pieisons spoke of Nonpareils from the United States. He had 
never seen a barrel of apples from the States marked Nonpareils, 
but he had seen thousands of barrels marked Boxhury Bussets, and 
he had almost come to the conclusion that they were the same apples 
as the Nonpareils. He had shipped 400 barrels of Nonpareils to 
London in May last. They were all disposed of shortly after his 
arrival there. A few days afterwards he went^ over to Paris, and 
found some of the same apples selling in the streets there. The 
Nonpareil is a variety that takes hold of the soil readily. It is an 
apple that can be safely sent to the continent of Europe or any part 
of the world, and there are few apples of which that can be truly 
said. The Rhode Island Greening is an old English (1) apple well 
known to the London dealers, and there is no difficulty in selling it. 
The King of Tompkins is too large an apple for the London market 
The London market generally requires a smaller apple. The 
Spitzenbeig is a good apple for our export trade, and so is the
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Baldwin. Our Baldwin*, however, cannot compare with the 
American Baldwin. The American Baldwin is a fine, nicely flavored 
apple. As for the Northern Spy he had never seen a good barrel of 
that variety in the London market. There was some peculiarity about 
them,—the skin t^ thin or some other defect which rendered them 
unfit to stand the ocean passage. They were apt to become specky 
and rotten after the sea voyage. He remembered the first cargo of 
apples shipped from Cornwallis for England. They were 4000 barrels 
and 400 different kinds of apples. The late Dr. C. C. Hamilton had 
60 barrels in that shipment, and there were 15 different kinds among 
them. Among the rest were two baiTels of Calkin Pippin. When 
these last were turned out after their arrival in London there was 
nothing to be seen but skins, cores and stems.

Mr. T. S. Whitman observed that it should be borne in mind 
that this whole questidn was a matter of dollars and cents. The 
important consideration was, what kind of apple will bring most 
money. In the spring we had to compete with the fruit growers of 
Ontario and the Western States. An advantage we had was that 
we raised in this province an apple that was better keeping than any 
that could be raised on this continent That apple was the Nonpareil 
The apple growers of Ontario had to dispose of their apples before 
October, as they could not depend on water carriage after that time. 
The growers of the Western States were in much the same position. 
Their apples were also short lived, and had not the keeping qualities 
of the Nova Scotian apple; Ho found that as a rule the safest and 
most profitable- apple was the Nonpareil. As an article on which to 
advance money or in which to invest capital he thought it as safe as 
a cargo of coffee or sugar. This apple, however, should not be 
placed on the English market too early. It should be kept until 
February, when there was no competition from Ontario and the 
Western States. The Busset also was a class of apple that seemed 
to be well liked in England.

The Chairman observed that the Rev. Mr, Axford, who had 
carried off the prize for the best 10 barrels of Ribston Pippin, 
offered by the London firm of Nothard & Lowe, was present, and 
no doubt could give the meeting some valuable information.

Rev. Mr. Axfobd remarked tliat he had not much to say, as he 
was chiefly a learner as to the moile of growing and packing fruit.
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The kinds of apple that he had shipped which had brought the most 
money were Ribston Pippin, Nonpareils and Blenheim Pippin, which 
had realized a very good price—33/. Others such as Vandevere and 
Baldwin brought a good price, but not to be compared with that 
received for the Ribston Pippin and Nonpareils. He agreed with 
Mr. Starr’s remarks as to the kinds of soil in which the Ribston 
and Nonpareil should be grown. The soil for these apples should be 
heavy rather than light It had been said that the Ribston dropped 
from the trees very readily. That had been his first year’s experb 
ence. He had taken eome interest in the Kentville Exhibition, and 
had spent fourteen days in connection With it On his return home 
he found that half of his Ribstons had fallen from the trees. The 
next year he began the picking of his Rilstuns a little earlier in the 
season. Last year he had 21 barrels o! them, and they had grown 
very well To pick these apples well, they should not be taken 
from the trees very rapidly. He had pruned his Ribston trees 
very severely last spring, and they had paid him well in the quality 
of fruit they yielded last autumn. He had obtained the prize of 
^25 offered by Messrs. Nothard & Lowe of Loudon, but he felt it 
to be his duty to state that for that prize there was only one 
competitor beside himself, though that gentleman at exhibitions 
generally takes the lead in prices. As regards classes of apples he 
considered Nonpareil the first, and Ribston second. They were 
apples that would always realize good prices in the English market 
He had received in the Euglish market 33/ a barrel for No, 1 
Blenheim Pippin. They, like the Ribstons, were an apple that 
required a heavy soil, and he found that they also dropped from the 
trees veiy readily, and consequently needed careful watching at 
picking time. They would bear being picked early, but the difficulty 
was that when picked early they did not color very well The 
Russet was a good marketable apple, and a good keeper.

Mr. EuwzJti) McLxTCHKr of Grand Pre observed that as a general 
thing Baldwins had not tumml out well with him. Last year he had 
realized more on the King of Tompkins. He had not been quite as 
fortunate with his Ribston Pippins. The prices of apples in England 
varied according to the time they were put on the market.
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FRUIT CULTURE IN EASTERN NOVA SCOTIA.

Mr. C. R. H. St^r said:—^There are certain sections of the 
province well adapted te fruit growing, in which the farmers do not 
seem to be well educated as to orcharding and handling fruit. How 
are we to reach these sections, so as to enable them to rival the 
more favored parts of our province T The idea which I shall now 
advance has occurred to me, and I wish to get an expression of 
opinion on it from this Association. Would it not be advisable for 
the Government to employ a commissioner—or call him by what 
name you please—who would be capable of instructing the people to 
whom I have referred in everything connected with fruit culture. 
He might visit in the summer season every locality in the province 
where there is any probability for the raising »if good fruit. He 
could ascertain as far as^poesiUe the capabilities of the soil, and he 
should be able to judge os to the kind of fruit best adapted to any 
particular section. He might return to these localities in the winter 
season, and deliver lectu?.‘es to the farmers on this important subject. 
I have no doubt that there are many sections of the province that 
are equally as well adapted to fruit growing as Kings and Annapolis, 
—that is for certain varieties of apples. A gentleman from Anti- 
gonish informed me that he hod seen Gravensteins grown in that 
county which were equal in colour and beauty to any to be found 
elsewhere, though not quite so large as those grown in the Western 
CJounties. This gentleman also stated that the Gravensteins from 
Antigonish County would keep in a marketable condition from ten 
days to a fortnight later tlian those grown in the Western part of 
the province. If that be the case, there is no reason why this 
variety should not be profitably grown in Antigonish. The great 
difficulty with Gravensteins is to get them to market before the} 
become queer, as in London they call a partially decayed condition. 
The dealers there require an apple .that will inap under pressure. 
They must have it before it becomes soft. When we consider an 
apple fit to eat they say it is gone. Apples can be grown in Eastern 
Nova Scotia which are much harder and firmer than those we raise 
in the West, and, as already intimated, all that the people of that 
portion of the province require is instruction in fruit growing to 
enable them to raise first-lass fruit. Some of them perhaps have 
failed in raising an orchard. But why f In many instances simply
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from ignorance of the first principles of fruit growing. They have 
dug a hole in which to plant the tree like a post hols, and they 
have made it simply a basin to hold water. In many cases they 
have turned the rattle into the orchard, and the trees have been 
destroyed 'by them, if by nothing else. It is the aim of the Fruit 
Growers’ Association to extend the knowledge they have obtained 
from practical experience to the districts I have mentioned. I would 
like to have the views of the gentlemen present as to the practica
bility of the idea I have suggested.

«r
Mb. B. W. Starr :—I think there is no way to instruct the 

farmers successfully in fruit growing except sending a practical man 
among them to educate them practically. You may write for them 
as much as you please, but it will not have the desired effect. If you 
can get at the farmer and talk to him you can make an impression.
1 do not say this to depriciate farmers, but I say it feslingly. There 
is too much truth in the remark that many of the farmers of Nova 
Scotia do not read as much as they should. I believe that the best 
way of reaching them is that suggested by the Secretary. We want 
the man and the means. I think that if the Government were to' 
spend in the manner suggested, a portion of the money which they 
have to expend on agriculture, that there is no way in which the 
money could be expended so well; in fact I do not see how else the 
matter can be accomplished. Perhaps the Fruit Growers’ Association 
might do something themselves, and instead of spending money on an 
exhibition like this, with nobody to see it, (laughter,) expend fifty 
or one hundred dollars for the services of a lecturer for the Eastern 
part of the Province. This, perhaps, would be a better way of 
spending the money of the Association, than in educating the people 
of this city by showing them fruit which it seems they do not care to 
see. (Laughter.) I am satisfied that with a little pressure during 
the day, driving round from house to house, and talking with the 
fanners, an enthusiasm can be worked up which can be obtained in 
no other way.

Mr. C. J. Pitman observed that he was not a member of the 
Association at present, though he intended to join it. He might say, 
however, that bo considered the idea of sending a man to lecture to 
the people of the eastern part of the Province on fruit growing a first 
rate plan. He had known many instances in which farmers had been 
visited by parties anxious to sell them trees,—parties who understood
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the businesH of planting treea and taking care of them. The County 
i 1 which he had apent the early part of hia life (Yarmouth) waa not 
celebrated for fruit culture. The people of that county had thought 
that in their moiat, foggy, aalt air, it waa impoaaible to raiae fruit 
with aucceaa. By following, however, the directiona of the partiea 
who aold them treea, very good reaulta have been reached. The 
S .cretary had auggeated an appeal to the Government; it might be 
as well not to expect anything from that source with our present 
depleted treasury. Could not a person be employed to sell trees, and 
directed to instruct the people to whom he aold aa to the preparation 
of the ground, planting the tree, manuring it, etc., etc. It aeomed to 
him that this Aaaociation might compete successfully in this way with 
the parties who came from abroad to sell trees. If the man sent waa 
a real practical nurseryman, hie sales would pay his expenses, and he 
would confer an immense advantage on the fanners to whom he sold. 
If a competent person were employed he could judge from the trees 
he saw growing in the districts he visited, whether, with proper 
cultivation, good fruit could be raisetl there. On a recent visit to 
Pictou Ceunty he hod been driven out by a Mr. Matheson to see 
some orchards. Though the ground was covered with snow, there 
were evidences of hoalthy growth and hardihood to be observed in 
the trees, from which he judged that fruit could be grown there very 
successfully. The person employed to sell the trees might visit from 
time to time the districts in which he sold them.

Ma Jambs Haludat stated that since he had taken up his 
residence in the city he had not given much thought to fruit growing, 
his time being occupied with matters not connected with agriculture. 
He had, however, given some consideration to the matter under 
discussion, and had conversed with the Secretary about it. He had 
an opportunity lost spring of mingling with the fanners of the Eastern 
d stricts of the Province, and he found that they were not so forward 
in matters connected with fruit growing as the people of Kings and 
Annapolis Counties, where he had formerly resided. He found, 
though, that there was an increasing desire among the people of 
Pictou, Antigonish and Cape Bretcm to propagate good fruit. They 
were, however, to a great extent ignorant of the proper modes of 
planting and taking cure of fruit trees. When the Secretary had 
apoken to him last yoar of the proposition he made this evening, he 
(Mr. H.) had thought the suggestion a good one. He believed that
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if a person such as had lieen described were sent to the eastern 
districts of the Province, they would so»n compete favorably in 
fruit growing with the western counties. The exhibition before us 
had proved that the eastern counties were cajmble of giving good 
fruit Antigonish was a fine farming county, standing third or fourth 
on the list of the best agricultural counties in the Province. As to 
its being hilly, that was an advantage, as fruit trees grew best on 
hillsides.

He had seen a great change in the production of apples in the 
Province within the last twenty years. Ho had come originally from 
Granville Ferry, in Annapolis County. The Nonpareils—Rimetts 
thsy were called when he was a boy—were the principal apples grown 
there twenty years ago. These apples were then small, and the 
orchards neglected. Now there was a great change in the quality of 
those apples. Since this Association had been formed, and various 
kinds of fruit from abroad had been introduced, a great improvement 
had taken place in the apples raised throughout the western counties. 
A few years ago such a display of fruit as we had before us to-day 
could not have been produced in the Province even in October or 
November. He regretted that more of the citizens of Halifax had 
not come to see it. >

A VoicB.—The admittance fee is too high. (Laughter.)
Mb. T. S. Whitman.—A remark has been made by Mr. Pitman 

about American fruit tree peddlers. The country is being overran by 
sharp peddlers of that class. If there is any place where an orchard 
can be set, they are there, and I give them credit for it We neep 
not give ourselves much trouble os au Association, about instructing 
the people of the eastern counties in fruit growing. The yaukee 
peddlers will tell them all about .setting out the trees, taking proper 
care of them, <fec., «fec.

Rev. Mb. Axfobd would like to ascertain the sense of the meeting 
as to the distance apart at which young trees should be set out 
Would not 60 feet be the proper distance to secure cultivation of the 
land when the trees attained a good size 1

Mr. Starr suggested that the Choirman call on Mr. John G. 
Byme, of Cornwallis, to answer this question. That gentleman had 
an orchard of 14 acres, and there was not an imported tree in it 

Mb, Btrme observed that twenty-seven years ago he had 
bought a farm near Kentville, sowed some apple seeds on part of it,

‘'i’S
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and subsequently planted an acre with young trees grown ffom these 
seeds. He cultivated these between the rows and they grew pretty 
well. He found a sale for them as fast as he could raise them, and 
he allowed his customers to pick for themselves The best trees were 
thus culled out, and a good many rough, crooked ones were left which 
the customers would not look at He thought that he would set 
those trees out in another place for himself. He continued to do this 
year after year. To some he attached a stake, others became straight 
without it In this way he at last had a field of 10 acres pretty well 
filled with those rough trees. Some customers came to buy and they 
complained that be was planting all the best trees for himself, and 
giving them the rough ones. (Laughter.) In this field he had set 
out the trees in rows 21 feet apart; he had followed the books in 
doing this, as, although he had had considerable experience, he 
thought that the authors of the books knew more about the matter 
than he did. In setting out some trees subsequently he broke joints 
to save land. He found his mistake in having done this, when he 
began to cultivate the land. He could only plough in one direction, 
he could not run the plough between the trees cross-tctsc, as the trees 
in that way were only about 10 feet apart. Last year he had raised 
400 barrels of apples from these trees, the seed of which he had sown 
twenty-seven years ago.

As to varieties from abroad, he had planted six young trees of the
He examinedKing of Tompkin’s variety ; they had grown too fast, 

them just before he left home and found large cmcks in the limbs.
In four or five years more he thought that they would be entirely 
ruined.

He had planted other orchards since those to which he had 
referred, and had followed another system in setting out the trees. 
He had planted them in squares, and 30 feet apart each way. Bishop 
Pippin, King of Tompkins, Esopus, Spitzenburg, and Gravenstein 
required larger space between them than trees of other kinds.

Mb. R. W. Starr thought that on dry, sandy soil the trees might 
be placed 25 or 30 feet apart, but that on heavier, stronger soils they 
required the full distance apart of two rods each way. Some varieties 
of apples grew much larger than others on strong land.

The Chairman asked Mr. P. Innes, Manager of the W. & k. 
Railway, to address the meeting.
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Mr. Inkrs could not speak with authority in the presence of 
gentlemen whose practical exi>erience was greater than his. He 
might, however, make a few remarks on the transportation of apples.

The Charman asked whether better cars could not be provided 
for transporting apples,—cars that would not shake the fruit, and 
would prevent it being frozen on the journey daring cold weather.

Mr. Inker observed that an improvement could no doubt be 
made in the present cars by double boarding them, but as to prevent
ing the fruit from being shaken on the passage, he did not think that 
much could be done. Stoves might be placed in the cars, if there 
were proper warehouses in which to store the fruit on its arrival here.

Mr. K. W. Starr was pleased that Mr. Innes was present when 
the convention was discussing this matter of warehouses. It was one 
of the many tokens of assistance that Mr. Innes had given them.

The Chairman.—It is probable that the Association will send a 
delegation to Ottawa in reference to the frost-proof warehouse at 
Halifax.

Mb. Innes was pleased to hear this, and, if the delegation suc
ceeded, he promised to box up some cars specially for the carrying of 
fruit. He had frequently brought the matter of fruit warehouses 
under the notice of Sir Charles Tapper, the Minister of Hallways, and 
of the Chamber of Commerce and the Members for the County of 
Halifax, and also of Mr. Schrieber. Unfortunately the Intercolonial 
Railway officials did not look on the matter in the same way as we 
did. They considered it rather as a matter referring to the Windsor 
and Annapolis Railway. The Minister of Railways had always 
spoken very pleasantly, but he referred to his subordinates. The 
conclusion he (Mr. Innes) had arrived at, was, that the construction of 
frost-proof warehouses at Halifax by the Dominion Government could 
only be obtained by outside pressure—pressure of a public and 
political character. He thought the proper step was for a delegation 
to go to Ottawa and wait on tlte Minister of Railways on the subject.

Mr. Mitchell had found from experience as a fruit dealer in 
Halifax, that the fruit growers were not very particular in packing 
apples for the Halifax market. The success of the sale of apples 
depended on their being properly assorted. Their not being so 
assorted was tha reason that apple sales in Halifax were not more 
successful. If the apphs sent here were properly assorted there
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would be as re^idy a sale for them as in the old country. There were 
private families here who were willing to give a goo<l price for a good 
article. The apples that were sent hero now were, generally speaking, 
trash. Enough good apples were not sent to ascertain whether the 
market was limited or not.

M. T. 8. Whitman observed that the apples would always be sent 
where the best price was to bo obtained for them.

Mr. Parker asked Mr. Mitchell to state what he considered the 
value in Halifax of his (Mr. I*'s.) prize barrel oi Baldwin's in this 
exhibition.

Mr. Mitchbix.—Plve dollars and a half.
Mr. Whitman.—That barrel would bring $7.50 in England.
Mb. C. R. H. Starr thought there should be some acknowledg

ment of Mr. Innes' kind letter to the Association. The Association 
was much indebted to Mt^ Innes for information which he had readily 
given, at their request.

The Chairman remarked that Mr. Innes bad afforded great 
assistance to the Association in giving them figures which would aid 
them materially in laying this matter of the construction of a frost
proof fruit warehouse at Halifax before the prqier authorities.

The Convention then adjourned.

APRIL QUARTERLY MEETING.

The April Quarterly Meeting of the Association was held in the 
Court House, Bridgetown, on Tuesday, the 17th inst. President 
Avard Longley, Esq., in the chair. There was a very gratifying 
attendance of the orchardists of Annapolis County, and quite a 
number from Kings were present.

The President said he was ^ad to welcome the Association to 
Bridgetown, was pleased to see so large an attendance, regretted that so 
little interest had been taken by the farmers of Annapolis Co., in the 
work of the Associo don, and expressed a hope that this would not be 
the case in the future.

The Secretaiy read the minutes of the last meeting, which were 
approved, and also made a brief report, chiefly having reference to the
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recent winter exhibition and convention at Halifax. The show of 
fruit was remarkably good and in every way satisfactory—there 
being nearly 800 plates on exhibition, including collections from' 
Cape Breton and Eastern Counties, Lunenburg and Yannouth, also 
Annapolis, Kings and Hants Counties. He was sorry to have to 
report that the attendance of the Halifax people had been very limited, 
and con8e<iuontly the expenditure had been about $145 over and 
above receipts.

The Convention had been very successful, and as the services, of 
a reporter had been secured, the whole of the matter would appear in 
the next annual reports, and would no doubt add very much to the 
interest and value of the next volume.

The Secretary also made a statement of the financial status of the 
Association, showing a healthy state of the finances, but a noticeable 
fact brought out in this report, and one much to be deplored, was that 
the membership of the Association was not nearly as large as was 
desirable. He urged upon fruit growers generally the importance of 
uniting with the Association, and furthering the interests of this, our 
great natural industry.

A lengthy and valuable paper upon “ Frait Culture,” prepared by 
W. H. 0. Haliburton, Esq., of Wolfville, was presented, and by 
vote was ordered to lay upon the table for the present.

Resolved, That an evening session be held, and the public generally 
be invited to attend. R. W. Starr, C. B. WTiitman, \V. Miller and 
Robert FitzRnndolph, were appointed a Committee to arrange a 
programme for the evening meeting. This Committee subsequently 
reported, which report was adopted.

The Ibosident here gave an intermission of five minutes fcr 
persons wishing to sign the roll, when some 14 gentlemen received 
certificates of membership.

Mr. A. H. Johnson gave notice of motion at the next annual 
meeting to alter the constitution, so as to admit ladies to full member- 
ship upon pa3Unent of 50 cents annually.

A general conversation was held in reference to exhibitions of 
fruit at the Dominion and Provincial Exhibitions next autumn.

A. H. Johnson said that if such fruit as we raised could be 
exhibited at Covent Garden Market, London, much more could be 
done to advance the interests of our fruit growers than any showing 
of them in our Provinces.
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Retolved, That a Committee be appointed to consider what course 
best to pursue in connection with the forthcoming exhibitions, and 
report at the evening session.

The'following were named as a committee:—Robert Marshall, 
A. H. Johnson, R. W. Starr, J. R. Hart and the Secretary,

This Committee subsequently made the following report, which 
was adopted:—

Your Committee recommend that the Fruit Committee be 
empowered to make such display of our Nova Scotia fruit as they 
think best, at the Dominion Exhibition in St John, N. B., next 
autumn, to communicate with the Secretary of the Dominion Exhibi
tion in reference to space and accommodation, etc., and that the suli 
of ten dollars be appropriated toward making such collections.

We further recommend that at the Provincial Exhibition diplomas 
be offered for such purposes as the Council may recommend.

(Sgd.) R. MjutaHALi, Chairman.

A. H. Johnson gave notice of motion to be presented at the July 
raeeting as follows:—

That this Association invite the co-operation of the fruit growers 
of the Province in making a good exhibit of Nova Scotia apples in 
London, next autumn or winter, by contributing specimens of fruit. 
The Association to take charge of the exhibit, and the fruit to be 
sold, and the proceeds to go towards paying expenses.

The Secretary laid upon the table the transactions and reports of 
the Association, just published, a pamphlet containing 100 pages and 
an excellent portrait of the late President, C. C. Hamilton.

It was resolved that in future the reports of the Association be 
published annually, if the fimds of the Association would permit.

The Secretary requested the members to report to him during the 
year any matter bearing upon the work of the Association, or any 
clippings from papers or periodicals that would be of general benefit 
and assistance in carrying out the objects of the Association.

Resolved, That a Committee of three, in each county, of whora, 
the Vice-Presidents shall be one, be appointed to communicate with 
the' Chairman of the Fruit Committee in reference to fruit culture, 
&c., in their respective districts.
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The following were appointed:—For Annapolis County, T. S. 
Whitman, Vice-President, W. Miher and C. B. Whitman. For Kings, 
T. H. Parker, Vice-President, W. H. O. Halibnrton and C. F. Eaton; 
the appointment of further Committees was deferred till the Vic*#* 
Presidents could be consulted.

Adjourned till 7.S0 p. m.
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EVENING MEETING.

At the time appointed the seats in the Court House wore well 
filled with ladies and gentlemen all more or less interested in the 
objects of the Association.

President Lonqlst called the meeting to order, and the Secretary 
read the minutes of the previous session, which, after some slight 
alterations, were approved.

The first subject suggested by the programme was the picking, 
packing and shipping of apples, and also the style of package for the 
English market.

Mb. Johnson having recently returned from London, was called 
upon and said he had been engaged in raising, packing and selling 
apples from boyhood. Had visited London to gain a further know
ledge of the business. Previous to going to London he thought he 
knew all about packing apples. He took with him some fruit of his 
own packing, but when he opened it in London he found he had 
still something to learn, although he had packed very closely and 
pressed well Every barrel, except those packed with excelsior, was 
$laek and more or less bruised all through. He saw none of those 
packed without excelsior that turned out well, except one lot that 
bad stood in the warehouse at Annapolis about four weeks and were 
refilled just before shipping, while those packed with excelsior opened 
bright and full In London they stow all barrels in the warehouse 
on end, and this is considered the best method. He found that if a 
barrel of apples would rattle, it would not sell readily, even if it only 
required five or six apples to fill, it would have to be sold for 2s. or 
3«. less. Buyers say apples that rattle are liable to be bruised all 
througL

Purchasers pay little attention to the barrels, whether hard or 
soft wood, hut hard wood barrels are L^ss liable to be broken. The
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porters are quite willing to have barrels broken and a hatful taken 
home to their families, which mode many less in the barrel, often 
causing a difference of from 6s. to 6s. when sold. He should use hard 
wood barrels exclusively in future on account of greater strength. 
He went over in the Delta and found there was no way to ventilate, 
excepting by the hatches, and as the weather was bad they could not 
be removed. Apples were stored in tiers of 9 barrels, and the bottom 
ones looked like a bad hat. Dealers say send your apples every week. 
Apples landed three weeks are called stale.

The first requisite is to have the barrel full, second, to have the 
fruit crisp and firm. He had nice red Baldwins, which looked well, 
but the dealer asked, “Have you none greener 1” The reply was 
“Why?” “Because,” he answered, “they will probably be hanler.” 
His impression is our Gravensteins should go as soon as picked, 
Ribston Pippins next, then King of Tompkins. The best markets are 
before Xmas, then comes a flat time. He found Gravensteins much 
asked for, and the demand increasing every year. Bishop Pippins, 
(Bellflower) are liable to turn black, and people there are little 
acquainted with them. They may become better known and com
mand good prices if got over in good order. Greenings are well known 
and sell readily. Yandeveres are getting dangerous, and few are sold 
in London, but are mostly sent to the country. Northern Spy well 
ripened and nicely colored brings good prices. Golden Russetts and 
Pomme Grise are used almost entirely for dessert, the others for 
cooking. If you ship shortly after packing, by all means use excel
sior, put two handfuls on each end, then press very tight If you 
wait say four or five w'eeks the excelsior may be omitted. As a rule 
our small apples keep the best hence may bring a higher price being 
harder. Makes little difference how barrels are marked, provided it 
is done neatly with stencil and not re<l chalk. Apples look better in 
tight barrels, and those with paper linings better still. Was invariably 
told that Nova Scotia apples are more highly prized than either 
American or Ontario apples, the reason given being that our apples 
keep more crisp and firm. Was told that Nova Scotia apples are 
improving every year. American apples are apt to bo wormy. Found 
no complaint in London as to size of our barrels.

During Mr. Johnson’s remarks he was asked many qucstiom 
which elicited much valuable information, and just such information 
as all fruit growers are seeking.
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A number of paragraphs from Mb. Haubukton’s paper were real 
and discussed, but as the paper was a lengthy one, there was not time 
to discuss the whole, and it was ordered to be placed on file for future 
use, and a vote of thanks {lassed to the author for his valuable paper,

Mb. Wm. MiLT.kB says, without doubt our apples should be crisp 
and firm when they reach London. Another thing, apples should be 
stowed with head downwards, so that slack barrels may be filled up. 
Happy to know that no fault is found with Nova Scotia apples, and 
that no trouble has arisen from barlly packed fruit. Our soft fruits 
should evidently be placed in London before Xmas., as the demand 
then is almost unlimited, but when customers are supplied there is 
little demand for several weeks—say till February or March.

C. R. H. Stabb claims to have been the first to have used excel
sior, and is glad to find that its use is proving so beneficial. He was 
asked by his friends in London to devise some packing to take the 
pressure off the fruit—tried hay and paper shavings, but finds that 
excelsior keeps fruit in good order, while hay moulds. Mr. Starr 
told of the doings of the Canada Fruit Exporting Co., who pack fruit 
in perforated cases, similar to the egg cases so extensively used. In ' 
addition to packing in these cases an absorbent is used to take up the 
carbonic acid gas generated by the fruit. Tomatoes so treated arrived 
across in perfect order. Apples put up in this way sell in England 
fur about the same per case, containing about a bushel, as per barrel. 
The manager expects to visit Nova Scotia in the autumn, and perhaps 
establish a house in this Province.

Mb. Habt stated that he had been in correspondence with the 
manager, who had promised to send him a sample case shortly, and 
he would then show it to any parties wisliing to see it.

The I^BsiDKNT stated that Mr. Johnson had been much distin
guished for the size and color of his apples at the exhibition of the 
Association, and that taking Mr. J’s. remarks all in all they seemed 
to meet our requirements more fully than any statement he had ever 
listened to, and that the meeting should feel itself deeply indebted to 
Mr. J. for his valuable information. A vote of thanks was accord
ingly moved by B. Miller, Esq., seconded by R. Marshall, Esq., and 
unanimously passed.

Mr. J. acknowledging the vote of thanks, said it gave him great 
pleasure to give any information in his power.
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The nett subject on the prc^ramme was “The best varieties 
adapted to the English market”

Mr. Millkr said all the varieties which may be sent are the best 
in their proper time. Ribston Pippins are certainly bringing the best 
price, and they should, for his experience was that when a Gravenstein 
tree has turned off ten barrels, a Ribston Pippin, produced but three. 
Thought King of Tompkins would be a ruling variety. They are, 
however, easily blown off—Whence we must consider not only the 
price of the apples, but the productiveness of the tree. Thus we can 
get double the quantity from Baldwins and Gravensteins that we can 
get from Ribston Pippins and King of Tompkins. It is not well, 
however, to confine ourselves to any one or two kinds. Spitzenburgs 
(iEsopus), he advised grafting very sparingly. Mr. Miller considered 
that if one dollar a barrel can be cleared for our apples, it is the best 
paying business in which we as farmers can engage.

Robert Starr said in his experience the Ribston Pippin was the 
best paying apple. If well cultivated it can be made to bear every 
year. Nonpareils, Blenheim Pippins, King of Tompkins, Graven- 
steins, Golden Russetts of N. Y., and Northern Spy, are all good 
varieties, and if placed on the London market in proper season will 
realize large prices.

Sou)MON Chutb said Nonpareils have brought highest prices and 
Ribston Pippins next He set out Nonpareils twenty years ago, 
which were first to come into bearing. Six trees when eighteen yean 
old gave over twelve barrels of fruit, or an average of two barrels 
each. He sent, this year, ten barrels to London which brought 27a 
all round. •

A. H. Johnson said apples want to be large and well colored. 
Some large ones brought 40s., while small ones sold for IGs. to 18a 
The Golden Russett did not seem to be holding its own, Baldwins 
did better so far, but the Golden Russett would doubtless come up. 
The Northern Spy would, without doubt, sell very well, and would 
outstrip the Nonpareil In Kings County more Northbrn Spys can 
be grown than Nonpareils from older trees.

A vote of thanks to the press for their efforts in securing so large 
an attendance, passed unanimously.

The SicBnART regretted that the lateness of the hour would not 
permit the discussion of other subjects, and one particularly, “ How
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Best to Extend the Usefulness and Influence of the Association,” 
Whether or not it would be advisable to institute auxiliary or branch 
societies in the newer fruit districts of the Province, or to hold 
meetings more frequently, and sometimes in the outlying sections. 
This would give the Association more of a Provincial character, which 
was necessary, if they would attain the best success, and closed by 
asking for suggestions as to where it would be best to hold the next 
quarterly meeting. The President suggested that the subject men
tioned by the Secretary be discussed at the next meeting. Hants Co, 
was named as the place for the July meeting, and the matter left 
with the Council to arrange. Ai^oumed.

C. R H. Starr, Secretary.

Note.—The Secretary desires to acknowledge with thanks, the 
valuable assistance rendered by the Bev. J. R Hart, in taking the 
above minutes.

REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON FROST-PROOF 
WAREHOUSE AT HALIFAX.

The above Committee met at WolfviUe on the Ist February, 
1883. Present: President Longley, W. H. Blanchard, Esq., Rev. 
F. J. H. Axfoid and C. R H. Starr; also J. T. W^ood, Esq., Dele
gate from the Halifax Chamber of Commerce.

The Sbcrbtart read a letter from W. H. AUison, M. P., regretting 
hiu inability to be present but wishing every success in the 
promotion of the object of the Committee. Also a communication 
from P. Innes, Esq., Manager W. & A. R, containing valuable 
information relating to the subject under consideration.

Mr. Wood gave an account of the action of the Chamber of 
Commerce and of their desire to assist the efforts of the Association 
in procuring the necessary warehouses at the Railway terminus. -

Moved by Mr. Axpobd and seconded by Mr. Blanchard, and 
Resolved, that the Secretary communicate with the Prov. Grange 
P. of H., soliciting their co-operation in the endeavours to obtain a 
Frost-proof Warehouse in connection with the Railway at Halifax for 
the protection of produce intended for export during the winter 
months.
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It Was also Resolved unanimously, that this Committee recommend 
the Association to send a deputation to Ottawa during the Session of 
the House of Commons in order to lay before the members and the 
Gk)vernment the urgent necessity of providing Frost-proof Ware
houses in connection with the Railway, and to co-operate with 
delegates from other bodies in reference to the same matter, provided 
it can be so arranged as not to draw too heavily from the funds of 
the Association.

The following is a copy of the Memorial addressed to the Hon. 
Minister of Railways

WoLFViLLBi 2f, S., Feb'y. 1st, 1883,

Hon. Sir Chas. Tipper, C. R,
Minister of Jiailieays and Canals,

Sib,—The undersigned beg respectfully to represent to you that 
uigent necessity exists for the erection of a commodious Frost-proof 
Warehouse at Richmond or at the Deep Water Terminus of the 
Intercolonial Railway at Halifax for the safe storage of apples and 
potatoes especially, and other perishable produce designed for foreign 
shipment.

The apple trade with Great Britain has already assumed important 
dimensions, and potatoes are also being extensively exported from 
various p irts of the Maritime Provinces to the United States, and 
those branches of trade are year by year expanding.

The facilities offered at Annapolis seem to be about all which 
could be reasonably asked for in that direction, but, except for the 
Western part of Nova Scotia, Halifax is the natural outlet for the 
rest of the Province and of the district of New Brunswick inter
sected by the Intercolonial Railwoj'.

The undersigned learn from the Manager of the Windsor and 
Annapolis Railway that on that R. R. alone were carried during the 
year ending 30th June, 1881, 101,000 bbk. of apples and 65,000 
bbls. of potatoes, and to June 30th, 1882, with a very small crop, 
75,000 bbls. of apples and 100,000 bbls. of potatoes; and these 
productions are umiuestionably annually increasing.

The undersigned have not the information as to the quantities of 
these productions passing over the 1. C. E., but they believe the 
quantities transported by that R. R. is largely on the increase.

The absolute necessity for having a projier Frost-proof Warehouse 
in Halifax is evident from the fact that of the apples and potatoes 
passing over the W. & A. R. R., only 26,000 bbls. of apples and 
33,000 bbls. potatoes were transported during the months of Decem
ber, 1880, January, February and March, 1881, and 15,000 bbk of 
apples and 30,000 bbls. potatoes during the same months of the
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following year, (and of these comparatively few were seirt via 
Halifax, for want of safe storage on arrival), notwithstanding that 
during the months named is the season in which these products 
should be chiefly shipped, if advantage is to he taken of the best 
markets.

The undersigned believe that it only requires proper arrangements 
for transporting, and storage in Halifax, awaiting shipment, to increase 
the above productions to an almost unlimited extent; and the 
material prosperity of the Maritime Provinces, and especially Nova 
Scotia, will be greatly advanced by the erection of suitable store
houses at Eichmond or the Deep Water Terminus at Halifax.

(Sgd.) A. Lonolby, President,
C. E. H. Stars, Secretary,

Nova Scotia Fruit 
Growers’ Association.

Committee a^joumeti
C. R. H. Starr, Secretary.
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REPORT OF DELEGATE RE. FROST-PROOF 
WAREHOUSE.

In accordance with the resolution passed at the meeting of the 
Association held at Halifax, your delegate proceeded to Ottawa, and 
after several days delay, succeeded in gaining an audience with the 
Hon. Minister of Railways, in which he was supported by the Hon. 
Messrs. Richey, Daly, Woodwgrth md Allison.

The Minister at first did not seem disposed to ebtertain the 
subject favorably, but later requested your delegate to interview Mr. 
Schreiber, the Chief Engineer, and discuss the matter fully with 
him. He accordingly did so, and found in Mr. S. a strong opponent, 
as he considered it was a matter entirely in the interest of the 
W. & A. R. Co., but in view of the facts sot forth in the memorial 
from this Association, which were endorsed by the Provincial Grange 
P. of H. of Nova Scotia, and also the Halifax Chamber of Commerce, 
together with such further information as he was enabled to lay 
before him, Mr. S. consented to give the subject his favorable con
sideration, and suggested that the more important arguments not set 
forth in the memorial should be briefly submitted in writing, in order 
that they might not be overlooked when the opportunity offered to 
discuss the matter with the Minister.

5
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Tlie following note was accordingly addressed to the Hon. Minister 
of Railways:—

“The Rdssell Hotel,”
Ottawa, March 29,1883.'

To THE Hon. Sib Charles Tuppeb, C. B.,
Minuter of Railways and Canals.

Sir,—With reference to our recent conversation and at the 
request of Mr. Schreiber, I beg herewith to subinit for your further 
consideration a few of the more important points in connection with 
the required Frost-proof Warehouse at Hahfax:

First—The necessity for such accommodation in view of the 
rapidly increasing productions, and the benefit it would be to the 
Railways, and the Province generally, is unquestionable, as at 
present there is no place available when a single carload of potatoes 
or apples can be protected from frost for a single night.

Second—SuitaUe warehouses would attract the great bulk of the 
apple and potato shipments to Halifax during the winter months, 
and thus largely assist in providing the light freight required to 
make up full cargoes for grain steamers.

Third—The additional traffic and a small charge for storage 
would, I have no doubt, pay a fair interest on the expenditure.

I would beg leave to suggest that what is required for the 
accommodation of this traffic is a Frostrproof Building at Richmond, 
alongside which ocean steamers could lie, and from which they could 
be loaded direct. It should have a capacity of about 10 or 12,000 
bbls., and in connection with it a worm sh^ capable of holding 10 
or 12 cars, under cover of which carloads could be placed immediately 
upon arrival

Or the building of a simjde train shed at the iiuide of the yard at 
Richmond for the protection of carloads until they could be shunted to 
the Deep Water Terminus, where a storehouse might be erected in a 
second storey upon the present freight shed, utilizing the present 
elevated track to gain access thereto.

Either of these suggestions if carried out would, in my humble 
opinion, meet the present requirements of tbs trade. The latter 
would add much to the facilities for local business, as a train shed 
at Richmond could be placed where it would be accessible to teams 
from the city, and a warehouse at the Deep Water Wharf would 
tend to concentrate the shipments from one point, and often save 
steamers changing berths.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,
a R. H. Starr,

Delegate N, S.- F, G. k.
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At a final interview With the Minister, his words in substance 

were as follows:—
“ I have discussed the subject of Frostproof Warehouse at Halifax 

with Mr. Sckreiber, and in view of the statements presented, the 
Chief Engineer recommends the appropriation of $12,000 for the 
erection of suck warehouses as seem necessary. This stim I shall 
put in the estimates for that purpose.”

The thanks of your delegate is due for the courtesies received at 
the hands of the Hon. Minister of Railways, also to Messrs. Daly, 
Richey, Allison, Woodworth, Forbes, and other members, for valuable 
assistance rendered ; also to His Worship the Mayor of Halifax, and 
the other gentlemeu comprising the Halifax Dry Dock deputation.

(Sgd.) C. R. H. Staeb,
Delegate.

The Secretary of the Fruit drowets’ Association desires to 
acknowledge with thanks the following contributtons toward the 
expenses of the above deputation to Ottawa

W. C. Silver, Esct., Halifax..$10 00 
James A. Frazer, Esq., M. P. P., Geldenville.......... 6 00
6. A. 8. Crichton, Ehq., Dartmouth .................................. 5 00
P. Innes, Esq,, Manager W, & A. R., Free Pass over /

W. & A. R, and....................................... 10 00 '
C. F. Eaton, Esq,, Canard.................... . 5 00
W. H. Chase & Co., Port Williams...,....................... . S 00
Wood & Co., Halifax............................... ............ i-..... 6 00
Pickford 4 Black, Halifax..,.,-....... ............................... 6 00
8. Cunard 4 Co,, Hattfax................ ................... . 6 00
T. A. S. DeWolf 4 Co., Halifax. .............. 6 00
R. E. F. Randolph, Esq., Bridgetown....... ...................... 2 00
Caldwell 4 Murray, WolfVille................................... . 1 00
■Geo. C. Johnson, Esq., Wolfville..................................... 2 00
Edward McLatchey, Esq., Grand Pre............. .. 1 00

QUARTERLY MEETING. ^

OoCRt HoUBB) WtltDBOR, Juh/ iMh, 188S.
Fresident LONOCSt in the chaifc

Secretart read minutes of last quarterly meeting at Bridgetown, 
also report of delegates to OttaWa te. frostproof Warehouse at Halifax, 
which showed that there was every reason to believe the mission bad 
been successful as the Hon. Minister of Railways—Sir Charles



Tupper—had promiied to put the sum of $12,000 in the estimates 
for that purpose, but unfortunately when the item came up for 
approval, owing to illness and consequent absence from the meeting 
of the^ Cabinet of the Hon. Minister of Bailways, the item was 
8‘TUck off.

The Sbcbbtarv said he had an interview with Sir Charles just 
previous to his sailing from Halifax for London, when he made the 
above explanation, but requested that the matter be brought to his 
notice previous to the next session, when he would use his utmost 
endeavours to secure the necessary appropriation. The following 
resolution moved, seconded and passed unanimously :—

Resolved, That this Association regret that the efforts put forth 
to secure the much needed frost-proof warehouse at Halifax have not 
proved immediately successful, but express the hope that in the near 
future this very necessary accommodation will be provided; Also,

Resolved, That President Longley, W. H. Blanchard, and the 
Secretary, be a Committee to make what further efforts were necessary 
with reference to the above.

J. 0. Kino, of Windsor, and Andrew Shaw, Falmouth, were 
added to the Fruit Committee.

Resolved, That a further sum of $15 be added to the $10 voted 
at the April meeting for the purpose of making an exhibit of fruit at 
the Dominion Exhibition.

The Skcrbtakt read a letter from Messrs. Nothard & Lowe, again 
offering prizes as follows :—A prize of £5, and a second prize of £1 
for the best 20 barrels Baldwins; also, a prize of £2 for the best 10 
barrels Ribstons, to be consigned to them, and arrive in London not 
before the first of December, and not later than the 16th. Fruit to 
be packed in hard wood, flat hoop barrels, and to have a layer of 
excelsior top and bottom, other conditions as before. Also advising 
an exhibition of Nova Scotia apples to be sent to London, which they 
kindly volunteered to take charge of, if the Association wished.

A vote of thanks was unanimously given Messrs. Nothard &Lowe 
for their generous offer of prizes.

Resolved, That a collection of apples be sent to England for 
exhibition in December.

R. W. Starr, A. H. Johnson, Otis King, Robert Marshall, William 
Miller, Andrei Shaw, and D. Henry Starr, be a committee to look 
after said collection.
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Resolved, That not more than one hundred dollars be expended 
for this purpiose.

Judge DeWolpb spoke of recent visit of the Maine Press Associa- \ 
tion, who were equally surprised and delighted with our country, and ' 
thought we did not appreciate and extol out own country sufficiently. \

R. W. Starr read a communication from 'Vice-President C. E. 
Brown, Yarmouth, requesting the Association to nominate some one 
from Nova Scotia to be a member of the Fruit Committee appointed 
by the American Pomological Society.

Resolved, That Mr. Brown be requested to continue in the above 
capacity, but shauld he decline to act R. W. Strar be nominated as 
his successor.

The President suggested that the Fruit Committee of this Asso
ciation be requested to assist Mr. Brown or his tuccessor in supplying 
information to the American Pomological Society.

Resolved, That the President, "Vice-President, Secretary, Dr. 
Bnmet, and any other members of this Association who might find it 
convenient to attend the meeting of the American Pomological 
Society in September, be accredited delegatee from this Association.

The President asked for reports of the Apple Crop, and said the 
Leaf Roller was destroying what fruit they had in Annapolis County.

Mr. Andrew Shaw said there was prospect of very small crops 
in Falmouth.

R W. Starr said as far as he had an opportunity of observing he 
thought Nonpareils were a scant crop, Ribstons and Bellflowers, 
Gravensteins and Tompkins fair, Baldwins and Northern Spy almost 
none.—Plums, where any trees had escaped the black knot were 
bearing good crops.

Mr. Hunter said crops will be very light indeed—apples were 
dropping offl The general expression was about one-third of an 
average crop of apples.

A vote of thanks was passed to Dr. Haley, M. P. P., for securing 
the Court House for the meeting.

Adjourned.
C. R. H. Starr, Secretary,

N.S.F.Q. A. '
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MEETING OF COUNCIL.

Port Wiluams, December 27th, 1889,

Present:—Vice-President T. H. Parker in the chair; Isaac Shanr, 
J. B. Bowser, Capt. Toze, C. Y. Johnson, R. W. Starr, Wm. Sutton^ 
T. E. Smith, John G. Byrne, and the Secretary.

The Sbgbkxart stated the principal business was to deckle wliethcr 
we should have a dinner in connection with the annual meeting, or 
not.

R W. Starr mered that anangements be made to hare a dinner, 
and spoke in favor of the resolution ; seconded by Capt. Tuzo and 
supported by Mr, Bowser and others, and passed unaninaously.

Moved by C. Y, Johnson and seconded by J. B. Bowser, that 
the Secretary be instructed to issae twelve or more invitations to the 
Governor, Representatives of the Government, the Local S. S, Cos., 
tile Railway, the Press, and others.

Moved by Mr. Shaw and seconded by Captain Tnzo, that the 
services of a short hand reporter be secured to report proceedings of 
Annual Meeting.

The Secretart made a verbal report of the exhibit at Dominion 
Exhibition, and also of the fruit sent to England, which reports win 
be presented in full at the Annual Meeting.

It was decided that the Annual Meeting should be held on et 
about the 15th of January.

Meeting adjourned.
C. R. H. Starr, Secretary.

ANNUAL MEETING.

WoLFviLLE, Janvary ISth, 1884-

Association met in Witters Hall, pursuant to notice, at 2 o’clock, 
p. m.

At 2.30 President Lonoley took the chair, and in calling the 
meeting to order expressed his gratification at seeing so large a 
gathering of representative and intelligent men. He had not seen 
anything like it before in the twenty years history of the Association*
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Among those •present were Major-General Laurie, J. W. Longley, 
M. P. P.; T. L. Dodge, M. P, P.; L. D’V. Chipman, Ex M. P.; 
J, B. North, Ex M. P. P.; Prof. Higgins, D. Sc.; T. H. Rand, 
D. C. L.; C. F. Eaton, Esq., Warden of Kings Co.; RevcU. F. J. H. 
Axford and J. R. Hart; Richard Starr, Leander Rand, J. B Bowser, 
Peter Innes, Manager W. & A. Railway; T. H. Parker and about 
eighty other leading fruit growers of the country.

Minutes of the last quarterly meeting were read and approved, as 
well as the minutes of the Council meeting.

The President then delivered a lengthy and interesting address 
referring to many facts and circumstances in reference to the crop of 
1883—which, he said, was only one-third of an average crop, and 
even this was greatly diminished by the great gale of August 29th. 
In fact the crop of the season was not worth talking about when 
compared with that of some previous years, but despite all this quite 
a quantity had been exported. The crop in England the past season 
had been an extraordinarily large one, while ours had been corres
pondingly small. In the nature of things, this may be expected to 
be reversed the next season. This was a matter for encouragement 
to Nova Scotia fruit growers. Fruit growing was as profitable as it 
was a most enjoyable occupation. He hoped wo were about to enter 
upon a distinguished career as a fruit growing country—a country 
that occupied a position, as regards climate and soil, well adapted 
to fruit growing, and surpassed by no other in the world.

It was admitted that Nova Scotia could beat the world in the 
production of the harder kinds of fruit, and he trusted that this 
meeting would result in renewed efforts to maintain and enhance the 
reputation already won.

A collection of some 30 varieties of our leading commercial 
apples was sent to England, and through Sir -Chas. Tupper, Canadian 
High Commissioner, it was exhibited at Birmingham in connection 
with the great Cattle Show, and elsewhere, where it attracted 
unusual attention. This collection, together with the private col
lection sent by our Secretary and shown at the great Apple Congress 
in London, would doubtless prove a great advertisement for Nova 
Scotia fruit. The President concluded his remarks by referring to 
a letter received from Sir Chas. Tupper respecting the above collection 
of apples, which he requested the Secretary to read:
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Office of High Gouhibsionkr for Canada,*
9 Victoria Chambers,

London S. W.,
6th December, 1888.

Dear Mr. Lonolet,—I am much obliged for your letter of the 
27th October, but have delayed answering it until the arrival of the 
apples which you so kindly arranged to send me in compliance with 
my requedt. The Ribston Pippin and King of Tompkins County 
varieties which you forwarded arrived in excellent condition, and have 
been distributed among the different agents of the Government in 
this countrj'. They will, I am sure, attract considerable attention. 
The numerous varieties sent by the Nova Scotia Fruit Growers’ 
Association were also received in splendid condition, and juot in 
time to enable us to make a display of them at the Birmingham 
Cattle Show. I have myself been down to this Show, and am 
pleased to teU you that the apples received much notice and com
mendation. They will also be exhibited at the Smithfield Show 
next week. I am quite sure that more beautiful specimens have 
not been seen in this country, and I am greatly indebted to yourself 
and to Mr. Starr for the trouble that has been taken in the matter. 
I beg that you will convey my thanks to Mr. Starr for what he has 
done. ,

With kind regards, believe me.
Yours faithfully,

Charles Topper.
A. Longlet, £sg..

Paradise, Nova Scotia.

The Secretary then read his Annual Report as follows:—

REPORT OF SECRETARY.

January 16th, 1884.
Mr, President and Members of the Fruit Grotcers’ Association:

In presenting the customary Annual Report, it is very gratifying 
to note the large increase in the membership of the Association during 
the past year, and a much greater interest in promoting the objects of 
the Association than has been evinced diuing the previous few years; 
this may be attributed mainly to the publication of the Transactions 
and Reports.

Your Publication Committee had a large amount of labor in 
connection with the accumulated mass of manuscript from which the
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reporta wore compiled, and the thanks of the Association, or something 
more tangible, is especially due to the Bevds. Messrs. Hart and 
Axford for the large amount of valuable assistance rendered by them.

The publication of the portrait of the late Dr. Hamilton seemed 
a well earned tribute to his memory, after some 17 years service as 
President of this Association.

These Reports have been circulated throughout our own Province, 
and a number sent abroad, and it is pleasing to note that our little 
volume has been met with favor, and received many flattering 
encomiums from friends and the press.

The publication and mailing of these Reports, together with the 
issuing of some 600 Prize Lists for the winter Exhibition, in addition 
to the ordinary work and correspondence, amoimting to some 250 
letters, besides a greater number of post cards and circulars, has 
necessarily caused a large increase of office work.

Of meeting there have been three of the Association and one of 
the Council, since the last Annual Meeting. The first of these, a 
Special Meeting held in connection with the Winter Exhibition in 
Halifax on the 7th of March, was well attended and business of 
importance transacted. The Convention of Fruit Growers on the 
afternoon and evening of the same day was a great success. The 
Association is largely indebted to Drs. Burnet and Lawson, Messrs. 
T. S. Whitman, R. W. Starr and other gentlemen, who contributed 
so much to the success of this meeting by their addresses. The 
8er\’ice8 of a stenographer were secured and a full report of the 
proceedings at this meeting will appear in the next volume of the 
Transactions.

The April meeting held in Bridgetown was most successful, and a 
number of the fruit growers of Annapolis County manifested their 
interest in the Association by adding their names to the roll of 
members. Mr. A. H. Johnson, who had just returned from London, 
added much to the interest of this meeting by his reference to Nova 
Scotia apples in England. The discussions were well sustained until 
a late hour in the evening. Extended notes of this meeting were 
published in the Bridgetotm Monitor^ which will reappear in due 
time.

At the July meeting held in Windsor, there was but a small 
attendance, owing probably to the busy season, but it was worthy of 
note that nearly all who took sufficient interest to attend the meeting 
united with the Association.
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It is much to be regretted that there was no Autumn meeting, 
but the absence of the President from the country, and the busy 
engagements of several of the most active members, seemed to con
flict with any arrangement contemplated.

A hurried meeting of the Council was called for the 27th Decem
ber, to arrange business in connection with this meeting: Notes of 
the business transacted at these meetings have already been presented.

The Winter Exhibition held in Halifax on the 6th and 7th of 
March last, was a great success as an Exhibition, there being some 
600 plates of fruit on the tables, much of which was very superior; 
but, financially, it was a serious failure, and the funds of the Associa
tion had to be drawn upon rather heavily to make up the deficit.

The collection of Fruit exhibited by the Association at the 
Dominion Exhibition, St. John, in October last, was very satisfactory, 
and the following, takeii from the St. John Sun, will perhaps convey 
the best idea of what was thought of it:—

“ The exhibit of the Nova Scotia Fruit Growers’ Association is one of 
the most attractive in the building, and consists of 118 different varieties of 
Apples, 10 varieties of crab apples, 36 varieties of pears, 16 varieties of 
grapes, (13 of which were grown in the open air with ordinary vineyard cul
tivation), and two varieties of quinces.”

And, from the same article, we quote :—

This Association was organized in 1863, and its object is to hold Exhi
bitions and disseminate information on fruit growing. It has been productive 
of a large amount of good in the fruit-growing districts of Nova Scotia.”

It is much to be regretted that the contribution from Annapolis 
County toward this collection was delayed on the way for some days, 
and arrived too late to be of service, otherwise the collection would 
have been much larger.

The Association is indebted to B. W. Starr, John G. Byrne, 
I. & T. Lingley, A. 8. & B.’ E. Harris, T. E. Smith, G. C. Johnson, 
C. F. Elderkin, Dr. McLatchy, Prof. Higgins, Geo. V. Band, Isaac 
Shaw, James N. Borden, and others, besides friends in Annapolis 
County.

I have much pleasure, Mr, President, in informing you that a 
silver medal has been awarded the Association for this coUection.

The Association, at a very short notice, also sent a collection of 
some 30 sorts of our leading commercial apples to London, at the 
request of the Canadian High Commissioner, which collection was 
exhibited at Birmingham during the great Cattle Show.
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It is a matter for regret that the Association had not a representa 
tive at the meeting of the American Pomological Society, held in 
Philadelphia, in September last, as no doubt a report from such a 
delegate would be of great value to this Association. Up to the 
present I have been unable to obtain a copy of the Rules which 
passed at this meeting, for regulating the naming of fruits, the con
ducting of Exhibitions, and the guidance of Judges, and other 
matters of equal importance, for the government of which there has 
never before been any standard regulations. These rules are the 
result of much labor by leading pomolc^sts in the United States, 
and will doubtless be of great value. Alluding to the naming of 
fruits. President Wilder, the venerable father of the American 
Pomological Society, in his address, said: “ Let us have no more 
Generals, Colonels, Captains, Presidents, or Governors; no more 
Mammoths, Giants or Tom Thumbs, Nonsuches, Seek-no-furthers^ 
Sheepnoses, or Ironclads. Let us have no more long, unreasonable, 
irrelevant, highflown, bombastic names to our fruits, and, if possible, 
let us dispense with the now confused terms of Beurrd, Doyermd, 
Pippin, Seedlings, Favorite, and other like useless and improper 
titlea The cases are very few when a single word will not form a 
better name than two or more. Thus shall we establish a standard 
worthy of imitation by other nations; and, I suggest that we ask the 
cooperation of all pomological and horticultural societies in carrying 
out this important reform.” •

I am pleased to be able to announce that arrangements are being 
made for a Great International Fruit Show, in connection with the 
World’s Exposition, to be held in New Orleans next winter, when all 
fruits in season will be placed side by side in competition for valuable 
prizes. The propriety of making an extensive exhibit of Nova Scotia 
fruits on such an occasion, will doubtless be conceded by every one, 
and it ipust necessarily devolve upon this Association, in conjunction 
with the Government, to put forth extraordinary efforts, in order that 
Nova Scotia may be represented in proportion to the importance of 
her fruit industry.

We regret the efforts of this Association to obtain Frost-proof < 
Stores in connection with thr Railway at Halifax, have not proved 
immediately successful, but tnere is every reason to believe that 
before another season, this very necessary addition to the Halifax 
Terminus will be completed; but I would urge the Association not
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to lose sight of this very important matter, and to continue their 
efforts in this direction until they are consummated.

General Laurie made some remarks as to the importance and 
value of the report of the Secretary, and referred especially to the 
publication of the reports last year which he considered an important 
step in the right direction.

Mr. a. H,'Johnson said he was particularly gratified at the 
success of the exhibits sent to England. During several weeks stay 
in London last winter he became convinced that Ifova Scotia could 
make a much better fruit show than either the United States or 
France. This it would seem, had now been proved. He thought 
exhibits of this kind should be sent to England and Scotland every 
year. He contended that the exhibit of fruit sent over by Secretary 
Starr had done more good to Nova Scotia than all the talk indulged 
in by this Association for twenty years. The fruit growers coiUd 
meet and talk, and the people of London would still remain in ignor
ance of the magnificent quality of our fruit, but the sight of that 
exhibit would be a practical conviction of what Nova Scotia codld do. 
Mr. Starr deserved the best thanks of the Association for his enterprise.

The Secretary here remarked that the collection alluded to was 
made about the first of October, before many of the high colored 
varieties had matured, but he thought they must have colored on 
the voyage, judging from the^eports in several English papers which 
characterized them as remarkably fine specimens very highly colored; 
and read extracts from English and Amerisan papers. The London 
Post spoke of it as “the finest lot of apples ever staged at an 
exhibition in England," and the Times, the Oar den and other papers, 
in equally high terms. That exhibition had already resulted bene
ficially. Enquiries came from all parts of Great Britain for Nova 
Scotia apples, and when it was found there were none in the market 
an order bud been promptly sent out for 200 barrels.

On motion of Mr. A. H. Johnson a unanimous vote of thanks 
was presented to the Secretary for the services rendered to Nova 
Scotia fruit growers, in sending his private collection of apples to 
London, and for the keen interest he takes in the prosperity of the 
Association.

The Secretary, in acknowledging the vote of thanks, said he was 
gratified to know that his efforts in this direction had, in some degree,
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been successful, but the success of the exhibits of apples at the Great 
London Apple Congress was largely due to his friend, Mr. Lowe, who 
had gone to a great deal of trouble and expense in connection there* 
with.

Later, Mr. Lowb, of the firm o^ Nothard & Lowe, London, was 
unanimously elected an Honorary Member of the Association in 
recognition of his efforts to introduce Nova Scotia fruit in London.

The Treasurer’s report, with the report of the Auditors attached, 
was laid on the table, shewing a balance of $617.61 in favor of the 
Association. The Auditt)rs report finding the books and accounts 
correct, and congratulated the Association on the satisfactory state of 
the books and finances of the Association. Both reports adopted.

In reference to fruit coloring on the passage to England, R. W. 
Starr remarked that his own experience confirmed the opinion that 
apples would, under favorable circumstances, color up after gathering.

The Pkksidknt endorsed the remarks made by the last speaker.
Gkn. Lackik said he thought it better to keep back the apples 

until about the time they would be actually wanted for use, as they 
ripen up more quickly in the English atmosphere than here.

The President asked for reports of Committeea

REPORT OF FRUIT COMMITTEE.

The season of 1883 has been remarkable for a general shortage 
of the apple crop throughout the whole of the fruit districts of the 
Atlantic slope of this continent Various theories have been put 
forth to account for this singular fact, but perhaps none of them will 
answer for all localities. There is no doubt but that the most general 
cause of failure may be attributed to the excess of cold rain, or 
high wind, or both combined, which appear to have been prevalent 
at the time of blossoming and which may have served to prevent 
the necessary fertilization of the fruit, as it was generally observed 
that the blossoms remained a very short time on the trees.

In certain localities in King’s County a cold shower of rain fell 
one afternoon, just when the blossoms were fully developed: this 
was succeeded by a cold night without actual frost The next 
morning was still, with a bright, hot sun, but at about 2 p. m. a 
brisk wind arose, and the air of the orchards was filled as if with a 
snow storm while the ground was whitened by the falling petals.
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On the following morning the trees Were comparatively bare of 
blossoms. A portion of the Writer’s orchard which was protected on 
the North and West by belts of woodland, and which came into 
blossom several days earlier than the rest, gave a fair crop, but all the 
rest Was lacking fruit.

Although we have had a short crop, the quality of the fruit has 
been fully up to the average. This Was proved by the fruit shown 
at the Provincial Exhibition held at Truro, also at the Dominion and 
Centennial Exhibition in St. John, where it was generally conceded 
by good judges Who have followed the exhibits of fruit for years, 
that for colour, form, and siie, the tiuit Was at least eqUal to anything 
before exhibited in the Provincet. This excellence of quality, 
together with the high prices obtainable, have had the tendency to 
throw a much larger quantity of apples on the market than was 
anticipated. The consequence is that the markets have not been 
as buoyant as expected, and speculators and middlemen have had to 
put up with small margins or in some instances with actual loss.

The English markets having been flooded during the autumn, 
owing to the immense apple crop in Europe, it seemed that there 
could be no opening, at paying prices, for our apples there, and 
Gravensteins, Ribstons and Kings were very generally sent to Boston 
or New York where they found ready sale. But the fact of some 
collections of fruit sent from here to London and Birmingham for 
exhibition having attracted more them usual attention by their 
excellence, caused some London dealers to send an order for a few 
hundred barrels to supply an imperative demand for the Christmas 
market. The result proved that our apples, when properly selected 
and packed, need fear no foreign competitors, and that there will 
always he paying prif.es for strictly first class If ova Scotia apples 
when pui on the English markets in first rode condition.

It will be Well to recognize this fact at once, as it is well known 
that the present apple crop of the Province is largely in excess of the 
requirements of our local markets, and is rapidly increasing. We 
must therefore depend on foreign markets to get rid of oUr surplus, 
and to pay, it must take a leading place in those markets« How 
important is it then not only to secure a first class character for our 
apples, but to bs able to maintain it against all competition in the 
future
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We have taken from the census returns, and thrown into A 
tabulated form, a statement of acreage and amount of fruit of all 
sorts grown in each County of the Province in the years 1870 and 
1880. This will give, in a concise form, the position of the Fruit 
crop in the different Counties and the advance being made by each.

COONTIES.

1871. 1881.

1
li

||

PQ

S
■s 5
li
iC S

M 1 g 9* 
n

% in
** JS
PQ

A°w

M

TnvftmMli 811 .3:184 711 407 8730 913 6
Victoria.......... .. 123 2988 256 259 3685 186
Cape Breton............ 2i7\ 3168 553 a . s . . . 427 6467 649 48
liirhmond ......... 127 290 10 219 402 14
Guysboro’................... 176 173* 169 20 166 890 23 4
Halifax....................... 411 4707 240 1329 697 12310 988 2584
Lunenburg ........ 802 24288 671 606 1672 72235 945 8007
Queen's............... 407 11427 358 66 805 28615 690 646
Shelburne............... 203 2,569 30 6 404 10182 651 1311
Yarmouth'................. 6020 337 100 797 12099 711 947
Dighy ....................................... 705 15241 436 905 1302 396.36 1698 3014
Annapolis.......... 2241 188608 762 820 3329 318159 2666 4368
King's........................ 2916 81228 3817 3498 6179 288138 4436 11309
Hants.............. .. 1105 25982 1633 617 1960 62268 1872 7068
Colchesier............... 463 7611 473 64 868 10138 470 241
Pictuu.............. . 778 14833 1278 126 1286 20649 1004 447
Antigonish .............. 272 1896 391 7 482 3801 171 19
Cumberland.............. 8b2 16600 666 4 1420 26182 609 13

Totals................ 13614 842518 12736 8167 21624 908519 18486 3501S

So great has been the impetus given to apple growing by the 
opening up of the English markets, that we may safely calculate the 
increase of the next ten years at double that of the last.
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SORTS MOSTLY OROWW FOR MARKET.

In King’s the Baldwin leads, Oravenstein following very closely. 
Ribston Pippin, Nonpareil Russet, King of Tompkins and Ydlow 
Bellflower, or, as it is more generally known Bishop's Pippin, standing 
about in the order named. In Annapolis Nonpareil will stand at 
the head of the list and R. /. Greening next. These are considered 
as standard varieties and are found in almost every orchard. In 
addition to these. Northern Spy, Blenheim Pippin, Golden Russet of
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W. N. T., and more lately Ben Davis, have been quite largely 
planted and are by many growers considered as profitable as any of 
the others.

SORTS BEST LIKED IN LONDON.

Judging from prices received during the past three years Rihston 
Pippin will head the list until the Christmas holia»_,., -^Jowed 
closely by King of Tompkins and Blenheim Pippin. Gravenstein is 
rapidly coming into favour if put on the market in October and 
November while it is yet crisp and firm. Baldwin, Greening, Spy 
and Golden Russet are best for mid winter shipments, and Nonpareil 
Russet for spring. Ben Davis is not yet sufficiently well tested to 
be assigned a place. Yellow Bellflower, although a favourite in our 
local markets, is not liked in England, and of the many other 
varieties that have been sent over, only those possessing the charac
teristics of good form, high colour and firm crisp flesh have paid for 
the venture.

SELECTION, PACKING AND PACKAGE.

For the English market it is absolutely necessary that great care 
be taken in selecting uniform fruit for each grade both as to size 
a.nd colour, and that none but perfect apples be taken for any grade. 
When packed, the name of the apple, the name and address of the 
grower or packer, and the quality or grade of the fruit should be 
plainly and neatly stencilled on the head of the barrel.

The barrel is, and must continue to be, the only reliable package 
for shipment in laige quantities to foreign markets. Hitherto barrels 
have been generally made of spruce, but it is found that hard wood 
is much better material for the purpose. It has also been found 
advisable to have the barrel as tight as possible, and in order to 
that end, and to protect the fruit in other ways, it is ft und best to 
line the barrels with paper, and to mat each end with a thin layer 
of “ Excelsior,” (the fine wood shavings used by upholsterers) covered 
by the paper. This is done not only to prevent bruising the fruit 
when pressing in the head, and to provide an elastic cushion at each 
end of the barrel, but the substance itself expands with the moisture 
thrown off by the fruit and thus compensates for the shrinkage, and 
keeps the barrel full and tight
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8TORINO AND KEEPING WINTER FRUIT.

The main requisite seems to be a good frost-proof cellar, the 
atmosphere of which shall contain a sufficient degree of moisture to 
prevent shrinking or shrivelling of the fruit, and remain at as low a 
temperaturo as is possible to keep it and be safe from frost. If the 
fruit is packed ready for market the barrels should be stored on end 
head end down, on planks elevated two or three inches from the 
ground to allow air underneath and thus prevent any earthy flavour 
being imparted to the fruit. By storing the barrels bottom up in 
this way, there is no possibility of displacement of the fruit in the 
head end in case of shrinkage, and at shipping time if the slightest 
movement is observable in the barrel the bottom should be taken 
out and enough more fruit put in to make all tight again.

These suggestions are g .ven as the result of the experience of 
some of the most successful shippers of apples to the London market, 
and we are confident that, if carefully attended to, the best results 
will follow.

We must not close this report without some reference to fruits, 
other than apples, for although they may not be of as much 
commercial imporrance to us as a people, yet they are an important 
factor in the economy of every household, and should find an 
appropriate place on every farm and in every garden, and should 
be found at least once a day in some form or other on the table of 
every family in tho land.

Strawberries.—The first in the order of ripening is the luscious 
atrawberry. It is not too much to say that the average of families 
in the Province do not use one quarter the amount that they would 
if this fruit could be bought at reasonable rates when required. In 
the country every man who occupies land, be it much or little, can 
have his strawberry patch and at least raise enough to supply his 
own family. W^ith good cultivation, mulching in summer, and wind 
breaks to prevent snow from blowing off in winter, and exposing 
the vines, we may reckon upon full returns with as much certainty 
as fr -m any other farm crop.

CuBUAM's, (JuosEfiERRiBs, Baspberries and Blackberries should 
til have a place in the farm gaiden, and with a proper degree of 
attention will be found to pay a heavy per oentage on the outlay 
m addiiion to the gratification of having them fresh and in pro
fusion.

6
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Chbkrihb can bo grown as successfully as applec, and should 
find a place on every farm, the principal drawback being the birds 
who seem to think they have a first claim on them. We should be 
willing to grant them a share, however, in ctmsideration of the benefits 
derived from their services in destroying the insect enemies of 
other fruits, and we must remember that if cherries were more 
generally planted, the per oentage claimed by the birds would be 
relatively less.

Plums.—The crop of the past year has been a very variable one. 
The trees as a rule blossomed full, but only in few localities did a 
full crop of fruit ripen. The crop was considered very short and 
prices ruled high, especially for choice table varieties. The coarser 
varieties were more plentiful, large quantities having been sent into 
market from Cape Breton. This we are glad to note, as we were led 
to believe that the cultivation of the plum had been abandoned in 
that section of the Province, on account of the “ Black knot," but 
we hope that this disease is being at last thoroughly understood and 
stamped out. Whether it be on wild cherries or plums, in the 
forest, by the roadside, or in the garden or orchard, wherever this 
pest appears, cut, and bum, every particle of affected wood if yon 
would save the still healthy trees.

Pears.—In most localities the crop has been an average one, and 
the quality good, with less of “suncracks” and “mildew” than on 
previous years, in the case of most sorts. Flemish Beauty is an 
exception and appears to have “ gone back on us altogether,” as in 
spite of all the care and skill of our best cultivators it is hard of late 
years to get a single dish of this variety free from mildew and cracks. 
Bartlett still heads the list for profit. B. Clairgeau and B. Hardy 
are probably next on the list. Clapp’s Favourite is good but rather 
“shy” as a standard. B. D’Anjo't, for early winter, is not surpassed. 
Souvenir du Congress, while yet on trial, is giving promise of a good 
record, while for hardiness, vigor, and productiveness. Hotcell seems 
to hold its own with the best. These are all “ Fanners’ Pears,” and 
can be grown in most portions of the Province with the same care 
and attention that would successfully raise apples in the sams 
situation.
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this department of fruit growing. It is now a well established fact 
that the grape can be successfully grown in the North-West, where 
only the hardiest varieties of Russian apples and crabs will stand 
the winter. If we then plant the early ripening sorSs and cover the 
vines in winter, the only localities in the Province in which we may 
not expect to be successful in ripening the fruit is among the sea 
fogs of the Atlantic coast, where the summer heat is not sufficient 
to mature the fruit Anywhere in the interior, or where fogs are 
not prevalent, the vine may be planted and grown with success, even 
in those portions* of Colchester and Cumberland Counties where 
from climatic influences the apple and pear are failures.

The advantages of this Province as *■ fruit growing country have 
already begun to attract the attention of strangers and foreigners. 
Our own people should better appreciate their goodly heritage, and 
give increased attention to the cultivation of fruits, and they will be 
abundantly rewarded for their labours.

Rev. Mr. Axford, referring to the proposed Frost-proof Warehouse 
at Halifax, recited the steps ttdreu in that connection by the Com
mittee appointed for that purpose, and requestexl the Secretary to 
read the resolutions passed at Uie July meeting of the Association, 
after which he continued hie remarks, itupressing forcildy upon the 
attention of those present the importance of this addition to the 
shipping facilities at Halifax, and moved the following ;—

Reselved, That this meeting heartily endorse the resolution passed 
at the Ju^ meeting of this Association with reference to the Frost
proof Warehouse at Halifax, and we urge the Committee to continue 
their work and take every legitimate means in their power to bring 
about this most important improvement in the railway accommodation 
at Halifax.

Spoken to by Gxneral Lsciuk, who said that in this most 
important matter, writing letters to Ottawa did not amount to much, 
and advised again sending a delegate,

Mr. Inngs followed, endorsing General Laurie’s views and said he 
had pressed this matter himself, but thought the Secretary should be 
again sent to Ottawa on this behalf, he would contribute and do all 
he could to facilitate this movement.

Rev. Mr. Habi made further remarks on this point.

M
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The SbcBktary made explanation of what had been done, and 
read copies of correspondence with Minister of Railways.

The Prbsid^it thought we might depend upon the promised 
grant for the purpose without further delegation.

Resolution passed unanimously.

On motion, it was resolved that the Secretary be requested to 
continue the correspondence and enclose copies of the foregoing 
resolution to Government and members.

The Sbobbtabt read correspondence with Paiher Earle, President 
Miss. Valley Horticultural Society re. Worlds Exposition at New 
Orleans next winter, who rojuested that a list of Nova Scotia fruit 
be forwarded inunediately to be incorporated in their prize list.- 
The Secretary laid on the table a prepared list, and asked 
for a committee to examine and report upon it. R. W. Starr, Isaac 
Shaw and Andrew Johnson were appointed a committee, and sabse- 
quently reported favorably on the prepared list* with a few additional 
names adopted.

The following resolution was moved by R. W. Starr and seconded 
by M. G. DeWolfe

Whereas, This Association has learned with pleasure of the 
preparation being made in New Orleans for a great International Fruit 
Show during the winter of 1884-6 ;

And whereas, it is of the greatest importance that Nova Scotia 
should make a show worthy of her fruit Industry}

Therefore Resolved, That we urge the Government to take active 
measures to secure a continued exhibit of Nova Scotia fruit, and we 
ple<lge ourselves to render the necessary assistance in procuring such 
exhibit, and to take measures to have the Association suitably 
represented.

The mover of the resolution made some remarks, and advised that 
the full consideration of the matter be taken up at the next quarterly 
meeting.

The Pbssident then announced the programme for the evening
session.

Moved by Rev. J. R. Hast that a committee be appointed to 
nominate officeis for ensuing year. Seconded and passed.

R. W. Starr, D. B. Newcomb, J. W. Longley, Thomas Tuzo and 
T. H. Parker were appointed nominating Committee.
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SscnnART laid on the table letters and telegrams from 
Lieut.-Govemor Richey, Dr. Burnet, Hon. Premier Pipes, Hon. 
Provincial Secretary, Mayor Fraser and others, expressing’regret at 
their inability to attend this meeting, and a warm interest 
in the doings of the Association. Also, a letter from Mr. Inches, 
Secretary of the Dominion Exhibition, which stated a Silver Medal 
had been awanled this Association for the collection of fruit exhibited 
at the recent St. John Exhibition. The Secretary was requested to 
make suitable acknowledgment to Mr. Inches. An opportunity was 
here given to pay dues, when over thirty persons received certificates 
of membership. ,

The Chairuak of the nominating committee then presented their 
report.

President Lonolet made some remarks and suggested the name 
of Richard Starr, who had been connected with the Association since 
its organization—as President

Mr. Starr replied, referring to the early history of the Association 
when they only numbered about a dozen men, and was gratified 
beyond measdre at seeing this splendid meeting of representative men 
from all parte of the country here to-day, but owing to the infirmities 
of old age (being in his 85th year) he should be compelled to decline 
the honor suggested by the Ih^sident.

After the correction of a few omissions, the report of the nomin 
sting committee was adopted and the following officers elected;—

President, Avard Longley, Paradise, N. S-; Vice-Presidents, Rev. 
J. R. Hart, Bridgetown, Annapolis Co.; Gen. J. W. lAurie, Halifax 
Co.; D. B. Newcomb, Ewp, Cornwallis, King’s Co.; George C. 
Wiggins, Esq., Windsor, Hants Co.; Charles H. Morse, Esq., M. D., 
Weymouth, Digby Co. •, Chas. E. Brown, Esq., Yarmouth, Yarmouth 
Co.; John H. Dunlap, Esq., LiverpiK)!, Queen’s Co.; Judge DesBrisay, 
Lunenburg, Lunenburg Co.; Israel Longworth, Esq., Truro, Colchester 
Co., T. A McDonald, Esq., Durham, Pictou Co.; Chas. Atkinson, 
Esip, Maccan, Cumberland Co.; J. C. Jackson, Esq., North Sydney, 
C. 11.; W. F. McCoy, Esq,, M. P. P., Shelburne Co.; T. M. King, 
Esq., Antigoniah, Antigonish Co.; James A. Fraser, Esq., M. P. P., 
Goldenville, Guysborough Co.; Secretary and Treasurer, C. R. H. 
Starr, Port Williams Station, N. S.
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Rev. J. R. Hart asked for Information and instruction concerning 
the work of the Publication Committee.

The Secretary referred to the standing order to publish the 
Transactions and Reports of the Association annually, provided the 
funds would permit. The last Report had cost more than the sura 
voted for the purpose; but the present Report would not be likely to 
cost as much, owing to the matter beir^ in better shape for publica
tion.

Prof. Higpoin's suggested that the matter be left to the discretion 
of the Publication ComiHittee, and that they could be depended upon 
to guard the interests of the Association.

On motion, it was resolved to place the sum, not to exceed $160, 
at the disposal of the Publication Committee for the purpose of 
publishing the Annual* Report.

Rev. Mr. A.tford referred to the peculiar phenomenon of orchards 
bearing quite well in some places^ and in other neighborhoods not far 
distant, there was no fruit. His opinion was that the extreme varia
tion was caused by very heavy showers of rain at the time the trees 
were in bloom; these showers passing over certain sections, beat the 
pollen frmn the blossoms and destroyed their fertility, and asked for 
the opinion of others on the subject.

The President suggested that the subject be deferred until evening 
and called upon Gen. Laurie, who spoke at some length, referring to 
his experience in shipping apples to England. He had been accustomed 
to send small lots for distributiou among frirads since 1862, but last 
year bad shipped 526 barrels and 46 cases to the London market. 
Mr. Morton, from whom he bought the apples, proposed the experi
ment of putting them in boxes equal to half barrels—so they could 
be carried and not rolled—thus saving the apples from bruising. 
The experiment was not a success, as the boxes brought considerably 
less than half the price of barrels of the same varieties. Fifteen years 
experience had taught him it was necessary to put on extra hoops, 
and nail more firmly to fit them for the rough handling. A doubt 
seemed to exist as to whether apples are best preserved by'full exposure 
to the external air, or by being put into packages as nearly air tight 
as possible. He was not prepared to decide between these contending 
advocates, but thought it was desirable to give them either a full 
supply of fresh air or to exclude it as much as possible, to get rid of
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any garos that may form, or prevent their formation. Referring to 
his catalogue of sale he found prices ranged from 32b. to 18b. per 
barrel, but in this lot there were 37 barrels open “ on view,” and the 
prices of these ran down as low as 1 Os., whilst the expense and the 
fruit cost were alike for all. Had all sold for the highest figure, the 
profit would have justified a venture on a much larger scale. Ribston 
Pippin brought the highest price—King of Tompkins and Seek-no- 
further followed at a distance, ds. or 5s. less—then Golden Russet, 
Greening and Baldwin at a further drop of 2s. to 38.

English people are very conservative in their tastes, and his 
conclusion was we had better ship only what they wanted, and not 
Waste our means in endeavoring to educate them to what we think 
they ought to like. Fruit salesmen urged him to send his apples 
before the end of February, when rhubarb and other green stuffs 
begin coming from France and the Channel Islands. Choice, long 
keeping varieties wiU, however, find ready market later in the season. 
Apples should be kept on this side till neariy ready for market, as 
they seem to mature much more rapidly in England, probably owing 
to the damper and warmer climate. John Bull will pay a high price 
for a good article, but poor stuff will not pay transit cost. It rests 
with our packers to guard the interests of the fruit and establish a 
reputation well guaranteed that wUl really command sales. He 
believes in getting all the export trade of the North West, if we can, 
but it was of more importance to stimulate the productive powers of 
our own province, and provide for the shipping of hundreds of 
thousands of barrels of apples, and thousands of cattle. It is but a 
want of knowledge of the capabilities of our province that leads men 
to depreciate and under-value its resources. The members of the 
Fruit Growers’ Association are doing their share towards its develop
ment, but it should not rest with them alone to put the goods in the 
worlds market.

Mr. A. H. Johnson explained how apples were handled in London, 
and said the loss on the open barrels, alluded to by Gen. Laurie, was 
occasioned by sending his consignment to auction men, where this was 
the custom.

After a general conversation, during which the subject of packing 
and marketing was discussed, the meeting adjourned to the Village 
House, where they partook of dinner, and spent a most enjoyable and 
profitable evening.
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ANNUAL DINNER

At seven thirty p. m. the members, with their guests, sat down to 
an excellent spread at the “Village House.” President Longley 
presided, supported on his right by Richard Starr (the veteran fruit 
grower) and Dr. T. H. Rand; on the left by Major-General Laurie 
and Rev. F. J. H. Axford. Vice-President D. R Newcomb occupied 
the vice chair, wjth J. W. Longley, M. P. P., and Dr. Higgins on 
his right, and P. Innes, manager W. & A. R., and L. D. V. Chipman, 
ex M. P., on the left. After doing ample justice to the good things 
provided, the following programme was carried out, the toasts being 
drunk in nature’s beverage.

The first toast proposed by the chairman was “ Thb Qobkn,” the 
company responding by singing “ God bavb thb Queen.”

The Chairman next proposed “ The Qovemor-Oeneral and Com
mander of the Forces, coupling with this toast the name of Major- 
General Laurie.

The toast was enthusiastically drank, and Major-General Laurie 
in responding said: Mr. Chairman,—We know but very little of our 
new Governor-General, as he has been but a short time with us, but 
I think those of us who have followed his history must feel that we 
have just the sort of man we need as Governor-General of this 
country. Lord Dufferin was certainly a capital Governor-General, 
and one who deeply interested himself in all that concerned 
the political and social welfare of the people. Lord Lome in his 
turn,—though perhaps without the brilliant talents of his predecessor, 
especially as a speaker,—devoted himself earnestly to furthering the 
interests of this Dominion during the whole period in which he 
filled the position of Governor-General, and since he left us has 
gone about England and Scotland singing the praises of Canada 
He has not praised us indiscriminately but has discussed our con
dition in an unbiassed manner and given a fair and reasonable 
description of our country, such as might induce men who wished 
to find a new home to come amongst us, and I sincerely hope he 
will be successful in his endeavors in this respect, because you know 
there is room for not one man, but thousands, aye, millions, to settle 
in this great country. We do not know as much personally about 
Lord Laudsdowne as we do of his two predecessors, but at the same
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time we know from his late past political history that he is a man of 
thorough independence of character and one who is willing to 
sacrifice anything rather than principle. He was—as most of you 
are no doubt aware, a member of the Government of England some 
time ago, and rather than support a measure which he conceived to 
be unsound and prejudicial to the best interests of his country, he 
resigned his seat in the ministry and remained an independent 
member of Parliament until appointed to his present position. 1 
am sure that you—being yourselves interested in the subject—are 
all glad to know that our new Governor-General takes a great interest 
in Agriculture and is the owner of some first-class stock, manifesting 
great interest in this connection also, and this fact will certainly 
serve as another link to hind him more closely to us.

I desire to thank you, Mr. President and gentlemen, for the 
kindly manner in which you have listened to my remarks and for 
the enthusiastic manner in which this toast has been received.

The next toast proposed by the Chairman was “ The Dominion 
Parliament,” the name of L. De V. Chipman being coupled with 
this toast.

That gentleman in his usual happy style responded.

The next toast proposed by the Chairman was “ The Local 
Legislature,” the name of J. W. Longley, M. P. P., being coupled 
with the toast

That gentleman in responding said;—I desire, Mr. Chairman, 
through you to thank this assembly for the very cordial manner in 
which they have received this toast of “The Local Legislature.” 
It is a matter of gratitude I think to all right-thinking people that 
the Legislature of Nova Scotia is what it is. (Laughter.) I believe, 
sir, that there is an eternal fitness in things, and that fitness is 
illustrated in the political events of our Legislature, We do not 
hold our present position from any seeking of our own. Every one 
knows that we have been forcibly compelled,—dragged against our 
inclinations,—by the universal tumult of popular will to occupy the 
positions that we now hold, ahd the only thing which now agitates 
us is how soon will the people let us off, and take us from the cares 
which harass public life. (Laughter.) We bow to the inevitable 
and we accept the situation, in fact we accept any situation that 
comes along providing there is a proper salary attached. (Laughter.)
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But, Mr. Chairman, I must not dwell too long on this point, 
“ Distance lends enchantment to the new,” and I will not make you 
too familiar with the processes of that body, as familiarity might 
breed contempt (Laughter.) But, sir, I rejoice as an humble 
member of that Legislature in haring the opportunity of being 
present at this gathering to-day. I think I might justly state that 
rarely have I ever looked upon a more representative audience than 
was gathered together transacting the business of your Association 
to-day, and who now in great numbers surround this festive beard. 
It was representative, not only in the sense that almost every man 
was endeavouring himself to work out an impoHant problem which 
appertained to the welfare of our country, but representative in the 
sense that these men coming together as they did to promote the 
interests of this Association, were representative men in the sense 
that they were engag^ in an occupation, pursuit or calling, upon 
which all other occupations rest and depend in this country. You 
may call together mercantile men—to use the language of Howe— 
“ Men who think in millions, and whose daily transactions would 
sweep the product of a Greek island,” but these men are dependent 
in every particular in all their ventures, for their success, upon the 
substratum of the agricultural country to which they belong, and 
therefore when x see a gathering of 'independent farmers coming 
together from all sections of the country not only in the elevation 
of the interests of their own country but in the elevation of their 
own selves, I look upon it as one of the most interesting gatherings 
that can possibly take place. I am not in a position to do justice to 
the uppermost theme which should be present in our minds, but I 
do state that I have had in past years in matters relating to agri
culture and fruit growing a feeling which gives me a lively interest 
in this Association. I have for so long a time considered matters in 
connection with this Association that I have long sought for an 
opportunity to be present at one of its gatherings, and as it was 
possible for me to be present on this occasion I especially came up 
for the pleasure of attending this meeting and of becoming a membt' 
of this Association. Fruit growing unquestionably is one of the 
most important industries in the country. We hear of all sorts of 
interests being developed in these days of great prosperity, progress 
and taxation (laughter), but we must come back to these industries 
which are of vital moment and we find that fruit growing is one of
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the great smtrces of wealth in this Province. During the last twenty 
years (I think this Society has been in existence more than twenty 
years, as it seems more than twenty years since I attended a meeting 
at Bridgetown) since that time immense progress has been made, and 
I regard this progress as being largely developed by this Association, 
and this Society has revealed the fact that money is to be made in 
Agncultnre, and as they have demonstrated that, they have furnished 
the strongest lever which in this cold, practical, nineteenth century 
will induce men to take interest in anything. Farming in Nova 
Scotia within the last twelve years (that is about the period s'-uce I 
bid my farewell to it) has undergone a most radical change. At 
that time there was very little to start ambition in this country in 
that direction, because it seemed as if the markets were limited 

le sense H exclusively to our country and the Provinces immediately about it,
, upon H and therefore as Halifax, St. John, and some towns in Prince Edward

You H Island, and possibly Newfoundland, could only in the nature of
[owe— H things consume a certain quantity of apples, it was considered that
would H if we were to grow many more the market would be glutted,—but

lendent H all this is changed. The same difficulty then struck the mind in
K)n the H relation to meat. One would only raise a certain quantity of stock>
ng, and H because the market was considered to be a very limited one,—hut
coming H all this is changed. We have developed a steady, most natural,
.evation H legitimate and promising trade with European countries, with their
it their H millions of people ready to consume all we produce. Under these
sherings H circumstances greater funds have been placed in the hanks by the
stice to H farmers, and 1 believe that never in the history of Nova Scotia have
I, hut I H there been three such prosperous years with the agricultnral popu-
to agii- H lation as during the years just past. I think we have been blessed
interest H with every natural blessing for the past two years. We have had
dters in H magnificent crops and good markets abroad. Under these circum-

for an H stances it w'as to he absolutely expected that this occupation would
I it was H be a profitable enterprise, and that men who in previous years had
;ame up H merely grubbed along should at length be able to wipe oft old debts,
membt^ H and that we should find more money invested in the savings’ banks,
I of the H for it was only in the nature of things that where yon had a great
sorts of H body of consumers, abundance of money as a result of good markets
progress H would follow, and business to a certain extent be revived. That I
idustries ■ regard as the cause of prosperity among the agricultural population

)ne of H of this country, and if our crops continue good we may expect a
series of prosperous years.
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I have Only to add one remark more, and that ia that I feel on 
this occasion that we should cat confine ourselves particularly to our 
own calling and advantage. It is surely right and justifiable of any 
man, in facing an audience of tliis character, to endeavor to suggest 
mildly and modestly that it is the bounden duty of every man to 
look at times beyond his personal interest, and regard the country to 
which he belongs. If there is any quality that ought to be 
developed it is patriotism. We have a country with magnificent 
possibilities before it. We have a country with all the advantages 
of soil and other hackneyed forms of natural wealth, but we have 
not always fully estimated our privileges. We have not often been 
able to rise to the full stature of recognizing that we have to-day a 
great nation in Canada, that we have a population developing wealth, 
and that we have a capacity for population whose future* greatness 
few can determine. ^No person can calmly look at this country 
without recognizing the fact that within fifty or eighty years Canada 
must be greater in population than Great Britain itself, and when 
such a condition of affairs arises we shall have on the Korthem half 
of America as great a power as there is at the Southern half of it 
I feel, sir, that we ought to be inspired with a confidence, in each 
other and in our future, and that we should foster those qualities by 
the exercise of which other nations have become progressive and 
prosperous. •

The Local Legislature, so far as its limited resources will permit, 
grants regularly a donation to the funds of this Society, to be used 
by the Association in the way which would best promote its interests; 
And I assure you, Mr. Chairman, that in connection with this coming 
Exhibition at New Orleans, the Government will strain to the very 
last dollar to assist in enabling this Association to make such an 
Exhibition in that market as would be a credit to this country. 
(Applause.)

The Chairman then called upon Dr. Rand to respond to the next 
toast “ Our Fair Acadia—The La d of the Mayflower and Apple 
Bloeeom,” observing that he considered it would be a pleasure for 
Dr. Rand, who had been reared in this vicinity, to respond to this 
toast.

Dr. Rand said;—In responding to this inspiring toast I must 
first express my regret that the chairman had not given me some little 
notice that this honor was to be put up6n me. I believe this is the
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on
first time I have had the pleasure of attending a meeting of thia 
character; and I congratulate the Aeeociation, Mr. Chairman, upon 
the admirable status to which it has attained, both at home and 
abroad. While the gentleman who last addressed us was speaking 
in reference to patriotism, it occurred to me how very applicable and 
true were these observations in respect to those who have been bom 
L what we call Old Acadia, the Maritime Provinces. To me. Sir, 
there is a charm about these Lower Provinces that I have failed to 
find anywhere else in my travels. We have a wonderful variety both 
of climate and scene within the limits of the Old Acadia. At 
Fredericton one can have the heat of the tropics any day in summer, 
while three hours ride hy rail will bring one into the delicious fog 
with which St John is almost sure to be enswathed during the hot 
season. Only those who have known the enervating eftects of heat 
can appreciate fully the luxury of walking unde: a canopy of mist 
medicated with all the virtues which invites top-coats by day and 
blankets by night Into this climate annually crowd our over-heated 
American cousins, and find refreshment and health. Prom St John 
one can cross the broad waters of the Bay, and wind and weather 
permitting, he can find as much sea-sickness as will be good for him, 
ere his eyes rest on the old capital of Annapolis Royal, at the head 
of the superb and unique Basin, which Pontrincourt coveted from 
the Fnmch Crvwn. Thence by rail through the orchards of the 
famed valley of Annapolis and Kings, past scenes of quiet, rural 
beauty, hardly to be matched elsewhere, and the fine old historic 
City of Halifax is reached in twelve hours from Saint John. Clear 
skies, and cool air, and picturesque beauty all'its own, renders Halifax 
the delight of all who can spend some leisure there. Then the rail
way invites through pleasing, rural country to the black diamouds 
of Pictou, and thence the steamer bears one away to that peerless 
gem of the sea, the Island of Prince Edward, and thence in good 
time, if you desire, to Shediac, and soon by rail through the beautiful' 
valley of the Sussex to the City of the Loyalists again,—a city whose 
very existence to-day testifies to a pluck and energy in its people 
which is full of promise for the future. From St. John one can sail 
inland two hundred and fifty miles, on the bosom of the finest river 
east of the Hudson, the River St John—the most striking physical 
characteristic of the Lower Provinces. The whole valley of the St. 
John is a scene of great and varied beauty, and is destined to vie, in 
future years, with this valley in the production of fruits.—In short.
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we have a country in our fair Acadia which challenges the world for 
variety of climate, and quiet beauty of scenery, within an equal area 
of territory. While General Laurie was speaking to-night in terms 
of deserved compliment of our volunteer militia for their aptitude in 
acquiring soldierly discipline and ways, it occurred to me there was 
one very good reason for all this, which he did not refer to,—I mean 
the intelligence and morale of our people. I do not believe he can 
get together more intelligent men in their respective callings of life 
than are to be found in the land of the Mayflower and Apple Blossom; 
and this intelligence and ready tact which characterise our people, 
must serve ^lem in great stead in soldierly affairs.

And in respect of the institutions of this country—this fair 
Acadia—I think the history of our civil life will compare favorably 
with that of any other country. We have always shown a love of 
liberty and of popular rights, and an ability to work free institutions, 
—making fair provision for the great interests which cluster about 
the institutions of a free people. Such an intereet has always been 
manifested, is creditable, and reads well in history. All this 
indicates that there is a future for us. The great struggle at this 
present and in the immediate future will be to ret»in our population. 
We have a great North-West beckoning our young men away by 
holding out great inducements to them. I have often thought that 
no country can expect to retain all the adventurous spirits within its 
borders} and it must be remembered that much of English coloniza
tion and triumph have come of these restless and pioneer spirits 
Here is soma compensation, historically viewed, and it is fair to 
consider that those who go from us to the far West will carry into 
new communities there, somewhat of the blessings which they have 
enjoyed in their native land. These are our restless spirits, young 
men overflowing with physical and mental energy, and who crave, it 
may be, a feverish and excited life and society. But for us, if we 
can cultivate simplicity of life and those quiet pleasures which ever 
wait upon such pursuits as are followed by the great majority uf 
the gentlemen around this board to-night, we shall have done 
something towards rendering attractive to an increasing number 
this fair land. The more intelligence there is put into rural 
occupations the greater will be their holding power over our young 
people. There is no doubt that the fever which has carried away 
to the West many of our young men is demoralising in its tendency
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here, as well ae depopulating in its effect We can not compete in 
respect of furnishing such exciting stimuli with the great West, but 
we can offer thoee priceless advantages of well ordered communities,! 
and social and religious privilegee, which in order that one should 
prize one need only to be deprived of. The simple life and tastes 
which characterize our fair Acadia ought to give, will give, must 
give a charming society such as those who roam the far West, 
fighting their way among the gathered selfishness of the world, can 
never find during this generation. Mr. Chairman, I know of no 
population on the face of the globe among whom I would sooner 
live. It is true we are not closely allied to the moving centres of 
political, social, or commercial life, but we are not too remote from 
them. Steam, the telegraph, the newspaper—these have condensed 
the world and done much to render available to our people that 
which otherwise would have been lacking. But we have that which 
is better than the heated centres of life can give us—better for us 
and for our children. We have a calm, virtuous society, free from 
over-stimulation, having at our hands almost every pleasure, and a 
fair country in which we can be partakers in all the great movements 
which characterize a true civilization in this nineteenth century,

I cannot but express my gratification with the hearty manner, 
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, in which this toast has been received, 
this toast to the land which is very dear to us all, not only for what 
it has been and what it now is, but also for what it is destined to 
he in the fair annals of the future, (Applause.)

The Chaibvan then said: Mr. Yice-Chairman andGentlemen,~-The 
next toast 1 desire to propose is “ Our Railways and Steamboats," 
and I wish to couple the name of Mr. Peter Innes with this toast. 
His operations, it is true, have been largely confined to the manage* 
ment of Railways, but I am confident he con speak almost equally 
well on the subject of steamboats.

Mr. Innes, on risii-g to respond to this toast said :—Mr. Chairman 
and Gentlemen, I have to thank you very heartily for the manner in 
which you have drunk this toast of the Railways and Steamboats of 
this Province. You are especially fortuaate in your railways—apa'!!t 
from the Windsor and Annapolis Railway—and yeu are equally 
fortunate in your steamboats also. In the Intercolonial Railway you 
have one of the best railways on the continent, and you have fares 
and rates on it which no private companys’ line can afford to give.



Regarding your steamera, you have now from Annapolis a first class 
linn of steamers sailing to Boston and taking your fruits and roots to 
a ready market there, and you have various lines from Halifax to 
Great Britain competing for your business and affording cheap and 
regular communication with what is after all your principal market 
for apples.

Perhaps on this occasion, and in responding to this toast, I may 
be pardoned for referring to the Windsor and Annapolis Railway and 
its management, and I hope you will therefore excuse me if I talk 
“ shop ” a little.

Notwithstanding the prejudice that exists against it, the Province 
of Nova Scotia is under great obligations to the Windsor and 
Annapolis Railway, of which it has no adequate conception. For the 
sixteen years of its existence this Railway has saved the Province of 
Nova Scotia, in interest alone, over one million dollars, and has 
given fares and rates from ten t.; twenty per cent cheaper than any 
other Company’s road in Canada. I challenge contradiction to that 
statement And this has been done at the expense of a number of 
gentlemen in England. These gentlemen who had put their money 
in this road have never got any return from it until last year, when 
they received only about two per cent on their investment I would 
go further and say that not only did they get no money, but that all 
the money drawn in this country has been spent in it,—all i.he money 
that they have drawn from the people has gone towards maintaining 
and improving the road. That is a record which no other Company 
can give. Probably the management of this Railway is not so 
popular as it might be, but of course every one has his peculiarities, 
send it is not by any means an agreeable thing when men come right 
and left asking for reduced fares and rates to be compelled to refuse 
them. It is very trying to refuse such requests, but it is absolutely 
necessary in order to get something like a paying rate. I assure you, 
sir, that all the money drawn from the people by this Railway is 
spent again for its improvement and equipment, and therefore the 
Windsor and Annapolis Railway should command the support of the 
public to a large extent. The prosperity of the Railway is dependent 
no doubt on the prosperity of the country,—your interests and ours 
ore largely identical, and when the country prospers this Railway is 
benefited by that prosperity.
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As manager of that Railway, I am always ready and willing to 
meet the people in any reasonable request, and last year when the 
question of the transportation of apples was discussed at Halifax, it 
was suggested that the Railway should furnish better and warmer 
cars, and accordingly since then five thousand dollars have been spent 
in procuring such box cars, I trust that the prosperity of the country 
in the future may be such that the Railway may reckon on a more 
prosperous course than it has experienced in the past.

I must heartily thank you, Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, for the 
manner in which you have lintened to these observations, and for the 
cordial reception you have given to this toasL

The next toast proposed was “ Our Quests,” the name of Dr. 
Higgins being coupled with this toast

That gentleman on rising to respond, said: Mr. Chairman, I cannot 
help believing that you must have made a mistake in calling upon 
me, as 1 supposed I was here to listen, and did not imagine that you 
expected a speech from me, as you certainly understand that 1 don't 
make speeches. However, I can say that I am very glad to have 
the privilege of being here as the guest of this Society, and of 
listening to the able addresses of those who have preceded me, and 
I suppose I ought to be willing to make some compensation by 
attempting to say a few words myself.

I have been a member of this Association for a number of years, 
and I have endeavored to profit by the opportunities which I have 
hod from time <0 time of meeting with this Society at their annual 
gathering, and once or twice before on occasions like the present.

I have been interested in observing the increase in the growth 
of fruit that is going on in this country, and which is becoming 
more notioeable every year,

I was impressed to-day when I went into your meeting to see 
such a well attended and representative gathering, and I could not 
help contrasting it with the little handful that I remember seeing 
there six or seven years ago. If the increase in attendance does in 
any fair way indicate the growth in these interests represented by 
this Association, then I think we may fairly assume that we are 
progressing at a decidedly rapid rate. I have no doubt that to a 
large extent that is the case, and that the interest in the growth of 
fruits has largely increased. How that it has been found out that 
we are trot confined to onr local markets, but that the world is open 
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to us for the disposal of our fruits, we should increase our efforts in 
the development of the interests represented by this Association. I 
am a fruit grower myself by mere accident, that is to say, the trees 
grow the fruit and I look on, and I am trying to learn the interesting 
process by which the fruit develo[)es itself, and also to ascertain the 
best methods for facilitating such development. But of course you 
understand that my chief interests lie in another direction, and that 
while you are giving your minds and thoughts to the cultivation of 
fruits, I am giving my thoughts mainly to cultivation of quite 
another kind, yet I believe that the cultivation of the mind is 
acting some part in promoting all other kinds of cultivation, including 
fruits. I assure you I like to feel that in advancing intellectual 
culture we are doing something indirectly to promote fruit growing 
as well as the other industries of the country. But we can only 
indirectly and imperfectly meet your wants in this respect. Mr, 
Chairman, I think tlie time is coming—and if it has not already 
come certainly will come very soon—when the e-griculturists and 
horticulturists of this country ought to set themselves to work to 
obtain educational institutions of their own (applause), so that they 
may be able to give their sons the training and education that they 
shall need to properly qualify them to successfully carry forward and 
develops the material prosperity of the country. I desire to thank 
you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, for the hearty reception given to 
this toast

The next toast proposed was “ The Press," the name of the 
indefatigable Mr. Dennis being coupled with this toast.

Mr. Dknhis said : Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,^Speecb making 
is not at all in my line, and all that I can do is to thank you, and to 
promise that I will do anything that I possibly can towards making 
the aims and objects of this Association more familiar than they are 
to-day. In listening to the various interesting addresses delivered 
here to-day I have been impressed by the vast amount of intelligence 
and information displayed on the subject of fruit growing, and I 
would like to see every intelligent farmer in Nova Scotia know as 
much upon this subject as was indicated by those who have spoken 
to-day, and if the aims and interests of this Society have been 
successfully carried out in these Western Counties, I can see no 
reason why similar ouccess should not attend similar movements in 
other parts of the Province.
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w
r Mt. J. W. Lonolbt, M. P. {*., also responded t« this toast in a 
fcrief and witty speech.

Mr. A. S. MuRRAr saidAs one of the guests of the evening I 
take the liberty of proposing as a toast “ The Pruii Grower^ 
Affociation of Neva Scetuk,” coupling With it the sane of the 
President of the Associatios.

Mr. Avard LoNafcBV, in responding,' said: Mr. Vice-Chairman 
and Gentlemen,—If sonae of yon have been taken by surprise 
to-night when your names were announced, coupled with the several 
toasts that have been presented, 1 am sure that I among aU of yon 
have been most surprised. I was congratulating myself on the 
delightful position that I had enjoyed all the evening of placing 
other gentlemen in awkward positioas, when lo and behold I find 
loyself in a more awkward position tnan any of them. I am asked 
to say a word or two ki response to tlie toast of The Fruit Growere 
Amciaiien «f Nova Scotia,” and I can only say at the eutset that I 
wish I had more eloquence in my comiK>sition, in fact 1 wish I could 
spread myself a little. It seems as if on an occasion like the present 
a little spreadveagleisn was Allowable, uid yet perhaps the more 
modestly we speak the more successful and effective will be our 
observations. However, I feel that there need not he a word said 
to any of yon gentlemen in respect to the good that has been 
accomplished through the inst umentality ef Fruit Growers’Associ
ation. It has be^ my high gratification to have been comeoted 
with Associations whose special mission was the reform of the world; 
and in reference to the Ir.bur ef many years in connection With these 
Associations, and in regard to what I may have said or dene towards 
assisting in forwarding their reapeotive interests, I must certainly say 
has been derived a large proportion of the pleasure and gratification 
which I have experienced during the various stages of my life, from 
youth up to almost old age. I believe, gentlemen. We have Imd 
the foundation of wondrots prosperity in the fnture in connection 
with one of the most fruitful sources of income in Nova Scotia, and 
this has been largely brought about by those whose lot has been 
cast in the beautiful, and I may say celebrated vaUey ef Annapolis, 
and those of us who have enjoyed this privilege skonld duly 
present our thanks to the Giver of all good for the fact that in this 
respect the Ikes have indeed faUen to us in pleasant places.
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One great object of tfiie Association has been to cnltivatte the 
beet variety of apples,—not such as were valuable thirty years ago, 
but such as experience has proved to be those commandiBg the 
highest prices in the markets of the world, and it is no exaggeration 
to say that through he efforts and instrumentality of this Association 
have been achieved wonders in this connection. We have sent fruit 
to distinguished poitologists, sometimes we have sent different 
varieties to ascertain the true names of them, and sometimes we 
have sent them rather from motives of pride and ambition, with a 
view to show to older countiies what we could do in little Nova 
Scotia. And it is gratifying to know that we have won encomiums 
of a high order in connection with apples sent over to the United 
States, and it is no little boast to say that when we have been 
brought in competition with other Provincee—even with Ontario— 
we have seldom if ever suffered by the comparison, and as a rule 
our apples have been larger ami even as well colored and more 
woithy the higher meeds of praise than those in Ontario, nut even 
excepting the choicer and more delicately colored fruit such as the 
Clyde Beauty, &c. Now we hare eliminated a number of varieties 
which experience has shown us were not appropriate to grow, and 
■ometimee failure has been found tc result, and some of my worthy 
friends have attributed that to srlfishness on the part of a sister 
county. Well now I have been connected with the institutiem since 
its inception, and I must testify to the fairness of our friends in 
this county who have contributed moet in every way to place 
tbcmeelves on terms of equality with others, and as they have 
acted in the past, I am well aar^ured they will continue to act in the 
future, and I may add that I caunot remember an occasion when 
they were not willing to concede anything demanded in fairness 
from the counties to the East and West. We have ascertained that 
it is not wisdom in a man when he plants an orchard to plant twenty 
or. thirty varieties, but that obviously the best way is to choose two 
or three varieties and plan*' these, and by so doing the largest profit 
will be yielded. Before resuming my seat I must thank you heartily 
for the enthusiastic reception you have given to this toast.

Tha next toast was “ The Ladiee" responded to by the Vice- 
Chairman, (Mr. D. B. Nowcomb), Mr. John E. Starr, and

Mr. 0. Blssvb, who said: Mr. Chairman,—With one exception,
I am piobably the oldent man in the room, but when you come to
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speak of the ladies I feel my old heart stir, aad perceptibly increase 
its throbbing for, Mr. Chairman, we all love the ladies, because our 
mothers were ladies; and again we love them because of the influence 
they exert over us. We love them for the manner in which they 
provide for our bodily comforts, and there is still another reason why 
we love and delight to honor them, because one of their number was 
commiesioneti to introduce the Redeemer of the world. And a 
further reason why wo should do them homage is because one of their 
sex sways the sceptre and rules over the most powerful and the best 
enlightened empire in the world. She has become the pattern of her 
sex wherever they may be found, and he" character is as pure as 
Albions chalky clifis, washed by the surging waves which dash around 
them. Freedom! is the British watchword. Freedom!—as free as 
the bird with sportive wing, flying in the blue vault of Ileavenl 
(Applause.)

The Skot.etabt being called for remarked that notice of a motion 
was given at a late meeting that our Constitution he amended to 
enable us to admit ladies os members, and he did not know who was 
to blame for neglecting this matter; but it was only a question of 
time when this privilege wr Id be extended to the ladies, and in all 
probability we might be honored by their presence at our next 
gathering.

The Chaibhak remarked that no reason existed why the motion 
referred to should not be put to the meeting immediately, and hoped 
that the notice of the resolution given by Mr. Andrew Johnson would 
in some way be endorsed by the Association, and that the ladies, 
having become members of this Society would, of right as well as by 
courtesyy be numbered among its most active and energetic members, 
so that thus united they could secure a larger measure of success 
in the future, for without the active co-operation of the ladies 
scarcely any cause prospered as largely as it did when their 
co-operation was secured.

Mr. Akdbbw Johnson then said: Mr. Chaimian,—I certainly 
intended to bring this matter up before the meeting to-day, but 
unfortunately overlooked it I now beg leave to move that we amend 
eur Constitutton and allow ladies to become full members of this 
Association on the payment of Fifty Cbvts a year. The motion was 
seconded by CoL Tuzo, and was carried unanimously, the whole 
meeting signifying their approval by a standing voteu
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The Chairman then said :—I feel desirous for one, and I am fully 

inclined to think that you all share in this feeling to participate in 
the pleasure of listening to a few words from our venerable friend,. 
Tifr. Richard Starr. There are a great many considerations in relation 
to that worthy gentleman in connection with this Association, with 
the early history of Cornwallis, and more especially with the cultiva
tion of fruit, which renders it highly desirable that on this occasion 
we sheuld listen to a few words of encouragement which he may be 
pleased to address to us, and I am sure we shall listen to him with 
delight. He may not be with us hrff a score of years rowe, hut I 
only express tho desire of all here present when I say that I hope 
that his life may be prolonged, to be as useful in the future as it has 
been in the past, and though he is now bending with the weight of 
years, there exists a disposition to bestow upon him as much honor 
as can be bestowed upop any member of this Association. (Applause.)

Mr. Richard Starr said: Mr. Chairman,—Tour highly flattering 
remarks I am entirely unwOTthy of, and I do not feel prepared to make 
a suitable reply. I have arrived at a old age, I have been associated 
with this institution since it was first formed,—indeed I was one of 
the charter members. We, at that time, only numbered ton or twelve, 
but we have gone on increasing up to the present time. When I 
started with tho intention of cultivating fruit, about 1828, I had the 
opportunity of associating with the first and perhaps the only fruit 
grower there was then in Cornwallis. I allude to the late Hon. 
C. R. Prescott. Since then I have devoted much time and attention 
to it. I have seen a very extensive Exhibition building erected for 
the purposes of this Association, and I hare seen it crowded with 
people—all gathered together for the purpose of fostiwing'and pro
moting the interests of the fruit growers Nova Scotia. It is a 
source of great gratification to me in my old age to see this As.socia- 
tion prospering in this way, bat I can only say a few words now, my 
infirmity is such that I must l>e brief in my remarks, though a jKirson 
arrived at the age of righty-five conld hardly be expected to come 
before a meeting of this character and make a speech. I must 
content myself therefore, Mr. Chairman end GentlMnmi, with simply 
thanking you for the warm reception you have given to the kind 
remarks made concerning myself, and the little I have done towards 
forwarding the interests of this Association. (Applause.)
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Rev. Mr. Axford then raid :—The obaenratione made by me on 
the subject broached this afternoon, were just thrown out to suggest 
a reason why the apple crop has been somewhat less this year than 
is usually the case. With regard to the peculiar phenomena men
tioned this afternoon, I have been thinking the matter over in my 
own mind and might suggest as a probable reason—which might 
compare favorably with others—that the lack of the apple crop this 
year may have been partially on Account of the sharp showers of 
rain when the apple trees were in full bloom. I reason it out in this 
way. The trees in one orchard bore very well, but other trees in an 
orchard a mile distant bore scarcely any at alL All the trees were 
in full bloom and gave a beantiful promise of a full crop, but during 
the full bloom, short, but heavy showers of rain fell, and the thought 
struck me whether the rain had not washed off the pollen from the 
blossoms in the one case, while the other escaped. This, I think, 
was indeed so, for the one orchard eventually was full of fruit, and 
the other almost empty; so that I believe this may in some measure 
account for the subject we were discussing this afternoon.

Another thing I noticed this year was the absence of bees, for I 
have not seen in my orchard a single bee, and I think I may add 
also that I did not notice any large flies. I suppose flies eat honey, 
and we know that bees are fond of work in that direction. In fact 
it is a matter for observation that where there is ah absence of bees 
there is not the possibility for abundance of fruit I think it would 
be well in this connection to keep and rear bees.

G. V. Rand.—I would like to ask the Rev. gentleman a question. 
He made some allusion in the course of his remarks, to the fact of 
me orchard having fruit and the other not, and the question arose in 
my mind whether the showers were on the two orchards. And again 
1 might say that many years ago there were no bees among us, but 
we had an abundant growth of apples, and I do not see why the 
same thing should not occur again. My idea is that the heat question 
has more to do with it. It takes a certain amount of heat to make 
anything productive. Onion seeds will germinate and grow where 
other seeds would be destroyed in germinating at precisely the same 
temperature, and that may be a reason why some trees will be pro
ductive under certain circumstances and others will not. I have 
observed in my own case that three days will make a difference. 
The year before last I remember particularly some Gravenstein trees
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failed to produce fruit, but the fact that one had been grafted on a 
late-growing variety made some difference in its maturity, and then 
the weather was different, and that particular tree was abundantly 
laden with fruit. Last year I remember a man telling me that he 
had found two orchards that were protected from the north and west 
winds, the trees in which were eventually laden with fruit while all 
the others were bare.

Mr. J. W. Lonolev, M. P. P., proposed a toast to “ Our Sitter 
Agricultural Societies, or “ The Agriculture of Nova Scotia.”

Gen. Laurie being called upon to respond said; Mr. Chairman, 
—This toast is so indefinite in its character that I may almost 
describe its scope as boundless—at least I so regard the possibilities 
of Agriculture in hiova Scotia. We can raise as large a crop here as 
can be raised in any temperate climate under similar conditions. I 
had often been told that we could not raise wheat, but I had 25 
acres this last summer. I have threshed, up to the present time, 
400 bushels, and we estimate at least one-third is still in sheaf, I 
believe I may fairly count on obtaining from twenty-five acres, sit 
hundred bushels,—twenty-four bushels to the acre. I do not think 
that is a bad return; and this is as handsome wheat as I have seen 
anywhere,—as handsome as any that comes from the Prairie Province. 
You yourselves, gentlemen, have shown that you can beat the world 
in the best varieties of fruit. Coming to the question of raising 
cattle, I think you know our record in that respect. Quoting Dr. 
Forrester, “ Can you raise turnips 1 ” Six hundred and fifty 
bushels to the acre are often raised. Now we are coming to this new 
development—the question of preserving food green instead of drying 
it. I have read of sixty tons of com stalks to the acre being raised. 
I own frankly I cannot compete with that record, but I must add 
that I do not believe the statement. Mr. Wolcott, who lives ten 
miles out of Boston, told me that he came to the conclusion that 
eighteen tons was as much as you could count on, as he had weighed 
it carefully. I found from a stretch of six acres, I had eighteen and 
one-half tons to the acre, whilst on another piece, of seventeen acres, 
I averaged twenty tons to the acre. Three tons of this food goes 
rather farther than one ton of the best hay. What does that mean! 
It means that we can keep two animals to every acre, and keep them 
well. I have about eighty head of oxen feeding now. I weighed 
two pairs hap-hazard when they came in, and again yesterday. In six
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wfieks one pair had gained two hundred and twenty pounds, and the 
other pair two hundred and ten pounds, and that was produced by 
green com, ensilage, cut straw, and malt dust. I think we may 
consider that there are fair prospects, so far as feeding cattle is 
concerned, with such a record as that. I mention these things 
because you have thrown upon me the hurde'i of responding to the 
toast of “ 27ie Agriculture of Nova Scotia.” Allusion had been 
made to the Board of Agriculture and as to whether it best satisfied 
the requirements for developing the Agriculture of Nova Scotia. 
Would you send a man into a field with both hands tied behind him 
and tell him to cultivate the soil? The Board of Agriculture is 
expected to carry on successful operations without the necessary 
requisites. Twelve thousand dollars were placed in the hands of the 
Board of Agriculture when I was on it Of this $7,200 were allotted 
to pay $400 to the Agricultural Societies in each County (but we 
only received $6,000 for this purpose. Then we had $4,000 set 
apart for Provincial Exhibition, and there were sundry other items 
that came out of the remainder, and there was our $12,000, and we 
were expected to develop the Agriculture of Nova Scotia! The 
special burden thrown upon us was to try to make $6,000 pay 
amounts aggregating $7,200. That was the first problem, and of 
coarse we had to deal with these sums and check the accounts, and 
see that the money would go as far as possible. And I assure you 
the money was utilized to the best advantage.

But I do think that there is one great necessity, to which Prof- 
Higgins has just alluded, that is the question of Agricultural Educa
tion. (Hear, hear.) Of course, if you have plenty of funds there is 
no difficulty in putting up an Educational College, but it certainly 
means at least two hundred thousand dollars. I dare say Mr. Longley, 
the member for Annapolis, will tell you that it is one of the simplest 
things in the world to ask the legislature for that sum, but it will 
be more difficult to find that two hundred thousand dollars out of the 
present revenue than it was for us to pay that $7,200 out of the 
$6,000 received. And now as to this important question of AgriciJ- 
tural Education. I may say that I do not believe the people of 
Nova Scotia are educated up to a point that they would tax them
selves for this purpose ; I do not know that they are prepared as yet 
to take a large sum and apply it specially towards endowing a college 
for this purpose; and I see great difficulties in the way. There is,
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of course, the a.temative of afflliatiug an Agricultural Faculty to one 
of the present Colleges,—though there are many objections to that 
proposition also. But if the question is,—shall we have that or 
nothing, I would say let us have that; and it is possible that as 
Dalhousie has affiliated Law and Medicine, and Acadia has taken up 
Education, so one of the other Colleges might make A^^^riculture its 
specialty. Let those who study this science be careful not to depend 
on theorj' alone, for we must have thwry and practice go hand in 
hand. We want an Experimental Farm, for we farmers are hardlj 

qualified to conduct the experiment,—a Modd Farm connected with 
some institution where the theory can be obtained. We want a 
laboratory, and we want plant. That of course means money. I do 
not think we are, as a body, able to put our hands in our p>ockets and 
start such an organization ; therefore, I think it is the possible, and 
in fact the only feasible plan, to associate such an organization with 
one of the existing educational institutions. I am perfectly well 
aware that this experiment has been tried in the United States, and 
large endowments have been given by the United States Government 
for that purpose, and I also know that in the cases where these 
organizations have been started independently, they have been 
successful, and where they have been associated with existing 
educational institutions they have not been prosperous. But the 
endowment was sufficient in these cases to start a college. Here in 
our case we are not possessed of sufficient funds for the purpose, and 

therefore, I cannot help thinking that we should b6 wiser to take the 
half loaf than go without any bread.

I should like to have the opinion of gentlemen in connection with 
this proposition. Might it not be possible to have the nucleus of 
such an organization in the neighborhood of a coxintry college, where 
we could have an experimental farm and one professor, besides s 
thorough manager on the farm. And this so near the college, that s 
young man attending the agricultural school should have the advantage 
of attending classes in the existing college almost without expense.

The only ex])enae would be the propmr equipment of such an 

organization, including a sufficient endowment to support one pro
fessor. The professor of Natural Science, if a capable man, should 
give instruction in Chemistry to those who attended such a school 
Such a faculty could be affiliated to one of our existing coUeges, but 
of course this project is absolutely in embryo at present.
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Onr common interests turn in the direction of agriculture, and if 
we could find a George Munro who would help out to a modest 
extent tliis proposal, I think it would he a good beginning, and would 
be soon followed up and well dcvelopicd. But in conclusion, I may 
say that I do not think the Proyince of Nova Scotia is prepared at 
present for a scheme on a larger scale than the one I have indicated, 
and this we cannot obtain without the sinews of war.

The meeting adjourned after singing ” Anld Lang Syne.**

Hon. CHARiiES Downino, the veteran Pomologist of Newbuig, 
N. Y., in acknowledging his certificate of Honorary Membership of 
the N. 8. F. G. A., (which was found among the papiers of the lat© 
Dr. Hamilton, where it had been mislaid,) writes to K. W. Starr:

“ Please give my cordial thanks to the Fruit Growers’ Association 
of Nova Scotia for the honor the Society has conferred upwn me, and 
my best wishes for the success and prosperity of the institution. I 
am very sorry to hear that your Society has not funds sufficient always 
to publish your Annual Proceedings. I enclose six dollars (|6.00) 
which the Society will please accept from a friend who wishes it 
success and prosperity.”

The following letter was received from Mb. Lows in acknowledg
ment of his Honorary Membership certificate :

20 Toolet Street, London,
Fehrmru ISihy 1884.

C. R. H. Starr, Esq.,
Secretary of F. G. A. Nova Scotia :

Dear Sir,—I have to thank your Society for the honor they have 
done me in making me an Honorary Member.

I assure yon I much appreciate this mark of the esteem your 
Society hold of any small efforts on my part to introduce fruit from 
your side into our market here. / am caiifidmt there it a great future 
before your Colony as regards th-e raising of Jrtnt for the London 

I market—only let it be honestly packed, and sent by an expeditious 
route, taking due care as regards frost, &c.

Again, thanking the Society, and assuring them of my continued 
exertions on behalf of all my firm’s supporters on your side.

Believe me to remain,
faithfully yours,

John Lowe.
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND CAPABILITIES OF 
FRUIT GROWING IN YARMOUTH CO.

The few old apple trees standing here and there in the County of 
Yarmouth to^lay, with a height of forty to fifty feet, an equal spread 
of branches, and a girth of seven to eight feet, show that with the 
first settlement of the county, experiments in fruit culture began.

At that time the whole county was a dense forest, and the few 
clearings made in favorable locations, sheltered on all lides from the 
winds, offered much more suitable conditions for tree growth than 
exist now, when the winds, especially from the sea-board, sweep 
without obstruction over the county, cooling the atmosphere and 
considerably reducing the temperature. So these old trees, planted 
in virgin soil, and ^armly sheltered, grew vigorously, standing erect, 
with the wide-spreading branches and the sturdy dimensions of the 
oak, the beech, the birch or other forest treea Unless sheltered by 
hedges, trees planted now anywhere in the'open ground, after a few 
years growth, start off towards the north-east, and upward growth 
ceases.

In memorial of the old settlers, we have four seedling varieties of 
the apple, named after their respective originators, the Andrews' Swat, 
the Gavel, the Holley and the Reynard, all desirable varieties for us, 
and included in our prise list from year to year. Specimens of each 
of these varieties were in the Yarmouth County collection shewn by 
the Fruit Growers’ Association.

The Andrews' Sweet is included by Mr. Downing in his third 
appendix, classed as very good; grown in a warmer district, it would 
no doubt be better in quality. It is a pleasant, tender, eating apple, 
medium in size, conical, yellow with a blush, in season from October 
to January. The Oavd is above medium in size, round, good either 
for the table or for the kitchen, in season November to February. 
The Holley and the Reynard are both very large; the former valuable 
for cooking, the latter is also esteemed for the table, the season for 
both is November to February. The HoUey and the Reynard ate ^ 
now grown in King’s County, and are occasionally shown at out 
Fruit Exhibitions, not only among the very largest, but of mote 
symmetrical shape, with more color in the case of the Holley, and 
probably of much better quality than in the county of their origin. 
The Northern Spy grown in Yarmouth, is no better as an eating apple
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than the Seynard; so tLs Reynard, if grown where the highest 
quality is attained, might equal the Northern Spy in excellence, while 
for average size, and productiveness, it would far excel it

As recently as 1868, only fourteen yean since, at the fi.st 
exhibition in October of the County Agricultural Society, so little 
was known about apples, and so few varieties were then grown, that 
the prizes offered were as follows:—

Best collection apples, named, 12 each..f6.00 $3.00 
Best dozen apples, named.......................... 2.00 1.00

In 1880 there were eighty-two varieties grown in the County, 
nearly all of which had fruited, the prize list for 1882 offered prizes 
for collections of not over 26 varieties, (the large number of kinds 
shown in collections of previous years having proved objectionable) 
and for dozens of 26 varieties, which have so far proved most useful 
for us. In 1880, in a competitive test for collections with King’s 
County, the first prize was'awarded to King’s, but Baldvdn, E. 
Spitzenburg, H, Nonsuch, King of Pippins, Nonpareil, Northern Spy, 
Verier, R. L Greening, Ribston Pippin and Yellow Bellflower, 10 
kinds, were better in one of the Yarmouth collections than the s&me 
kinds from King’s County In 1881, one collection .from Annapolis 
County competed with three Yarmouth County collections, all four 
of 25 kinds, but was decidedly inferior to either of the three. In 
1882 a collection from Annapolis County won first prize. Of late 
years our prizes, in all classes, are open to all, on equal terms.

Our apples mature slowly; in favorable seasons the long keepers 
are left upon the trees until the last of October, and many kinds, 
which are early or midwinter kinds elsewhere, will keep with us 
until spring. I have kept the Qravenstein in perfect condition until 
April.

It has long been a problem to me why certain kinds succeed to 
perfection inland, but fail near the coast. The Red Astrachan, for 
instance, is our most profitable variety inland; it grows vigorously, 
bears early and annually, and the fruit sells well in the market, being 
good either for eating or for cooking. Upon the coast it is utterly 
worthless; the growth of the tree is uncertain and defective, and the 
fruit is small, spotted, and fails to mature. So of many, indeed most 
other kinds; they succeed fairly inland, but fail on the shore. Only 
last season I observed that all the varieties that succeed have a 
thick, leathery leaf, that resists the withering influence of the salt
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in tlie ajr, when We have a strong souttierly wind from the ocean, 
Now I fancy that with my eyes shut, and by merely feeling of the 
leaf of an apple tree, I can pronounce Whether it will succeed within 
the range of the ocean breezes or not, and it is a point that should 
be noted in the description of all varieties of apples What the leaf 
of the tree is like. Any one may oonfirra this, in the growing season, 
who lives near the sea coast All the trees, and indeed all other 
vegetation, with thin, delicate foliage are blighted after a strong 
wind from tlie ocean, as if scorched by fire, No doubt a thick leaf 
implies a thick bark and other correlative, hardy otganization, and 
no doubt also this is just one of those elementary facts in the 
experience of fruit growing, of which the publication of the materiali 
accumulated by the G, Association would have advised us ; it ii 
the most important fact 1 know of in this conneotion, you might aa 
well plant a bare pole or a granite post, With the expectation of iti 
fruiting, as a Teto^sky^ or any other thin-leaved tree, upon the set 

coast The few kinds that have so far proved successful upn.i tl e 
shore, named in the order of merit, are Keswick Codlin, Duchess q/ 
Oldenburg, Wagener, Gravcmtein, Nerthem Spy, Blenheim Pippin, 
Fall JenneUing and Golden Sweet The Ontario, fruited in 1881, 
also promises to do well. Of these, Keswick Oodlin is by far the 
most valuable; it is an early, annual and abundant bearer, and the 
fruit is not surpassed by any other for cooking purposes; may be 
used in September and lasts through November. Duchess of Old n 
burg is an early and a heavy bearer, but a poor keeper, and the tree 
has a serious defect in a peculiarity of growth; a Weakness at the 
junction of the limb witli the main branches and body of the tree 
owing to which a heavy crop strips the tree sometimes to a bare pola 
Wagener is an abundant bearer and the fruit keeps until April or 
May. The Wagener, from the best fruit districts in Ontario, is not 
surpassed in quality by any apple that is grown anywhere, but the 
quality, as with many other varieties, varies greatly with soil aid 
climate. Grimes' Golden Pippin is one of the most successful of 
the kinds grown inland; the tree ia a strongs healthy glower, and •• n 
annual and abundant bearer, while the fruit brings the highest prise 
in the market This variety is also most successfully grovn in 
Annapolis County, and the quality as grown there is not equalled bj 
any other variety grown in that County, in the judgment of Yarmouth 
consumers. Ism at a loss to understand why Grimesl Golden h«
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not been more generally grown in King’s County. Being a long 
keeper, and of medium, uniform size, it would seem to be one of the 
most valuable for the English market, where its fine quedity would 
won give it a reputation.

As an indication of increasing interest in fruit, 1 may state that 
the County is annually canvassed by nursery agents from New 
Brunswick and from the United States, who sell and deliver thousands 
of dollars worth of trees every spring; local dealers also order direct 
from the nurseries. One inland grower planted last spring 40,000 
apple root grafts, with a view of supplying in the future a proportion 
of the demand for treea

Pears do not succeed upon the coast and are being gradually 
abandoned, after years of trial with many varieties, under all kinds 
of conditions; foliage too delicate to withstand the salt in the 
atmosphere; inland have not been planted to any extent, but so far 
as tried succeed fairly, especially early varieties.

Plumb fail upon the coast in the open ground, but are fairly 
productive when trained on a wall with a favorable frontage, but the 
Black Knot, unknown a few years since, is now everywhere prevalent 
and threatens extermination of the plum trees. Inland, the plum 
lucceeds in the orchard, and there are several very good seedlings, 
shown at our Exhibition, not named.

CuRRANra and Gooseberries are grown successfully, with abundant, 
annual crops, whenever good cultivation is given and the cnrrant 

I worm is kept under by Hellebore.
Many varieties of Strawberries are grown, the newer varieties 

by the young and enthusiastic amateurs, while the older hands grow 
WHion't Albany exclusively; of this one variety, the crop exceeds 
the home market, and considerable quantities are shipped to Boston 
by steamer and bring fair prices. One of our seedling strawberries, 
the Mary Fletcher, is gaining in reputation in Ontario. The Fruit 
Growers’ Report for 1881 says of it:—

“ It is very hardy and of an improving turn, its flavor is superb, 
and it is an acquisition to the amateur who possesses an exquisite 
palate.”

I have been pleased to observe in the Isi^^t Annual Report of the 
F. G. Association that the historical portion of the Transactions had 
teceived attention; the experimental portion should follow with all
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expedition. To place upon permanent record, in printed volumee 
the results of experience appears to me to be of more importance 
than the building of frost-proof warehouses, since in the Province 
at large many thousands of dollars are now annually wasted for 
want of an accurate knowledge of “ what kinds to plant.”

Charlbb £. Brown,
Viee-Prendent N. S. F. 0. A.

Yarmouth, April 23, 1883.

REPORT FROM LUNENBURG COUNTY.

Bridobwater, March 28, 1883.

Dear Sir,—I was glad to learn that the recent winter exhibition 
of fruit at Halifax ^as so successfuL

Since my last report to the Society increased attention has been 
paid to fruit raising in this County, which is shewn to be well 
adapted for the purpose. Those here engaged in this branch of 
industry may feel justly proud of the place taken by Lunenburg 
fruit at ueveral exhibitions.

I have no statistics from which to give the actual number of 
trees annually transplanted, but an immense quantity in different 
parts of the County are imported or purchased from Provincial 
growers. If the trees receive proper care, it vrill not be long before 
fruit—especially apples—can be largely added to yearly exports.

Were it not for early frosts, the smaller fruits would yield well. 
Grapes and peaches are grown successfully in the open air. In 1879 
a half bushel of peaches were grown by Mr. Bimeon Hebb, near 
Bridgewater, in a position open to the south, and sheltered on the 
north by spruce trees. Mr. Hebb was also successful in 1881, but 
last year frost again interfered. The fruit referred to was pronounced 
as good as imported fruit Peaches were also grown by the late 
Abraham Hebb, Esq. Grapes of different varieties are grown by 
several farmers and others. They become well ripened in the open 
air, and command ready sale. Grape culture is on the increase. I 
asked Mr. £. B. Hyson, of Mahone Bay, for a statement as to fruit 
raising, which I am pleased to send herewith. Mr. Hyson has done 
much in helping to place this coimty in the right position in the
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teattet of fruit culture, and deserres all the thanks and encourage* 
ment that can be given to him.

The Want of railway facilities, referred to by Mr, H., has been 
against us in the exhibition of fruit, as in other iinpoitant respects, 
but we think (and hope not to be disappoint'd) that we can see 
the silver lining in the dark cloud which has been so long presented.

Yours truly, '
M. B. DaBnisat,

Viee-Pretiderd F. O. A.
C. R. It. StatTy Etq.y Sceretary F. CK .4.

Mahons Bay, March ISSS,
Dear I have for some years spent considerable time and 

mouey in endeavoring to grow the best kinds of fruit Except in a 
few instances, I have ordered my trees and stock direct from the 
nurserymen, and not from tree agents or pedlars, and os a rule they 
hare umed out true to names and kinds. The trees ^ planted by me 
in the spring have grown much better, and were surer to live, than 
those planted in the fall. The spring planting suits my land best. 
It lies a little low, and is flat and under drained, and my trees are 
doing well I have lost most of the trees I planted in the fall. 
A great drawback to fruit, growing in this district has been the 
ordering of trees from agents, and failure, except in a few instances, 
to get the kinds ordered. One man in this district a few years ago 
ordered one dozen aj^le trees from an agent, two of a kind, and 
they were to be all hardy and long keeping fruit. They turned out 
to be all of one kind, soft, worthless apples—not an apple like the 
ones ordered. They were worse than any of our seedlings with 
which we feed stock, though the trees were on arrival labelled 
according to order given. Many others have been taken in, the siime 
way. There is no doubt that as good fniit can be raised in this 
county as in any other county in this Province, and it might perhaps 
be added, in the Dominion. All that is wanted is for our people to 
give more attention to, and take better care of, the trees—keep the 
sod from them, and manure them properly. There are some persons 
who, in tl ose respects, do their best, but a large number, after 
planting trees, let them look* out for themselves. In some instances 
the cattle are allowed to browse on them, and to shorten the last 
year’s growth. Another drawback is, that such a long time must 

8
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elapse before imported trees bear, coming as they do from a different 
climate and soil. I have grafted on three year seedlings with scions 
from imported trees, and they bore fruit before the parent trees. 
Of late years thousands of dollars have gone from this county for 
apple, pear, plum, and other trees, and for smaller fruits. If some 
men who have money to invest, and who own land they do not 
cultivate, would utilize the soil, and employ a good nurseryman—a 
man of experience—and plant nurseries of the choicest kinds of 
fruit, they would receive in a few years good interest, and fruit 
culture would be more improved than it can be with imported treea 
If I had both means and land, I could establish a good business, and 
have excellent profits by selling young trees Euch as apple, for say 
twenty-five cents each, and less by the dozen. I would not require 
to have any of those high colored, painted books, with which agents 
introduce themselve^ to our country people when they are soliciting 
orders. I think I have only ordered through two agents since I 
have been getting fruit stock. So far I have never been taken in 
myself, as they always told me that they would do the square thing 
for m^ and up to this time jt has been done. I gave an order last 
fall to F. H. Bell, agent for Stone & Wellington, of Ontario. 
The fruit will be of some of the new kinds. The stock looked well 
when it came. The firm be> js a good name, but it will take a few 
years before I can tell if all is correct with this lot. The agent 
promised to replace all that do not grow, nor turn out true to 
names given. I have started a small nursery of about two thousand 
apple trees. Most of the grafts on my seedlings are with scions I 
received from the F. G. A. of Nova Scotia and Ontario, which no 
doubt are from bearing trees; they gww well without any forcing 
manure. One drawback in growing fruit trees is, that after they 
are received they do not get as powerful manure as they had in the 
nurseries, and it takes a few years before they get a good start. 
Grow the grafts on fair soil and use fair culture, and after placing 
them where they are to remain, manure them well, and they will 
be all right. If trees are two or three times transplanted in the 
nursery, they will get plenty of fibers, and seldom miss growing to 
desirable fruit bearers. Every tree that I intend to sell from my 
Nursery will I think grow—if that care is secured which I direct 
purchasers to give, and if they miss on fair soils, and with ordinary 
seasons, I will replace them with the same stock, or better. One
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hindrance to our people obtaining the best market prices is, that so 
many shake the apples from the trees, and put them'in flour and 
meal barrels just as they fall, and without dividing them into ones 
and twos. In fact, I have bought some that had the leaves and 
dirt raked together and put in the centre of the barrels. The day 
is at hand when the folly of such work will be fully seer and more 
care will be taken with the trees and the package of fruit, with a 
larger pecuniary result.

If a Society or Association could be formeck in this County, and 
winter meetings with lectures held, or if some first class man 
were employed who has made the culture of fruit trees a study, a 
very great improvement might be made. Most of the fruit grown 

quite here is soft fruit—there is not enough of hard fruit. I have
genti endeavored to get a collection for tbe winter exhibition of the
citing F. G. A. at Halifax, which I regret I cannot attend. All that can

now be had are mostly seedlings, and Small Baldwins, with a few 
Russets, &c. I trust I shall be able some day to attend the F. G. 
A. meetings. We hope for the completion of the^ railway, and 
consequent facilities for the proper moving of people and fruit, the 
want of which is so serious an interference with what we would 
like to do. I find that small fruits grow well with us. Grapes are 
among the number, though sometimes destroyed by early frost. I 
have had on my grounds Concord Grapes, weighing per bunch three 
quarters of a pound. The Burnett Grape, named after Dr. Burnett, 
Pictou, late President F. G. A. of Ontario, which I received from 
that Association, has done well under fair culture, and given good 
sweet fruit. I have now planted over forty grape vines, with about 
ten different varieties. Only a fsw kinds are yet bearing. There 
are localities in this county where grapes can be grown with 
shelter from wind and storm and escape injury from frost. It will 
pay to raise grapes, as they will grow where nothing else can be 
grown to much advantage, and they can be sold readily for at least 
ten cents per pound. I have sold them for ten cents per bunch of 
fair sire, not a half pound. There is less trouble to sell grapes than 
to raise them.

It seems a difficult matter to bring plums to maturity, so many 
trees are killed by black knot. The bark louse is a great enemy 
to apple trees. A coat of oil will care them for some years,
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and seems, to help the foliage and give a better color to the bark.* 
It must be put on very thin, for if too thick it will kill the tree.

I have found the Hellebore Powder a good article to kill the worms 
which infest gooseberry busheq. Three years after I had placed out 
thirty-six plant^ I picked for sale one hundred quarts, wine measure. 
They can be grown under fruit trees with profit The Currant and 
Strawberry will also pay well. Last season I had Shaiyless straw
berries seven inches in circumference. These are very prolific on 
low land.

When referring to apples I omitted to state that I find the 
variety known as King of Tompkins does best on my soil. They 
are good keepers, and have been kept into July, in which month I 
have been shown one raised in Mahone Bay by Azariah Zwicker, 
Esq., in his garden, which is open to the sea winds.

Yours truly,
E. B. Hyson.

HOW TO DESTROY INSECTS IN ORCHARDS.

From observation and past experience I find the insect enemies 
on the increase. Their name is legion and they call for earnest 
vigilance on the part of the fruit grower. In this brief article I 
wish to direct attention to the seven following insects which prey 
upon the orcJ.s.i-d.

Canker Worm proves very destructive to the foliage. The moth 
appears both in spring and autumn. The females being wungless, 
are obliged to crawl up the stems, on which the eggs are deposited. 
The larva, which is ash colored or dusky brown, appears the first of 
June. The most effectual way of checking the ravages of this 
insect consists in fastening a band of coarse cloth covered with 
printer’s ink around the trunk of the tree. The ink must be renewed 
every two or three days, as the dead bodies soon form a bridge 
across which the others could pass. Paris green and London purple 
dissolved in water, one part of the poison to seven hundred of water, 
applied with a force pump or syringe, is the most effectual remedy. 
If used too strong the foliage will be destroyed. *

■ *We would advise verp gnat caution in the use of oil. Wo have known 
trees to have been lulled by the use of this unnatural remedy. Aa’ alkaline wash 
will prove quite as effectual and much safer.—Com.
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Applb Trek Caterpillar ('or figure 8 moth which lays the eggs) 
is another very common and destructive pest The eggs are laid in 
rings on the young wood in the latter part of July, each ring 
containing about two hundred eggs. The first warm days of spring 
they hatch, even before the buds burst, and I have had thousands of 
them, which I had intended burning, but had neglected to remove, 
hatch in my pocket. This caterpillar when full grown is about two 
inches long, of a yellowish green color, with one dorsal and two 
lateral pale yellow stripes and a blueish head. In the latter part 
of June it weaves a brown cocoon on the fences or buildings, and in 
shout ten days a large reddish grey moth comes forth to again lay 
its eggs. When not feeding, the worms cluster in large bunches 
along the trunk and larger branches of the tree, when they may be 
easily killed.

The Tent Caterpillar is somewhat similar to the above. These 
weave a white web or tent over themselves as they go, and strip a 
branch clean, but leave the tent behind them. Hand picking or the 
torch, is the easiest moc|^ of destroying them.

Another insect pest is the Black Caterpillar (for want of a 
better name.) The eggs are deposited about midsummer on the 
young branches and the caterpillars hatch the following May. They 
feed voraciously on the foliage for six or seven weeks, often com
pletely stripping the tree. They aro about two inches long and as 
large ns a lead pencil when full grown. Several feed on one leaf 
and can be easily removed by picking off the leaf. With the least 
jar or touch they throw the head and tail up; even lie in that 
position when not feeding.

The Apple Worm (Carpocapsa pomonella) is produced by a small 
grey winged moth, commonly known as codling moth, which appears 
in great numbers the first warm evenings in June and lays its eggs 
in the blossom end of the fruit. The little grub soon hatches and 
e.its its way into and soon spoils the fruit, causing it to fall 
prematurely. As soon ns, or often before it falls, the yrorm escapes 
either into the ground or uhder the rough bark of the tree, unless 
traps are set for its capture. It lies in the cocoon from seven to 
ten days, and comes forth a moth again. Thus three crops are pro
duced in a single season. ^

Si
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How to destroy them:—

> let. Encourage the black cap titmouse and hairy woodpecker, 
which destroy the insect in the pupa state. \

2nd. Light small bonfires in the orchard on dark nights, which 
will attract and destroy the moth.

3rd. Pick up wormy fruit as soon as it falls and feed the hogs, 
if they cannot be allowed to run in the orchard.

4th. Strips of woollen cloth tied around the trunk of the tree, 
and occasionally taken off and examined, or, what I have found an 
excellent plan is, lay two old barrel staves (these for economy) close 
together (the closer the better), and fasten them with a couple of 
screws to the trunk of the tree. The worms will crawl in between, 
where they will be found generally in a transformation state. By 
examining the staves once a fortnight, removing the worms, and 
returning the trap to its position on the tree, this troublesome pest 
can be nearly gotten rid of in one season.

Bark Locsk or mussel scale is occasionally troublesome, but can 
be exterminated by scraping the old bark'off and burning it. An 
excellent wash is made by dissolving 2 lbs. of potash in six or eight 
quarts of water, which may lie applied with a mop about the latter 
part of May, or first of June. Large sums have been paid for this 
simple recipe.

The Apple Tree Borer is a fleshy, white grub, the larva of a 
brown and white striped beetle, which deposits its eggs during June 
and July in the collar and along the trunk of the tree. The eggs 
soon hatch and the wonns remain just under the surface of the bark 
until they are strong enough to bore into the wood of the tree. 
Fastening up the entrance hole with a plug of hard wood is said to 
be a sure remedy. Lime and ashes piled around the base of the 
tree is a preventative, and the wash recommended above for the 
bark louse may also be used with advantage.

By contrasting fruit—in the one case fair and smooth, in the 
other gnarled and wormy—one is amply repaid for the labor required 
to produce handsome, perfect fruit.

T. E. Smith,
, Nova Scotia Nurseries, Cornwallis.
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IN MEMORIAL.

hogs,

in tte 
juiied

Just as we are about going to press, the painful duty devolves 
upon us of recording the demise of the President of this Association. 
On the evening of the 22nd February the sad intelligence reached 
us that Avard Longley was no more. Death had that day laid his 
ruthless hand upon him, and with scarcely a moment’s warning 
called him to the better world.

The Nova Scotia Fruit Growers’ Association has sustained a 
severe loss in the death of President Longley, who has been 
intimately connected with the doings of the Association since its 
inception, twenty years ago; and we feel safe in saying, no man in 
Annapolis County has done more to promote the objects of the 
Association and the interests of the fruit growers. In this work, as 
well as everything that was for the benefit of his country and 
mankind, Mr. Longley was ever ready to expend his energies.

At the Annual Meeting held at Wolfville on the 9th February, 
1883, he was unanimously elected President, which position he 
filled with great acceptance to the Association, and was re-elected at 
the Annual Meeting Feb., 1884.

His address at the last Annual Meeting and his impromptu speech 
at the dinner in connection with that occasion wercj although laboring 
under severe physical affliction at the time, efforts worthy the 
statesman, and will now be recalled with sadness by those who then 
heard his voice for the last time.

Avard Longley was bom at Paradise, Annapolis County, Nova 
Scotia, on the 22nd February, 1823, and died at his homo very 
suddenly on the sixty-first anniversary of his birthday.

For the last twenty-five years Mr. Longley has been essentially 
a public man, and during that time held many important positions. 
In 1859 he was elecifed to represent his native county in the Pro
vincial Legislature as the colleague of the late Hon. J. W. Johnston, 
and was re-elected in 1863 and again in 1867. He occupied the 
position of Chief Commissioner of Railways of Nova Scotia from 
1864 to 1869, when ho resigned.

During these years he took an active part in forwarding and 
advocating many important measures, among which were the 
Confederation of the Provinces and the Free School Act.
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theIn 1878 be was elected to represent Annapolis County in 
Dominion Parliament.

He was an active and consistent member of tbe Baptist Cburch 
and Association, and was twice elected to preside over tbe Baptist 
Convention of tbe Maritime Provinces.

He was also for many years one of tbe Board of Governors of 
Acadia College, and tbe President and members of that Board testify 
to tbe universal respect and esteem in wbicb be was beld by that 
body.

For over thirty-five years he was a consistent and active member 
of the Sons of Temperance and was Past Grand Worthy Patriarch 
of that Order, and a niemlier of the National Division. On several 
occasions filled the position of President of Provincial Temperance 
Conventions.

The Chebucto I)ivision of Halifax, to which he belonged for a 
number of years, have recorded their high appreciation of his worth 
as a man, a Son of Temperance and an able advocate of the cause.

The Local I.«gi8lature, in session at the time of Mr. Longley’s 
sudden death, placed on record an unanimous expression of respect 
for him whose voice had so often been heard with marked effect 
within those halls.

His private life like that in public has been one of the highest 
character, and the Annapolis Spectator truly says of him;—

“ In his death another light has been extinguished, but the effect of hit 
social, Christian, temperance and political character will live, though he it 
dead. The marks of a true man, a patriotic and loyal citizen, a consistent 
politician of excellent and statesmanlike abilities, will never fade, though he 
lies buried beneath his native sward. The worth and excellence of bis acts 
in every sphere of life which it we« his to fill will shine with unfailing 
lustre; in whatever path of duty he was found he was useful and appreciated. 
It is not often that we find one who held so many prominent and responsible 
positions, in such perfect harmony in life as did Mr. Longley. Indeed be 
never could have attained thereunto, but for the marked and recognizable 
fitness which it was his in no small degree to enjoy. Honest in the higbeit 
sense, firm in his convictions, he never swerved from that which be believed 
to be right, and was always loyal and true to the cause which he espoused. 
All, be they political friends or foes, agree that a mighty man has fallen— 
that a gap has been made in the several circles in which he moved which will 
be hard to so worthily filL His was an active life, tbe talents witli which be 
was endowed were used to benefit his fellow man. The welfare of bis 
countrymen and the land of his nativity were ever uppermost in his mind, 
and to that end were directed with unusual perseverance and courage, all
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the abilities which it was his to command. He was magnanimous. In the 
hottest of political debate he never stooped to anything unbecoming the 
character of a gentleman, and always spoke with that plain, forcible fluency 
which claimed the respect of all. The County of Annapolis and the Province 
at large will miss him furthermore in connection with agriculture and fruit 
growing, in which he wws always deeply interested. He made them a study 
and was never backward in making knowm to others the results of hU 
research and experience in connection therewith."

Not*,—The publication of this Volume has been delayed a 
short time in order to procure the excellent portrait which appears 
as a frontispiece, and which the Publication Committee feel 
confident will be higlily appreciated and valued by the members 
of the Association and the hosts of friends of the deceased.
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THE SECRETARY’S DRAWER.

NOTR

In the preparation of this part of our little volume, it has been 
the object of the compiler, to collect and preserve for reference a few 
items of interest to fruit growers, that we frequently meet with, and 
many of which might be otherwise lost.

The permanency, or extension of this department, will depend 
upon the measure of approval which this small beginning shall 
receive from the individual members of the Association who, if they 
favor the continuance of this object, are requested to render assist
ance, by supplying notes of observation and experience, or clippings 
from any source, that may be of value in making this collection. Of 
course due credit shall be given, as to the source of such information.

Skcrbtary.

AS OTHERS SEE US.

The two following letters are from English gentlemen who, during 
about seven months of last year were travelling throughout the 
Dominion, with a view to ascertaining the most desirable localities 
for agriculturists:

Ilklky, England, Jan. 29th, 1884.
Sir,—Yours of the 17th has just reached me. It would have 

afforded me much satisfaction to have staid a longer time in Nova 
Scotia, and to have made the acquaintance of yourself and others of 
her truly hospitable people. I much appreciated my short visit, 
affording as it did, the opportunity of partaking of such true, genuine 
kindness from those to whom I had previously been a stranger; and 
of becoming personally acquainted with some whose friendship I 
shall ever prize. I may say that in Nova Scotia the Apostolic
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injunction, “Be not forgetful to entertain strangers,” is fully carried 
out.

I was also much pleased with what I could see of the country 
under its covering of snow, and formed the opinion that it was 
second to no part of the Dominion of r...uada which it was my lot 
to visit—and I visited it pretty thoroughly. The produce of your 
orchards and fields are fully equal to anything I have met with in 
my world-wide travels. Would that I had now a barrel of your 
“ beautiful apples,” and another of your fine “ mealy potatoes 1” 
Your farmers appear thoroughly to understand the cultivation of 
b:)th, and very good must be the soil which yields such results to 
their labours, and fine the climate, that brings all to perfection. If it 
ever fell to my lot to settle in Canada, I could wish for no more 
lovely or desirable location than the valley in which “ Sheffield’s 
Mills ” is situated. May I some day see it again, and in its summer 
costume. Now I have written just exactly what I feel and think, 
and I leave you fully at liberty to make what use of it you please. 
If any of my friends ever propose emigration, I shall certainly 
recommend Nova Scotia to their notice I T.ike many Englishmen, I 
had previously a very incorrect idea of your country, thinking it so 
bleak and sterile that none would live in it if it could be avoided. I 
am glad to have had this idea corrected, and that from personal 
observation, I am, dear sir.

Yours truly,
Alfred Wright.

To C. R. H. Starr, Esq.,
Secty. N. S. Fruit Growei^s Association,

Londok, England, 14th Feby. 1884.

C. R. H. Starr, Secty. N. S, F. G. A.

&ir,—In reply to your letter of the 18th ult., I have pleasure in 
saying that I have been much interested in reading the accounts of 
the N. S. Fruit Grower’s Association. The objects of the Associa
tion seem to me very desirable, and the advocacy of them worthy of 
the support of any fruit growing country \ but, for several reasons 
they seem especially commendable for that remarkable tract of coun
try extending between the two ranges of mountains through the 
counties of Annapolis and Kings, in Nova Scotia, best known abroad, 
perhaps, as “ the land of Evangeline.” The complete natural protec-
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tion afforded by the mountains, giving the necessary shelter for fruit 
trees, combined with the advantages of a suitable soil, have already 
made the valley famous as a fruit growing district But the fact 
that its extant is limited, renders the question of its adaptability for 
fruit growing one of greater importance. Were it in extent like the 
vast prairie plains of the North-West, or, if the whole of Nova 
Scotia were excellent farming land, the case would be different. As 
it is, it seems every way desirable, if not absolutely necessary that it 
should be utilized to produce what it is naturally best adapted for, 
and that from the cultivation of which there would be the largest 
return. The comparatively small extent of land necessary for a fruit 
farm, and the usually large yield per acre, point to fruit growing as 
one of the most suitable industries for such a district Indeed, I 
may say, that a seven months journey, extending through almost the 
whole of the settlec^ portions of the Dominion of Canada, confirms 
mo in the belief that (protective tariffs notwithstanding) the day is 
not very far distant when, with the increased facilities of communica
tion, it will be everywhere realized that it is for the best interests of 
each country, as well as of the world, that each should be devoted to 
that for b.ich it is best adapted. While the great North-West will 
probably stand unrivalled for wl||^^rodacing, it can never hops to 
compete with portions of Ontalfc and Nova Scotia. Climatic 
considerations settle that beyond a doubt. Nor do they place the 
British fruit grower unij^r circumstances less peculiarly disadvanta
geous when compared with the Canadian and American. Another 
thing that must be apparent vo any observer, who has had the 
opjmrtunity to form a judgment, is that the consumption of fruit in 
England is yet very small to what it must be in the course of a few 
years, when the poorer classes, who now use it very little, if at all, 
have learned to know its value, and can procure it of a good quality, 
and at a price that will be within their reacL The position of Nora 
Scotia, obviating the necessity of a long railway transit, and its 
situation, as it is sometimes said, “ stretches out a friendly hand to 
England,” will, I doubt not, give it place second to none as a source 
of supplies for England in the course of time.

Wishing your Association success in its efforts to develops and 
promote the interests of the fruit growers of Nova Scotia, and thank
ing you for the papers referring to its work,

I am yours truly,
Wm. King Baker
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FRUIT GROWING IN NOVA SCOTIA,

The Country Gentleman, referring to the last report of this 
Association, and alluding to the Western Counties of Nova Scotia, 
says: The northern latitude and proximity to open water appear to 
give these counties the same advantages in raising long keepers as 
those possessed by the Owen Sound region in Canada and the Grand 
Traverse in Michigan, all three being alike in latitude.

From all the information which reaches Us, a Vast increase in the 
fruit production of this country may be expected in a few years. 
Nova Scotia bids fair to become celebrated for its growth of superior 
fruit—Halifax Herald.

The following is from the Report of the Directors of the King’s 
County Agricultural Society at their last Annual Meeting;—The 
orchards are rapidly growing In extent and importance, and 
fniit is becoming a large source of income to the farmers of this 
Talley. Cherries are not counted here. P! rms were a light crop 
and the price high. Apples, the fruit of the Anna, Ais valley, and 
the crop above all others in the near future, were far below the 
average yield ; but they were large, well colored, and very uniform 
in size, and there was a quiet market for them at figures which fully 
compensated for the short crop. Our early soft varieties, including 
Gravensteins, found a ready market in Boston at from three to lour 
dollars a barrel, delivered at the cars. The long keeping varieties 
have been largely held for the London market and have already been 
shipped, or will be, by first steamer offering, so as to reach the 
Christmas market. Your directors find that orcharding is becoming 
more and more popular, not only with farmers but also with pro
fessional men, and men of wealth in our cities who have an eye to 
a good investment and who also appreciate the pnre, cool health- 
restoring atmosphere of our garden valley in the summer months, 
filled as it is with the beauty and perfume of the pink and white 
blossoms in the flowery months of June, and later all aglow with 
the red cheeked and golden fruit among the green leaves. There is 
net a spot of earth in the world better adapted by the soil and 
climate to the cultivation of the various kind of apples than this
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valley, and every acre of it from the Annapolis Basin on the west to 
the Avon River on the east might be profitably planted with trees. 
There is no doubt 4hat money invested in this way would pay as 
large profits as orange groves in Florida and be subject to none of 
the risks of stock in Mexican silver mines. There is now a 
permanent market across the water for all the surplus apples we can 
raise, as our apples cannot be surpassed in size, color, or quality, the 
world over. ' This was proved by the reception with which C. R. H. 
Starr’s collection was met at the Horticultural Exhibition lately held 
in England and the notice it received by the press. * * * ♦ 
Very little change is noted in the variety of the apples planted. 
The Gravenstein deservedly holds its place in the front rank; but 
there is a tendency to plant more of the long keeping varieties, and 
not so many varieties in one orchard. The Ben Eavis has become 
quite popular withi^ the last year on account of its long keeping 
quality. It will keep sound with ordinary care the year round, and 
is sound and bright, and of good flavor a year from the time of 
gathering. The pear, which is a most delicious table fruit, would 
repay a much larger cultivation than it has at present The crop 
for the past year was good and found a ready sale. The Bartlett is 
hardy and prolific and usually brings five dollars a barrel in our 
markets.

“ I am confident there is a great future before your colony, as 
regards the raising of fruit for the London market Only let it be 
honestly packed, and sent by an expeditious route, taking due care as 
regards frost, &c.”—Extract Mr. Lowe's letter.

The Augusta, (Me.) Journal says that good^Canadian fruit sells to 
far better advantage in England than any other, because of its keep
ing qualities; and that shippers of Maine apples are imitating the 
Canadian barrel, that they may obtain the advantage of the reputa
tion of Canadian fruit.

A correspondent, who has been visiting Ifova Scotia, writes to 
the Farmers’ Advocate, from which we clip the following:

* * * * Whilst we know from persOnsd experience, that there 
are a few favoured spots in Canada better adapted to apple culture 
than Ontario, such as the Annapolis Valley, S., still we claim
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that our Province is, on the whole, well fitted for producing a large 
variety of apples.

Are the trees planted of inferior quality t Certainly not. Our 
local nurseries and. others, supply good trees, in fact we have the 
same class of trees that are sold in Annapolis ahd Kings Coun
ties, N. S.

Where then is our fault, and what our remedy 1 The information 
we want must come from practical men. A few months residence 
in the best apple districts of N. S. enables me to contrast our mode 
of apple culture, aid its results, with theirs.

One or two common errors, prevalent in our Province, and their 
remedies, may be noticed.

Firat.—Too little attention has been given to apple culture, and 
other branches of agriculture have been more closely followed. The 
uncertainty of local markets, easily glutted at any time, afforded little 
stimulus to fruit raising; besides, while Ontario was the great 
wheat producing province, special attention was given to grain 
growing. But the condition of things is fast changing. We have a 
sure foreign market for good keeping apples. On the other hand 
the broad prairies of the North-W'^est, rapidly filling up with a soil 
tilling population, may render wheat raising in Ontario much less 
profitable than at present, while this same influx of settlers opens up 
to us what may be called a home market for apples-, as it is not likely 
that fruit will be largely grown in the North-West for years to come.

Second—Too many varieties o“ trees are found in our orchards, 
and a very large proportion of thete apples are unfit for a foreign 
or any market. I cannot too strongly emphasize this point, which 
has been the bane of apple culture in Ontario. It is not uncommon 
to find in an orchard of one hundred trees from twenty to thirty 
varieties. If an orchard contain say twenty varieties, each of which 
has to be assorted into two or three classes, at the close of the sorting 
some thirty or forty barrels partly filled will be left These will 
have to be disposed of at a disadvantage by mixing or some other 
way.

One of the most successful farmers in Annapolis County last 
year had nearly five hundred barrels of Nonpareils, and only two 
hundred barrels of other sorts. Instead of having a few trees of 
each variety, he would at once graft, or else set out three, four .or 
five hundred Nonpareil, or whatever apple stood the highest in the 
English market. Such is the true policy.
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NOVA SCOTIA APPLES AT THE GREAT NATIONAL 
" APPLE CONGRESS.

The following extracts are from London papers s 
Nova Sootia ApptES.-—An interesting contribution has been 

added during the past week to the great Apple exhibition at Chis* 
wick. It consists of a grand collection of Apples, numbering seme 
fifty sorts, from Nova Scotia. Every fruit shown is a first-rate 
example of its sort, and some are- exceptionally fine as regards site 
and colour. The collection consists mainly of sorts well known in 
English gardens, but there are a great many American kinds, some of 
which are extremely handsome, whatever th^ir edible qualities may 
be. The collection is well and legibly named, and an asterisk 
affixed to the name,indicates that the sort is grown for exportation 
to the English market. Among these are the Kibston Pippin, King 
of the Pippins, Old Golden Pippin, Mammoth Pippin, Sweet Russet, 
Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening or Green Newtown Pippin, Cooper’s 
Russet, Hubbardtson’s Nonsuch, Talman Sweet, Flushing Spitzenbeig, 
Willoughby, King of Tomkin’s County, Ponime Grise, and Blue 
Pearmain. It will be seen from this list what a small percentage 
there is of sorts cultivated in English gardens. Among the sorts not 
marked by an fisterisk are Gruvenstein, Golden Ball, Fall Harvey, 
Ben Davis, Drap d’Or, Old Nonpareil, Cox’s Orange Pippin, Holly, 
Gloria MunJi, Yellow Belle Fleur, De Rocas, Emperor Alexander, 
Dutch Codlin, Cat’s-head, Concord, Pearmain, Blenheim Orange, 
Lyscom, Rambo, and Chebucto Beauty. The last named sort is the 
finest in the whole collection, the fruits being of extraordinary size, 
highly coloured, and distinct from any other. The ooUection is in 
excellent condition, and excites general admiration.—*" The Garden."

“ The Gardeners Magazine," Oct. 2(Jth, 1883, says:

Since the opening of this exhibition great changes have been 
made in the arrangements, and the sum total has considerably 
increased. Collections have come in from Dalkeith and other places 
in the north that were wanting in the first instance, and to these 
have been added collections from Sweden and other parts of 
Scandinavia, and from Nova Scotia, Canada. The American apples 
are conspicuous for size, evenness of growth, and brilliant colour.
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fAL
They are moetly light in texture, tender fleshed, and of mild balsamic 
flavor, showing quick and kindly growth under purer and stronger 
•unshine than apples are favoured with in these cloudy isles. 
Students of apples who have explored the show as it stood in the 
first few days, may with advantage have another look round to enjoy 
the splendour of the American apples, and make notes on their names 
and characters.

. Fobbion Applbs.—During the present week the exhibition has 
been enriched by a remarkably fine and interesting collection of 
Apples sent by Mr. C. R. H. Starr, of Port Williams, Nova Scotia, 
whose London agents, Messrs. Nothard & D>we, have admirably set 
up, and further increased the value of the collection by indicating 
those sorts which are generally sent from Nova Scotia to the English 
market These are the Baldwin, Rhode Island Greening, Cooper’s 
Russet, Blue Pearmaiu, Talman’s Sweet, Gravenstein, Nonpareil, 
Flushing Spitzenbarg, King of the Pippins, Willoughby, Golden 
Russet, King of Tomkins County, Sweet Russet, Pomme Gris, 
Golden Pippin, Ribston Pippin, and Mammoth Russet. Most of 
these are of medium size, and several of them highly coloured, but 
all. by comparison with home-grown samples, are of low specific 
gravity. As regards handsome appearance, these Nova Scotian 
Apples compare most favourably with the best of our own, but 
contain much less water and sugar. Such varieties as the Emperor 
Alexander, Fall Pippin, Chebucto Becuty, Dutch Codlin and Cat’s 
Head are finely represented.—“ Gardeners Chronicle" Oct. 30.

National Apple Conorbss.—The great exhibition of apples in 
the conservatories of the Royal Horticultural Society at Chiswick, 
where over 10,000 plates filled with varieties from the orchards or 
gardens of 182 fruit growers in different parts of Great Britain are 
displayed, not having been closed on the day originally fixed, remains 
open until the 25th inst. Of the interest taken in the subject proof 
afforded by the largo attendance—on an average from 700 to.800 
visitors a day, a majority of whom have come from the chief apple 
growing districts of the country. So successful, indeed, has been 
this well-arranged scheme for showing what intelligent culture of the 
apple has actually effected in the Kingdom, and for collecting 
information which may lead to the more profitable selection of 
varieties suited to particular soils and local climates, that there is 

9
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already talk of holding a similar exhibition in Manchester next 
month. Since our first notice of the show some additional contribu
tions have come in from Norfolk and Worcester, and a highly 
satisfactory collection from the Orkney Islands.

The most noteworthy addition, however, is a tableful of apples 
from Nova Scotia, sent by Mr. C. R. H. Starr, of Port Williams. 
The st'^id on which these glowing, healthy beauties of the orchard 
are set out presents a wonderful display of natural colour. Here are 
smooth-skinned nectarine-like apples, suggestively named Maiden's- 
blush; singularly fine specimens of a German variety, the Graven- 
stein ; a clean, evenly tinted, well-grown lot of the Gloria Mundi; 
and some appetizing, sound-looking dessert apples, apparently of 
American origin, for they are called by that poetical slang term for 
autumn, which has established itself in the every-day language of the 
Old Dominion, as well as of the United States, “Fall” pippins.

In order that thise who propose a visit to the exhibition may not 
be disappointed, they should understand that they must not expect to 
see any of the monsters, which, like gigantic gooseberries and 
abnormal melons, are the wonders, if not the chief attritions, of 
ordinary fruit shows. This collection has been brought together with 
far more practical aims. Committees have, in the first place, 
endeavoured to ascertain and correct errors in the nomenclature of 
the great number of varieties now shown, and, next, to collect 
information as to the soil and position in which each exhibit wai 
grown, and the habits and qualities of the trees which bore the 
specimens sent. The first conclusions of the committees after 
examinations and comparisons by the well-known pomologist. Dr. 
Hogg, and Mr. A. F. Barron, the manager of the Society’s garden^ 
will be reported upon by Mr. Barron, and his report, with full notes 
on each of the varieties exhibited, will be published in a convenient 
form. An acknowledgement of the services of Mr. Barron, to 
pomology was made last week, when at a gathering of fruit growers 
he yfas presented with a gold watch by Dr. Hogg, on behalf of s 
large body of subscribers to the testimonial—“ Times."

NATiosiL Apple Exhibition.—The monster exhibition of apples 
in the Royal Horticultural Society’s gardens, at Chiswick, has preved 
to bo a much greater attraction than was anticipated, and the 
committee have determined to prolong its existence over an additional
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week. Several additioBs have been made to it since the opening 
day, and it now includes about 1,000 different sorts or varieties, 
nearly 10,000 dishes being staged by 170 exhibitors. The frait is 
shown in the great vinery, which just now is aa exhibition in itself,- 
and three laige green-houses. The arrangement of the exhibits 
according to counties is veiy instructive, enabling the visitor to note 
the variation in the -character of any particular variety produced by 
locality. Many will be surprised to find so comparatively small 
a share in the exhibition contributed by those counties where apples 
are produced in the greatest abnndance, such as the cider districts 
in tlie West of England ; but the reason is not far to seek. The 
exhibitioH was originated not for competition but for scientific 
investigation ; there is no prize list, and the exhibitors responded to 
the invitation of the committee without hope of fee or reward.

Among the more recent additions to the show is a small but 
handsome collection from N^ova Scotia, as fine a lot of fruit as was 
ever staged at an exhibition.

The list of exhibitors includes the names of Her Majesty the 
Queen, the Prince of Wales, the Duke of Buccleuch, the Duke of 
Northumberland, the Duke of Sutherland, the Marquis of Exeter, 
the Marquis of Abergavenny, the Earl of Rosebery, Earl Home, Lord 
Carrington, Lord Munson, Baron Rothschild, Sir T. B. Acland, M.P., 
Admiral Greville, General Benson, Mr. Beresford-Hope, M.P., Mr. J. 
Wingfield Digby, and Mr. Barron on behalf of the Society.'—Tfce 
Morning Pod, Oct, 2S.

Extract from a letter written by the Revd. A. Sbadwell, of 
Little Ilford, Essex, England, to his son, B. Shadwell, Esq., Cofn- 
Wallis, who has kindly supplied the copy

“ I do not think you heard from any of us the history of the 
Apple Congress lately held at the Royal Horticultural Society’s 
grounds, at Chiswick. The Committee invited dealers and owners 
from every district of England and Wales to contribute specimens, 
both for the purpose of identifying the sorts and establishing a correct 
nomenclature, and also for testing the applicability of sorts to 
climate,

The Queen sent 153 sorts from Frogmore, the Royal Horticulture! 
Society 250, Mess. Veitch of Chelsea 150. This was the finest 
British collection. In every collection Cox’s Orange Pippin was
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conspicuous. Douglass, of Loxford Hall (a most experienced 
gardener), assured me that this is without douht the finest British 
Apple. Mine here are now ripe, and I will consent to say that it is 
half a pouit better than Ribston Pippin, But I consider no apple in 
this country at all equal to the finest of the Italians, the difference 
arises I think from the attenuation of the skin under the prolonged 
heat of autumn, so that there is left, not a rind, but a thin transpar
ent layer. The three largest are Warner’s King, Lord Grosvenor, 
and naycock, monstrous hillocks of green and yellow. The 
miniature kinds which are all best pippins, are well represented, with 
quantities of the old golden pippin, and many others similar. It 
will interest you to know that the collection of 44 sorts from Nova 
Scotia, all of the varieties usually sold to England, completely 
eclipsed every other. There were no monsters, but every apple was 
perfect in form, sihoothness and colour, the last very beautiful in 
some cases. The most inviting were Gravensteins, Hubbardtson’s, 
Nonsuch, Emperor Alexander, and Chebucto Beauty. All the 44 
came from C. R. H. Starr, Port Williams, N. S.”

TO PREPARE GROUND FOR AN ORCHARD.

John Manwaring writes to the Williamette Fanner he has had 
twenty-five years experience in orchard planting, and has best 
succeeded when this method of preparing the ground has been 
adopted: Set stakes whatever distance apart trees are to be planted, 
(say thirty-three to forty feet. Comp.) and plow in ridges, hanov 
thoroughly and let lay a few days. Then throw it up in ridges 
cross-ways, the same distance apart as at first, and harrow as befoie. 
Now plow again, throwing ridge right on top of the first, till the 
dead furrow at one rod from the ridge is about eighteen inches 
deep. Harrow again thoroughly till mellow and fine. Now applj 
manure, which has previously been prepared, spread evenly over a 
the ground, and plow again, throwing furrows back into last dea 
furrow, this is the place where the trees are to be sej. Harrow as, 
before, and repeat plowing crossways. You will now have a soil to 
set your trees in. Some may say this is too much trouble, but I \ 
will ensure them a good orchard, if they will follow this plan. So j 
man ever succeeded unless he had depth of soil to set his trees iu,
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and he ought not to attempt an orchard without having the ground 
plow'ed at least two years before setting out the trees.

Buying Treks.—Orders should have been sent to the nurseries 
before this. Better to defer planting until another year than to 
purchase from the glib-tongued tree pedlers, who will furnish only 
the refuse of nurseries, impartially named. Order direct from the 
nurseries (or from their authorized agenti, hut not tree pedlers—Comp.)

Nursery trees, when long on the road, often dry and the bark 
becomes shrivelled. Bury such trees in sandy soil, root and branch, 
in a few days they will become plump.—AmerUan Agriculturist for 
March.

Size of Trees.—The American Agriculturist says;—In selecting 
trees for planting the largest is not always the best. Medium sized 
trees are lifted with better roots, are easily'handled, are less liable to 
injury from transportation, start quicker and grow faster than laige 
old trees, which have Wider spread roots, which are certain to be 
severely abridged in lifting. The top must then be pruned severely 
to correspond with the destruction of the roots. So there is nothing 
gained in the way of size. Two-year-old trees of the apple, pear, 
plum and cherry, and one-year-old of the peach, are the best sizes, 
and of these, stocky, low-branched sjiecimens will be found to give 
the most satisfaction.

Transplanting Trees.—A correspondent of the Williamette 
Farmer, who claims to have liad twenty-five years experience in 
orchard planting, says;—Having the ground tlioroughly prepared, 
measure off the distance with a pole, and set small stakes right where 
the tree is to be set, (stake out the whole field intended for planting 
—when done properly they should be in line, looking from any 
direction. Drive these stakes down so they will not be disturbed in 
digging the holes.—Comp.) This done dig holes large enough to set 
the trees without the roots being cramped, remove the stake and place 
the. tree eraetly where it stood, spreod out the roots in their natural 
position, throw in a small quantity of fine earth, move the tree up 
and down a little to sift the earth among the fibres, then put in more 
earth, tread gently till the hole is full, but in no case set the trees 
more than one inch deeper than they were in the nurseiy.

('♦I
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We clip tlie following from “ The Examiner,’^ and consider it 
worthy of careful perusal, as it is much to the point:

HINTS ON TRANSPLANTING TREES. 
By H. BepnolHi, M. D.

The old saying that whatever is worth doing at all is worth 
doing well,” applies with peculiar force to the transplanting of trees. 
A great deal of loss and disappointment has resulted from careless 
and hasty transplanting. Necessarily some risk attends the removal 
and resetting of a tree. Some of the roots must he broken, and the 
tree may fail to thrive in its new location. Some trees are more 
difficult to transplant successfully than others. It is harder to 
transplant trees from the forest to open country and make them live 
than the same kind of trees which have been grown in a nursery. 
Some of the forest trees, such as the walnut, have a long tap-root, 
which extends deeply. Such trees, when grown in a nursery, have 
been transplanted when young, and the taj)-root cut off, so that 
numerous smaller roots have been formed. They can thus be more 
easily and more successfully transplanted.

Losses bt Carelessness.—A great many trees are lost by care
lessness in transplanting. Some (mrsons seem to think that if the 
roots of the tree are only put into the ground and covered, that is 
about all that is necessary. An instance is related where “-three men 
dug the holes and planted 1,200 trees in two days; in some places 
they used a nine-inch post auger to make the holes; and though, 
through the aid of a very wet simimer, most of these trees lived, they 
have never made a satisfactory orchard.” Setting trees in that way 
does not pay. When the work is well done it is dow business; but 
it is better to have one tree well set than half a (h)Mn put into the 
ground in any way that the work can be done the quickest. The 
setting of trees should never be let out by the job. It is safer to 
hire men by the day, and have the work well donCj regaordless of the 
length of time required to do ft.

How TO Set the Trees.—The land must be well prepared. If 
the soil is poor it must he enriched by cultivation and manuring. 
If the soil is shallow it must be deepened; if wet, it should be well 
underdrained. Holes should be dug for the trees larger than are 
needed barely to receive the roots. They should be made large
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enough, so that when the trees begin to extend their delicate rootlets 
in search of food they will not at onec meet the hard wall of tiie 
excavation. The hole should be dug deep and broad and filled with 
good loam. The poor subsoil which is thrown out should not be put 
back, but its place supplied with loam from the soil around, or 
brought from a distance. The tree should be carefully set in the 
place prepared, the roots arranged in their natural position, and the 
best of the soil worked carefully in among the roots with the hand 
and firmly compressed. After the roots are well covered, manure as 
a fertilizer may be strewn about. One orchardist in Maine, in setting 
apple-trees last spring, scattered about the covered roots two quarts 
of superphosphate to each tree, and the result was that the trees made 
a thrifty growth of about a foot or more each. Well-rotted barn-yard 
manure as compost may be scattered over the covered roots and 
mingled freely with the soil In filling the hole, the earth should be 
pressed in firmly about the roots, so that there will be no settling of 
the soil afterwards. There is no danger of making the earth too 
firm, provided it is all equally compressed.

Precautions to be Observed.—In transplanting trees, the roots 
should not be exposed to the sun or wind, and allowed to become 
dry. They should be kept as moist as when removed from the 
earth. If the roots become dry, they should be dipped in water and 
sprinkled with fine soil before setting, so as to cover all parts of. 
them, and ensure the close application of the soil to the rootlets* 
[Better still, dip them in a puddle of thin mud, prepared for the 
purpose.] When a tree is transplanted some of the roots are 
necessarily sacrificed, and the feeding capacity of those retained will 
be more or less impaired by the shock of removal. Consequently it 
is desirable to remove a portion of the top, so as to restore the 
balance between the top and the roots. The strong shoots which are 
needed to form the top of the tree should be retained, shortening 
them if needful to secure the proper shape, and the weak branches 
which can be spared should be removed entire. In selecting trees 
for transplanting, those growing in rich soil should be preferred. A 
tree or shrub growing in such soil bears the shock of transplanting 
better than one growing upon poor soil. The roots' of a tree in poor 
soil extend more widely and are more likely to be broken than those 
growing in rich soil, where plenty of food is found near at hand. 

lAvmnore Falls, Me., October, 1883.
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PRUNING TREES.

If pruning is attended to annually, there will be no necessity for 
large wounds, which are as injurious to a tree as to an animal. A 
correspondent writes, that in his neighborfiood all the orchards and 
trees pruned by an itinerant are declining and dying, while those not 
pruned then are still sound. " The fault is in doing .such severe 
pruning at one time, aggravated by leaving the wounds open to the 
cold drying winds. When a branch is already dead from any cause, 
and decaying, it is necessary to cut back to sound wood, and a coat 
of varnish, paint or tar, should be applied to prevent loss to the tree 
by evaporation of the sap from inside, and further decomposition by 
access of air from outside. Pruning should not be done when the 
sap is so abundant—as in late spring—that the wound cannot dry. 
It’s continued oozing (Jauses rapid decay, and injures the bark below 
the wound.—Farmers’ Advocate.

A fruit tree to be grown in perfection requires some pruning every 
year till it gets in bearing condition. After that it may possibly 
take care of itself, though such cases are rare.

The fruit grower should have an ideal in his mind of what he 
wants as to size and shape. If he has this and will attend to the 
pruning at the proper time, there need be little cutting of large, 
branches, to leave bad wounds or bring disease and decay. A tree 
should be so shaped that it will be strong enough to hold up its load 
of fruit, compact enough to withstand severe winds, and open enough 
to give a healthy growth to all leaves and fruit A great many trees 
are neglected till their tops are so thick, and the growth so line, that 
large healthy fruit is an impossibility. A certain amount of room 
for air and sunlight is required for the healthy development of every 
thing that grows. Large fruit can only be produced upon trees that 
have large healthy leaves, and where there are three or four twigs, or 
leaves, where there should be but one, the fruit must be small.—New 
England Farmer.

Dead branches are usually looked upon as simply unsightly, 
doing no injury to the tree upon which they remain! but the 
Gardeners’ Monthly urges their removal because of the draft upon the 
tree for moisture. It says: Our readers must remember that only
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recently has it been clearly demonstrated that a dead branch on a 
tree makes almost as much strain upon the main plant fur moisture 
as does a living one. It is one of the most important discoveries of 
modem botanical science to the practical horticulturist, as by this 
knowledge he can save many a valuable tree. Any dead branch or 
any weak one should he at once cut away.—Seety. Michigan State 
Horticultural Society.

low

Apple Trees Splitting.—Various devices or remedies are given 
in the papers from time to time to prevent forked apple trees from 
splitting. Iron bolts are inserted; iron hands are employed; ropes 
are used to draw parts together; branches are drawn together and 
interlaced, &c. Prevention is best; well formed heads will not split 
down. Two main branches, diverging from each other at an acute 
angle should not he permitted. An even and spreading head will 
not split, nor will any tree be liable to injury if not allow’ed to 
overbear. The practice of propping up the limbs of fruit trees 
indicates that the trees are not well trained, or they are allowed to 
overbear, or both.—Country Gentleman.
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GRAFTING WAX.

I have used this wax for the past eight years. Take one Ih. 
rosin, one ounce beef tallow, one ounce beeswax. Melt and stew 
together thoroughly. Remove from the fire and add seven ounces of 
alcohol and one tablespoonful turpentine, stir until entirely cold. 
Bottle air-tight in large-mouth bottles. Apply with a brush.— W. S. 
B. in Fruit Recorder.

After considerable trouble this receipt was obtained for grafting 
wax, and has proved satisfactory:

Take 1 lb. of rosin, J lb. beeswax, and a little less than J lb. of 
tallow. Melt together in a small iron kettle and stir thoroughly. 
Pour into a dish of cold water, and when cool pull like molasses 
candy until white and fine grained. Roll in oiled paper.—0. A. 0. 
in Country Gentleman.

m
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THE CULTIVATION OF FRUIT AND OTHER TREES.

Without considering the value of the fruit itself, the trees, if 
properly and tastefully arranged, are very ornamental, and they do 
much towards rendering home attractive. A homestead cannot be 
made pleasant and cheerful without the trailing vine, the rich green 
foliage of trees and shrubbery to fill the vacant nooks and hide 
unseemly objects. Even though they be forest trees, it will repay 
the cost of transplanting to beautify one’s surroundings. A cottage 
that is environed with shade tiees and things to render it attractive, 
is pretty sure to have contentment within.—R. H, Bass, in Boston 
Cultivator.

The Culture op Apples.—When advised to set more apple 
trees, the average farmer answers; “Orchards do not pay. If 
apples are selling at a good price, it is the year my trees do not bear, 
and when I do have a good crop apples are so cheap that they 
scarcely pay for picking."

Something of truth in that, but it is not quite the truth. VHien 
apples are at the lowest price, a man can make pretty good wages in 
picking, assorting and barreling them, even though he has but a 
small share of the pixxlucts of the orchard for his labour.

The day’s labour si)ent in an apple orchard usually yields better 
pay to the farmer than any other farm work that he does. • Compare 
the time necessary to get a barrel of apples ready for market, and 
tliat required to grow and harvest a barrel of potatoes.

The increased demand for apples for exportation is likely to make 
better markets and better prices for this fruit in the future than we 
have had in years of plenty in the past. The evaporators or fruit 
dryers, and the conversion of cider into apple jelly, enables those 
whose temperance principles would not allow them to make cider to 
be used as a beverage, to feel that they can now convert their cider 
apples into wholesome food.

Better cultivation and better variety of fruit will make better 
crops and better prices. In the matter of fruit, also, increased supply 
seems to create an increased demand. Witness the quantities of 
strawlrerries, cranberries and other small fruits now sold in our 
markets, and then think of the time thirty years ago, when scarcely 
one-tenth was sold, and yet prices have not declined very much.
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ES.
Of all our fniits, none other is as valuable as the appl j. It can 

be had in perfection at nhnost all seasons of the year; it can be oaten 
isw, or cooked in a variety of ways; it is healthful and nourishing, 
and it can be found in the greatest variety of flavours, enough to suit 
all tastes. Therefore, we repeat, plant out more apple trees; get 
good, healtljy trees, grafted with good varieties of fruits; put them 
in good soil; prepare the land carefully, and give the trees good care, 
and you will find that they will prove profitable.—American 
Cultivator. '

Cultivation of Orchards.—Cultivators are becoming more and 
more satisfied of the value of common manure for bearing orchards. 
Those which have been regularly top-dressed have borne much bettor 
the past scarce season than neglected orchards. The owner of an 
orchard of six acres, in a region where not one-tenth of a crop was 
raised the past season, sold over three hundred dollars worth of fruit 
from it. He has regularly top-dressed it for several years, and two 
sheep to each tree have picked up the fallen fruit infested with the 
Codhn moth.—American Agriculturist,

hr

itter

Dr. Georgs B. Wood of Philadelphia, says imleached wood 
ashes applied around peach and apple trees, give them renewed life 
and activity, and greatly promote vigorous bearing. Decaying trees 
have been wonderfully stimulated into healthy growth, by digging 
four or five inches deep around the base of the stem, scraping away 
the worms, and filling the hollow thus made with fresh wood ashes. 
This was done in the fall, and the following spring they put forth 
bright green leaves, and bore a crop of fruit far exceeding anything 
they had previously done. All of his orchards, so treated, gave 
promise of great crops of fruit, also, this present season.

Young trees, for some years after setting out, must be as well 
cultivated as com, and after coming into bearing manure may take 
the place. Not much grass can grow in a bearing apple orchard, and 
manure seems to be just the thing to give good fruit. But to expect 
an orchard to pay well, when neglected in gross, is folly.—Country 
Gentleman.
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FRUIT FARMING.

The Philadelphia Press gives an interesting account of C. Shearer’s 
fruit farming in Pennsylvania. In the course of the description it 
says;

The apple crop is the most valuable harvest, and some novel 
methods add to tha profit from it

The best are stored in his fruit retarding house, which will 
hold 3,000 bushels, and sold in April and all along until July, 
bringing never less than a dollar per bushel, and sometimes nearly 
double. But few are lost by rot. They are stored in pine boxes, 
holding about three bushels each. The bottom and sides are tight, 
and they stand on each other in tiers, so that no apples are directly 
exposed to the air, except those in the upper boxes, and these are 
sometimes covered, which Mr. S. regards as best. The boxes ate 
made of inch stuff, and when full it takes two men, of course, to 
handle them. Large boxes are regarded as more economical than 
small ones. The poor apples are made into cider, the greater part of 
which is made into vinegar. The pomace receives a tremendous 
pressure, so that most of the juice is pressed out at once, but after 
that it is put into large brick and cement vats in the earth, a little 
water added, and then it is pressed again, and the juice made into 
vinegar. By some after manipulation the pomace is preserved after 
this second pressure, so as to keep like sauer-kraut, and makes good 
food for his stock, answering about as well as bran or hay. It must 
be fed at first with care, or the animals will eat too much, but after a 
gtadual introduction they are allowed to eat all they wish, and do 
well upon it. A bushel of apples will make ten pounds of pomace. 
He has now on hand about 10,000 gallons of vinegar, worth about 
ten cents a gallon.

THE PRESERVATION OF FRUIT IN ITS NATURAL
STATK

On Thursday last, under the auspices of the Montreal Horticul
tural Society, the Canadian Fruit Export Company, (lim.) made an 
exhibit of fruit that had been preserved in its natur^ state by Mr. 
Geo. A Cochrane’s patent case and method, for six montha Tbeit
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were twenty-five cases of various kinds of fall and winter apples, all 
of which were in a most remarkable state of preservation, looking as 
fresh and plump as if just taken from the tree. There were four 
cases of Canada’s famous Fameuse apples. These attracted great 
attention from the goodly number of fruit growers present. A case 
of Alexanders was the greatest attraction, as the apple is an early Fall 
variety, and its condition at this time of year was surprising to all. 
There were cases of Kings, N. Spys, Greenings, Baldwins, Blue 
Peannains, Ben Davis, &c., all o’: which were fine specimens. The 
exhibition, so far as showing the benefit of employing Cochrane’s 
case and method of preservation, was a complete success. An 
enterprising grocer bought the entire exhibit at three dollars a case, 
which is equal to seven and a half dollars per bbl. The Cochrane 
case is particularly adapted for soft fruits, such as peaches, plums 
and pears, which will carry any distance without bruising or injury 
in this case.—Jmtmal oj Commerce^ April 13, 1883.-

A correspondent of The Cultivator states that he kept 1,200 
bushels of apples, mostly Baldwins, through the past winter and 
spring in his cellar. He claims that by his mode apples may be kept 
the year round, without losing their juiciness or crispness. His 
theory is that the early rotting and decay of apples is due, to a great 
extent, to a vegetable miasma in the air, which is communicated to 
it by vegetable evaporation under certain conditions. The effect 
of this miasma is first seen in a minute speck; sometimes as many as 
a dozen may be counted on the same apple. His remedy is a daily 
airing of the cellar or place where the apples are stored, arranging so 
as to have a brisk circulation, until all the stagnant air is expelled, 
and its place occupied by pure, healthy air. [His success proves that 
his views are at least worthy of consideration.—Ed.]

Fruit in the Cellar op the Dwbluno.—Open the windows 
whenever there is no danger of freezing. 'The ventilation is impor
tant to the inmates, and low temperature prolongs the keeping of the 
fruit.—American AffricvAturitt,
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PRESERVATION OF FRUIT BY EVAPORATION.

Fruit production is only limited by the extent of the market, and 
this question of market is at once determined by that of fruit 
preservation. If our luscious summer fruits can only be brought over 
the hurry and glut of their season of ripening, by means cheap and 
practical, the question of marketing them can be profitably settled at 
our leisure. In this way all the fruits we can produce can he 
readily and profitably disposed of, either in our home or foreign 
markets. Fruit production thus stimulated Would at once spring into 
renewed activity, and where there is now only a bushel produced tons 
would be gathered, and all sure of finding a ready and profitable 
disposal.

There are at present but two popular methods of fruit preserva* 
tion. 1st, by cannirig, 2nd, by drying or evaporating. We hmch 
prefer the latter of these methods, for the following reasons: let, 
the fruit is prepared for operation with less expense. In the case of 
small fruits, they are at once placed in the dryer and in a few 
minutes the fruit is taken out, and is ready for packing. In the case 
of laige fruits they are simply pared and quartered, and rapidly 
evaporated to a dry state, ready for shipment. No expense of cans 
or labels is needed, and the consumer gets the goods in their simplest 
form, ready, by the addition of a little water, for preparation for the 
table or any domestic purposes. 2nd, It is easier to pack and ship. 
For this purpose it is simply placed in boxes or barrels and sent 
direct to the dealer, be he ever so far away, without fear of breakage 
or loss. 3rd, It can be more readily handled, exposed and sold by 
the dealer, with less risk of suspicion or delay. No suspicion can 
attach to evaporated fruits, as the purchaser can see what he gets, 
consequently it gives better satisfaction. This fruit can be sold in 
any qiiantity desired by the purchaser, and there is no useless expense 
for cans, labels, etc. The purchaser gets exactly what he paid for, 
and no more or less.

Well-evaporated fruit bears no resemblance to that which is 
merely dried by the old process.—R GotT, in Canadian HoriiciUiuritt.

■ Fruit marketing in future.—The appetite for good fruit has 
evidently existed as long as the human race, and will continue while
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there are any grown people and children. The question is as to the 
relative quantity of early and perisliable, and long keepers. 
Perishable fruit must not be thrown on the market faster than the 
people within its reach can use it, no matter how excellent it may 
be. Long keepers may be retained for months until wanted. 
There are three agencies which will greatly aid in the extension of 
fruit growing, namely, the preserving of surplus perishing supplies 
hy canning; keeping the fresh fruit in well constructed air-cooled 
fruit houses; and by far the most important of all, the conversion 
of all fruits into the permanently keeping article by means of 
evaporators. When well dried, it will not decay; it may be handled 
without bruising, and the weight renders it of easy and cheap 
conveyance on long journeys.—Country Gentleman.

The demand for fruits in all forms is steadily increasing; and 
there is little danger of over production if the products are put into 
a non-perishable condition by canning or drying.—Grocers' Bulletin 
of Chicago.

The WUliamette (Oregon) Farmer says:—W. H. Jessup, a suc
cessful fruit grower in California, is of opinion that the market for 
fresh fruit is limited and uncertain, but that in canning or drying 
fruit for the markets of the world, there is scarcely any limit or 
uncertainty. Of the two Mr. J. gives the preference to the dried 
fruit business, as being the most certain in the long run, because the 
fruit can be put up cheaper and transportea at less cost than the 
canned fruit, while if properly evaporated it possesses all the good 
qualities of canned fruit of the same grade.

The evaporating process is working a revolution in the dried fruit 
industry, especially with the product of the apple. It renders the 
dried article so far superior in appearance and quality to that 
produced by the old methods, that the latter have been nearly driven 
out of the market Evaporated apples become a staple wherever 
they are known, and the scope of their market is constantly growing 
wider.

An increased demand for dried fruit tends to create an increased 
demand for green fruit, and operates favourably to the business of 
fruit production. By utilising the surplus apples, in seasons of over
production, the evaporating process helps to equalize and ensure the

m
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apple market. Large evaporators located in extensive apple-produc 
ing regions, by appropriating a vast amount of fruit tha would 
otherwise be forced upon the market, make room for the product of 
thousands of orchards.

The tendency of this revolution in apple drying is to make the 
production of this fruit a reliable business. We think that farmers 
who have come to the conclusion that apple growing is unprofitable 
need no longer fear to set out apple trees. In, average seasons the 

^ fruit will always be in demand, and in years of over-productjon, 

which have heretofore been a dread, it will command a price that 
will repay harvesting.—The Hushattdinan.

For years we have been shipping enormous quantities of apples to 
Europe, and this exportation is steadily increasing, and will continue 
to increase until the, trade shall become of national importance.

In dried fruits, such as peaches and apples, the exportation has 
already acquired large proportions, and in ten yf^ars more it will go 
on multiplying in extent until fruit-raising will become a far greater 
and more profitable branch of industry than at pi'esent With such 
a market open to us we can never grow an over-abundance of apples 
and peaches; while these, in addition to cranberries, in their natural 
condition, ought to be, and no doubt will be, produced in sufficient 
quantities to meet any demand. The very cheapness that we can 
send them abroad for will open for us an unlimited market for all 
with which we can supply it.—Germantown Telegraph,

Note.—Every word of this extract (barring the peaches) is appli 
cable to Nova Scotia.—Comp.

Apples turn off 5 to 5 J lbs. of dried fruit to the bushel of 50 lbs. 
Pears turn off about 7 lbs. per bushel, and plums yield about 12 J lbs 
to the bushel.

APPLES AND HEALTH.
From the earliest ages apples have hecn in use for the table as a 

dessert The historian Pliny tolls us that the Romaiis cultivated 
twenty-two varieties of the apple. In these later days we probablj 
possess over two thousand. As an article of food thej rank with 
the potato, and on account of the variety of ways in which they
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may be served, they are far preferable to the taste of many persons ; 
and if families would only substitute ripe, luscious apples for pies, 
cakes, candies and preserved fruits, there woidd be much less sickness 
among the children, and the saving in this one item alone would 
purchase many barrels of apples. They have an excellent effect 
upon the whole physical system, feeding the brain os well as adding 
to the flesh and keeping the bloed pure; also preventing constipation 
and correcting a tendency to acidity, which produces rheumatism 
and neuralgia. They will cool off the feverish condition of the 
system, in fact they are far better for these than the many nostnims 
which are so highly praised in the advertisements and so constantly 
purchased by sufferers. A ripe, raw apple is entirely digested in an 
hour and a half, while a boiled potato takes twice the time.—Rural 
WovM.

FRUIT GARDEN.

Evert Farmer, whether he markets fru; t or not, should have an 
abundant supply of small fruits, all that tlis family, no natter how 
Urge, can eat, from the earliest strawberry to the last giape. Not 
only will they conduce to health, but will greatly help to make farm 
life acceptable to young people. The cost for a start msed not be 
Urge, and if one has a few plants, they may be readily increased.— 
American AgricvlturUt.

Cha8. a. Green, of Rochester, says, his family enjoy fruit no 
better than others, but for three weeks they live on strawberries, four 
weeks more on raspberries and blackberries, three months on peaches, 
and six months on pears. He had 200 vines of early grapes, from 
which all the family and labourers were free to eat He thinks that 
grapes planted in long rows, so as to be cultivated with a horse, are 
the cheapest food that can be supplied, and are exceedingly whole- 
lome, as well as all other fruit when fully ripe.

Transplanting StrawbebriK8.—As regards transplanting the 
rttawberry, possibly some readers may be ignorant of one portion of 
the process, which to everyone making a plantation in a dry time, is 
well worth knowing. In preparing the plant do not pull off the 

10



)runn«ra, but leave, say six inches of them attachoil to each side of 
the plant Bend these ends of runners down, and bury them with 
the roots. Plants thus provided with these “umbilical cords” on 
which to draw for nourishment, will survive and flourish in adverse 
conditions under which plants denuded of their runners will almost 
inevitably perish. The practice of this precaution in transplantiii;; is 
equivalent to almost complete insuiance of success, in spite of the 
weather. —Cimntry Gentleman.

^ 146 '

QUINCE GROWING.

“ A successful grower of quinces says he attributes all his success 
in the business to the accident that most of his trees were set in low, 
mucky ground, anJ with such shelter, that their own fallen leaves 
and those of an adjoining apple orchard made a good annual mulch. 
He says it is not the trunk and branches of the quince that are 
tender, but the root, trees being almost invariably killed in exposed 
situations, wherever frost |>enetrated deeply. He mulches well with 
autumn leaves and well rotted .stable manure, saying the better tlie 
manure (within reasonable limits) the fairer and larger the fruit. He 
also believes a vigorous growth prevents to some extent the twig blight 
and red rust.”—The Michigan Farmer.

HOW IS THIS?

There is an apple tree in Rabun County, Georgia, that is probably 
the largest on the continent. It shades the greater part of a tami yanl, 
and in one year the owner gathered 204 bushels of apples from it, 
besides what his stock destroyed. He received 25 cents per bushel for 
them from wagoners.—Fruit F-vorcUr.




